
Chapter 11

Congress

Figure 11.1 While the Capitol is the natural focus point of Capitol Hill and the workings of Congress, the Capitol
complex includes over a dozen buildings, including the House of Representatives office buildings (left), the Senate
office buildings (far right), the Library of Congress buildings (lower left), and the Supreme Court (lower right). (credit:
modification of work by the Library of Congress)
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Introduction
When U.S. citizens think of governmental power, they most likely think of the presidency. The framers of
the Constitution, however, clearly intended that Congress would be the cornerstone of the new republic.
After years of tyranny under a king, they had little interest in creating another system with an overly
powerful single individual at the top. Instead, while recognizing the need for centralization in terms
of a stronger national government with an elected executive wielding its own authority, those at the
Constitutional Convention wanted a strong representative assembly at the national level that would use
careful consideration, deliberate action, and constituent representation to carefully draft legislation to meet
the needs of the new republic. Thus, Article I of the Constitution grants several key powers to Congress,
which include overseeing the budget and all financial matters, introducing legislation, confirming or
rejecting judicial and executive nominations, and even declaring war.

Today, however, Congress is the institution most criticized by the public, and the most misunderstood.
How exactly does Capitol Hill operate (Figure 11.1)? What are the different structures and powers of the
House of Representatives and the Senate? How are members of Congress elected? How do they reach their
decisions about legislation, budgets, and military action? This chapter addresses these aspects and more as
it explores “the first branch” of government.
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11.1 The Institutional Design of Congress

Learning Objectives

By the end of this section, you will be able to:
• Describe the role of Congress in the U.S. constitutional system
• Define bicameralism
• Explain gerrymandering and the apportionment of seats in the House of Representatives
• Discuss the three kinds of powers granted to Congress

The origins of the U.S. Constitution and the convention that brought it into existence are rooted in
failure—the failure of the Articles of Confederation. After only a handful of years, the states of the union
decided that the Articles were simply unworkable. In order to save the young republic, a convention was
called, and delegates were sent to assemble and revise the Articles. From the discussions and compromises
in this convention emerged Congress in the form we recognize today. In this section, we will explore
the debates and compromises that brought about the bicameral (two-chamber) Congress, made up of a
House of Representatives and Senate. We will also explore the goals of bicameralism and how it functions.
Finally, we will look at the different ways seats are apportioned in the two chambers.

THE GREAT COMPROMISE AND THE BASICS OF BICAMERALISM
Only a few years after the adoption of the Articles of Confederation, the republican experiment seemed
on the verge of failure. States deep in debt were printing increasingly worthless paper currency, many
were mired in interstate trade battles with each other, and in western Massachusetts, a small group of
Revolutionary War veterans angry over the prospect of losing their farms broke into armed open revolt
against the state, in what came to be known as Shays’ Rebellion. The conclusion many reached was that
the Articles of Confederation were simply not strong enough to keep the young republic together. In the
spring of 1787, a convention was called, and delegates from all the states (except Rhode Island, which
boycotted the convention) were sent to Philadelphia to hammer out a solution to this central problem.

The meeting these delegates convened became known as the Constitutional Convention of 1787. Although
its prescribed purpose was to revise the Articles of Confederation, a number of delegates charted a path
toward disposing of the Articles entirely. Under the Articles, the national legislature had been made up
of a single chamber composed of an equal number of delegates from each of the states. Large states,
like Virginia, felt it would be unfair to continue with this style of legislative institution. As a result,
Virginia’s delegates proposed a plan that called for bicameralism, or the division of legislators into two
separate assemblies. In this proposed two-chamber Congress, states with larger populations would have
more representatives in each chamber. Predictably, smaller states like New Jersey were unhappy with this
proposal. In response, they issued their own plan, which called for a single-chamber Congress with equal
representation and more state authority (Figure 11.2).
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Figure 11.2 The Virginia or “large state” plan called for a two-chamber legislature, with representation by population
in each chamber. The plan proposed by smaller states like New Jersey favored maintaining a one-house Congress in
which all states were equally represented.

The storm of debate over how to allocate power between large and small states was eventually calmed by
a third proposal. The Connecticut Compromise, also called the Great Compromise, proposed a bicameral
congress with members apportioned differently in each house. The upper house, the Senate, was to have
two members from each state. This soothed the fears of the small states. In the lower house, the House
of Representatives, membership would be proportional to the population in each state. This measure
protected the interests of the large states.

In the final draft of the U.S. Constitution, the bicameral Congress established by the convention of 1787
was given a number of powers and limitations. These are outlined in Article I (Appendix B). This article
describes the minimum age of congresspersons (Section 2), requires that Congress meet at least once
a year (Section 4), guarantees members’ pay (Section 6), and gives Congress the power to levy taxes,
borrow money, and regulate commerce (Section 8). These powers and limitations were the Constitutional
Convention’s response to the failings of the Articles of Confederation.

Although the basic design of the House and Senate resulted from a political deal between large and small
states, the bicameral legislature established by the convention did not emerge from thin air. The concept
had existed in Europe as far back as the medieval era. At that time, the two chambers of a legislature were
divided based on class and designed to reflect different types of representation. The names of the two
houses in the United Kingdom’s bicameral parliament still reflect this older distinction today: the House of
Lords and the House of Commons. Likewise, those at the Constitutional Convention purposely structured
the U.S. Senate differently from the House of Representatives in the hopes of encouraging different
representative memberships in the two houses. Initially, for example, the power to elect senators was given
to the state legislatures instead of to the voting public as it is now. The minimum age requirement is also
lower for the House of Representatives: A person must be at least twenty-five years old to serve in the
House, whereas one must be at least thirty to be a senator.
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The bicameral system established at the Constitutional Convention and still followed today requires the
two houses to pass identical bills, or proposed items of legislation. This ensures that after all amending
and modifying has occurred, the two houses ultimately reach an agreement about the legislation they
send to the president. Passing the same bill in both houses is no easy feat, and this is by design. The
framers intended there to be a complex and difficult process for legislation to become law. This challenge
serves a number of important and related functions. First, the difficulty of passing legislation through both
houses makes it less likely, though hardly impossible, that the Congress will act on fleeting instincts or
without the necessary deliberation. Second, the bicameral system ensures that large-scale dramatic reform
is exceptionally difficult to pass and that the status quo is more likely to win the day. This maintains a
level of conservatism in government, something the landed elite at the convention preferred. Third, the
bicameral system makes it difficult for a single faction or interest group to enact laws and restrictions that
would unfairly favor it.

The website of the U.S. Congress Visitor Center (https://openstax.org/l/29VisitCong) contains a
number of interesting online exhibits and informational tidbits about the U.S. government’s “first branch”
(so called because it is described in Article I of the Constitution).

SENATE REPRESENTATION AND HOUSE APPORTIONMENT
The Constitution specifies that every state will have two senators who each serve a six-year term.
Therefore, with fifty states in the Union, there are currently one hundred seats in the U.S. Senate. Senators
were originally appointed by state legislatures, but in 1913, the Seventeenth Amendment was approved,
which allowed for senators to be elected by popular vote in each state. Seats in the House of
Representatives are distributed among the states based on each state’s population and each member of the
House is elected by voters in a specific congressional district. Each state is guaranteed at least one seat in
the House (Table 11.1).

The 116th Congress

House of Representatives Senate

Total Number of Members 435 100

Number of Members per State 1 or more, based on population 2

Length of Term of Office 2 years 6 years

Minimum Age Requirement 25 30

Table 11.1

Congressional apportionment today is achieved through the equal proportions method, which uses a
mathematical formula to allocate seats based on U.S. Census Bureau population data, gathered every ten
years as required by the Constitution. At the close of the first U.S. Congress in 1791, there were sixty-
five representatives, each representing approximately thirty thousand citizens. Then, as the territory of the
United States expanded, sometimes by leaps and bounds, the population requirement for each new district
increased as well. Adjustments were made, but the roster of the House of Representatives continued to
grow until it reached 435 members after the 1910 census. Ten years later, following the 1920 census and
with urbanization changing populations across the country, Congress failed to reapportion membership
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because it became deadlocked on the issue. In 1929, an agreement was reached to permanently cap the
number of seats in the House at 435.

Redistricting occurs every ten years, after the U.S. Census has established how many persons live in the
United States and where. The boundaries of legislative districts are redrawn as needed to maintain similar
numbers of voters in each while still maintaining a total number of 435 districts. Because local areas can see
their population grow as well as decline over time, these adjustments in district boundaries are typically
needed after ten years have passed. Currently, there are seven states with only one representative (Alaska,
Delaware, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Vermont, and Wyoming), whereas the most populous
state, California, has a total of fifty-three congressional districts (Figure 11.3).

Figure 11.3 Although the total number of seats in the House of Representatives has been capped at 435, the
apportionment of seats by state may change each decade following the official census. In this map, we see the
changes in seat reapportionment that followed the 2010 Census.

Two remaining problems in the House are the size of each representative’s constituency—the body of
voters who elect him or her—and the challenge of Washington, DC. First, the average number of citizens
in a congressional district now tops 700,000. This is arguably too many for House members to remain
very close to the people. George Washington advocated for thirty thousand per elected member to retain
effective representation in the House. The second problem is that the approximately 675,000 residents of
the federal district of Washington (District of Columbia) do not have voting representation. Like those
living in the U.S. territories, they merely have a non-voting delegate.1

The stalemate in the 1920s wasn’t the first time reapportionment in the House resulted in controversy (or
the last). The first incident took place before any apportionment had even occurred, while the process was
being discussed at the Constitutional Convention. Representatives from large slave-owning states believed
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their slaves should be counted as part of the total population. States with few or no slaves predictably
argued against this. The compromise eventually reached allowed for each slave (who could not vote)
to count as three-fifths of a person for purposes of congressional representation. Following the abolition
of slavery and the end of Reconstruction, the former slave states in the South took a number of steps
to prevent former slaves and their children from voting. Yet because these former slaves were now free
persons, they were counted fully toward the states’ congressional representation.

Attempts at African American disenfranchisement continued until the civil rights struggle of the 1960s
finally brought about the Voting Rights Act of 1965. The act cleared several final hurdles to voter
registration and voting for African Americans. Following its adoption, many Democrats led the charge to
create congressional districts that would enhance the power of African American voters. The idea was to
create majority-minority districts within states, districts in which African Americans became the majority
and thus gained the electoral power to send representatives to Congress.

While the strangely drawn districts succeeded in their stated goals, nearly quintupling the number of
African American representatives in Congress in just over two decades, they have frustrated others who
claim they are merely a new form of an old practice, gerrymandering. Gerrymandering is the manipulation
of legislative district boundaries as a way of favoring a particular candidate. The term combines the
word salamander, a reference to the strange shape of these districts, with the name of Massachusetts
governor Elbridge Gerry, who in 1812, signed a redistricting plan designed to benefit his party. Despite
the questionable ethics behind gerrymandering, the practice is legal, and both major parties have used it
to their benefit. It is only when political redistricting appears to dilute the votes of racial minorities that
gerrymandering efforts can be challenged under the Voting Rights Act. Other forms of gerrymandering
are frequently employed in states where a dominant party seeks to maintain that domination. As we saw
in the chapter on political parties, gerrymandering can be a tactic to draw district lines in a way that creates
“safe seats” for a particular political party. In states like Maryland, these are safe seats for Democrats. In
states like Louisiana, they are safe seats for Republicans (Figure 11.4).
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Figure 11.4 These maps show examples of gerrymandering in Texas, where the Republican-controlled legislature
has redrawn House districts to reduce the number of Democratic seats by combining voters in Austin with those in
surrounding counties, sometimes even several hundred miles away. Today, Austin is represented by six different
congressional representatives.
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Racial Gerrymandering and the Paradox of Minority Representation

In Ohio, one skirts the shoreline of Lake Erie like a snake. In Louisiana, one meanders across the southern
part of the state from the eastern shore of Lake Ponchartrain, through much of New Orleans and north along
the Mississippi River to Baton Rouge. And in Illinois, another wraps around the city of Chicago and its suburbs
in a wandering line that, when seen on a map, looks like the mouth of a large, bearded alligator attempting to
drink from Lake Michigan.

These aren’t geographical features or large infrastructure projects. Rather, they are racially gerrymandered
congressional districts. Their strange shapes are the product of careful district restructuring organized around
the goal of enhancing the votes of minority groups. The alligator-mouth District 4 in Illinois, for example,
was drawn to bring a number of geographically autonomous Latino groups in Illinois together in the same
congressional district.

While the strategy of creating majority-minority districts has been a success for minorities’ representation in
Congress, its long-term effect has revealed a disturbing paradox: Congress as a whole has become less
enthusiastic about minority-specific issues. How is this possible? The problem is that by creating districts
with high percentages of minority constituents, strategists have made the other districts less diverse. The
representatives in those districts are under very little pressure to consider the interests of minority groups. As
a result, they typically do not.2

What changes might help correct this problem? Are majority-minority districts no longer an effective strategy
for increasing minority representation in Congress? Are there better ways to achieve a higher level of minority
representation?

CONGRESSIONAL POWERS
The authority to introduce and pass legislation is a very strong power. But it is only one of the many
that Congress possesses. In general, congressional powers can be divided into three types: enumerated,
implied, and inherent. An enumerated power is a power explicitly stated in the Constitution. An implied
power is one not specifically detailed in the Constitution but inferred as necessary to achieve the objectives
of the national government. And an inherent power, while not enumerated or implied, must be assumed
to exist as a direct result of the country’s existence. In this section, we will learn about each type of
power and the foundations of legitimacy they claim. We will also learn about the way the different
branches of government have historically appropriated powers not previously granted to them and the
way congressional power has recently suffered in this process.

Article I, Section 8, of the U.S. Constitution details the enumerated powers of the legislature. These include
the power to levy and collect taxes, declare war, raise an army and navy, coin money, borrow money,
regulate commerce among the states and with foreign nations, establish federal courts and bankruptcy
rules, establish rules for immigration and naturalization, and issue patents and copyrights. Other powers,
such as the ability of Congress to override a presidential veto with a two-thirds vote of both houses, are
found elsewhere in the Constitution (Article II, Section 7, in the case of the veto override). The first of
these enumerated powers, to levy taxes, is quite possibly the most important power Congress possesses.
Without it, most of the others, whether enumerated, implied, or inherent, would be largely theoretical. The
power to levy and collect taxes, along with the appropriations power, gives Congress what is typically
referred to as “the power of the purse” (Figure 11.5). This means Congress controls the money.

Finding a Middle Ground
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Figure 11.5 The ability to levy and collect taxes is the first, and most important, of Congress’s enumerated powers.
In 2015, U.S. federal tax revenue totaled $3.25 trillion.

Some enumerated powers invested in the Congress were included specifically to serve as checks on the
other powerful branches of government. These include Congress’s sole power to introduce legislation,
the Senate’s final say on many presidential nominations and treaties signed by the president, and the
House’s ability to impeach or formally accuse the president or other federal officials of wrongdoing (the
first step in removing the person from office; the second step, trial and removal, takes place in the U.S.
Senate). Each of these powers also grants Congress oversight of the actions of the president and his or her
administration—that is, the right to review and monitor other bodies such as the executive branch. The
fact that Congress has the sole power to introduce legislation effectively limits the power of the president
to develop the same laws he or she is empowered to enforce. The Senate’s exclusive power to give final
approval for many of the president’s nominees, including cabinet members and judicial appointments,
compels the president to consider the needs and desires of Congress when selecting top government
officials. Finally, removing a president from office who has been elected by the entire country should never
be done lightly. Giving this responsibility to a large deliberative body of elected officials ensures it will
occur only very rarely.

Despite the fact that the Constitution outlines specific enumerated powers, most of the actions Congress
takes on a day-to-day basis are not actually included in this list. The reason is that the Constitution not
only gives Congress the power to make laws but also gives it some general direction as to what those laws
should accomplish. The “necessary and proper clause” directs Congress “to make all Laws which shall
be necessary and proper for carrying into Execution the foregoing Powers, and all other Powers vested
by this Constitution in the Government of the United States, or in any Department or Officer thereof.”
Laws that regulate banks, establish a minimum wage, and allow for the construction and maintenance of
interstate highways are all possible because of the implied powers granted by the necessary and proper
clause. Today, the overwhelming portion of Congress’s work is tied to the necessary and proper clause.

Finally, Congress’s inherent powers are unlike either the enumerated or the implied powers. Inherent
powers are not only not mentioned in the Constitution, but they do not even have a convenient clause in
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the Constitution to provide for them. Instead, they are powers Congress has determined it must assume
if the government is going to work at all. The general assumption is that these powers were deemed so
essential to any functioning government that the framers saw no need to spell them out. Such powers
include the power to control borders of the state, the power to expand the territory of the state, and the
power to defend itself from internal revolution or coups. These powers are not granted to the Congress, or
to any other branch of the government for that matter, but they exist because the country exists.

Understanding the Limits of Congress’s Power to Regulate

One of the most important constitutional anchors for Congress’s implicit power to regulate all manner of
activities within the states is the short clause in Article I, Section 8, which says Congress is empowered to “to
regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and among the several States, and with Indian Tribes.” The Supreme
Court’s broad interpretation of this so-called commerce clause has greatly expanded the power and reach of
Congress over the centuries.

From the earliest days of the republic until the end of the nineteenth century, the Supreme Court consistently
handed down decisions that effectively broadened the Congress’s power to regulate interstate and intrastate
commerce.3 The growing country, the demands of its expanding economy, and the way changes in technology
and transportation contributed to the shrinking of space between the states demanded that Congress be able
to function as a regulator. For a short period in the 1930s when federal authority was expanded to combat the
Great Depression, the Court began to interpret the commerce clause far more narrowly. But after this interlude,
the court’s interpretation swung in an even-broader direction. This change proved particularly important in the
1960s, when Congress rolled back racial segregation throughout much of the South and beyond, and in the
1970s, as federal environmental regulations and programs took root.

But in United States v. Lopez, a decision issued in 1995, the Court changed course again and, for the first time
in half a century, struck down a law as an unconstitutional overstepping of the commerce clause.4 Five years
later, the Court did it again, convincing many that the country may be witnessing the beginning of a rollback in
Congress’s power to regulate in the states. When the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (also known
as the ACA, or Obamacare) came before the Supreme Court in 2012, many believed the Court would strike it
down. Instead, the justices took the novel approach of upholding the law based on the Congress’s enumerated
power to tax, rather than the commerce clause. The decision was a shock to many.5 And, by not upholding the
law on the basis of the commerce clause, the Court left open the possibility that it would continue to pursue a
narrower interpretation of the clause.

What are the advantages of the Supreme Court’s broad interpretation of the commerce clause? How do you
think this interpretation affects the balance of power between the branches of government? Why are some
people concerned that the Court’s view of the clause could change?

In the early days of the republic, Congress’s role was rarely if ever disputed. However, with its decision
in Marbury v. Madison (1803), the Supreme Court asserted its authority over judicial review and assumed
the power to declare laws unconstitutional.6 Yet, even after that decision, the Court was reluctant to use
this power and didn’t do so for over half a century. Initially, the presidency was also a fairly weak branch
of government compared with the legislature. But presidents have sought to increase their power almost
from the beginning, typically at the expense of the Congress. By the nature of the enumerated powers
provided to the president, it is during wartime that the chief executive is most powerful and Congress
least powerful. For example, President Abraham Lincoln, who oversaw the prosecution of the Civil War,
stretched the bounds of his legal authority in a number of ways, such as by issuing the Emancipation
Proclamation that freed slaves in the confederate states.7

In the twentieth century, the modern tussle over power between the Congress and the president really
began. There are two primary reasons this struggle emerged. First, as the country grew larger and
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more complex, the need for the government to assert its regulatory power grew. The executive branch,
because of its hierarchical organization with the president at the top, is naturally seen as a more smoothly
run governmental machine than the cumbersome Congress. This gives the president advantages in the
struggle for power and indeed gives Congress an incentive to delegate authority to the president on
processes, such as trade agreements and national monument designations, that would be difficult for the
legislature to carry out. The second reason has to do with the president’s powers as commander-in-chief
in the realm of foreign policy.

The twin disasters of the Great Depression in the 1930s and World War II, which lasted until the mid-1940s,
provided President Franklin D. Roosevelt with a powerful platform from which to expand presidential
power. His popularity and his ability to be elected four times allowed him to greatly overshadow
Congress. As a result, Congress attempted to restrain the power of the presidency by proposing the
Twenty-Second Amendment to the Constitution, which limited a president to only two full terms in
office.8 Although this limitation is a significant one, it has not held back the tendency for the presidency to
assume increased power.

In the decades following World War II, the United States entered the Cold War, a seemingly endless
conflict with the Soviet Union without actual war, and therefore a period that allowed the presidency to
assert more authority, especially in foreign affairs. In an exercise of this increased power, in the 1950s,
President Harry Truman effectively went around an enumerated power of Congress by sending troops
into battle in Korea without a congressional declaration of war (Figure 11.6). By the time of the Kennedy
administration in the 1960s, the presidency had assumed nearly all responsibility for creating foreign
policy, effectively shutting Congress out.

Following the twin scandals of Vietnam and Watergate in the early 1970s, Congress attempted to assert
itself as a coequal branch, even in creating foreign policy, but could not hold back the trend. The War
Powers Resolution (covered in the foreign policy chapter) was intended to strengthen congressional war
powers but ended up clarifying presidential authority in the first sixty days of a military conflict. The war
on terrorism after 9/11 has also strengthened the president’s hand. Today, the seemingly endless bickering
between the president and the Congress is a reminder of the ongoing struggle for power between the
branches, and indeed between the parties, in Washington, DC.

Figure 11.6 President Truman did not think it necessary to go through Congress to prosecute the war in Korea. This
action opened the door to an extended era in which Congress has been effectively removed from decisions about
whether to go to war, an era that continues today.
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11.2 Congressional Elections

Learning Objectives

By the end of this section, you will be able to:
• Explain how fundamental characteristics of the House and Senate shape their elections
• Discuss campaign funding and the effects of incumbency in the House and Senate
• Analyze the way congressional elections can sometimes become nationalized

The House and Senate operate very differently, partly because their members differ in the length of their
terms, as well as in their age and other characteristics. In this section, we will explore why constitutional
rules affect the elections for the two types of representatives and the reason the two bodies function
differently by design. We also look at campaign finance to better understand how legislators get elected
and stay elected.

UNDERSTANDING THE HOUSE AND SENATE
The U.S. Constitution is very clear about who can be elected as a member of the House or Senate. A
House member must be a U.S. citizen of at least seven years’ standing and at least twenty-five years old.
Senators are required to have nine years’ standing as citizens and be at least thirty years old when sworn
in. Representatives serve two-year terms, whereas senators serve six-year terms. Per the Supreme Court
decision in U.S. Term Limits v. Thornton (1995), there are currently no term limits for either senators or
representatives, despite efforts by many states to impose them in the mid-1990s.9 House members are
elected by the voters in their specific congressional districts. There are currently 435 congressional districts
in the United States and thus 435 House members, and each state has a number of House districts roughly
proportional to its share of the total U.S. population, with states guaranteed at least one House member.
Two senators are elected by each state.

The structural and other differences between the House and Senate have practical consequences for
the way the two chambers function. The House of Representatives has developed a stronger and more
structured leadership than the Senate. Because its members serve short, two-year terms, they must
regularly answer to the demands of their constituency when they run for election or reelection. Even
House members of the same party in the same state will occasionally disagree on issues because of the
different interests of their specific districts. Thus, the House can be highly partisan at times.

In contrast, members of the Senate are furthest from the demands and scrutiny of their constituents.
Because of their longer six-year terms, they will see every member of the House face his or her constituents
multiple times before they themselves are forced to seek reelection. Originally, when a state’s two U.S.
senators were appointed by the state legislature, the Senate chamber’s distance from the electorate was
even greater. Also, unlike members of the House who can seek the narrower interests of their district,
senators must maintain a broader appeal in order to earn a majority of the votes across their entire state.
In addition, the rules of the Senate allow individual members to slow down or stop legislation they
dislike. These structural differences between the two chambers create real differences in the actions of
their members. The heat of popular, sometimes fleeting, demands from constituents often glows red hot
in the House. The Senate has the flexibility to allow these passions to cool. Dozens of major initiatives
were passed by the House and had a willing president, for example, only to be defeated in the Senate. In
2012, the Buffett Rule would have implemented a minimum tax rate of 30 percent on wealthy Americans.
Sixty senators had to agree to bring it to a vote, but the bill fell short of that number and died.10 Similarly,
although the ACA became widely known as “Obamacare,” the president did not send a piece of legislation
to Capitol Hill; he asked Congress to write the bills. Both the House and Senate authored their own
versions of the legislation. The House’s version was much bolder and larger in terms of establishing a
national health care system. However, it did not stand a chance in the Senate, where a more moderate
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version of the legislation was introduced. In the end, House leaders saw the Senate version as preferable
to doing nothing and ultimately supported it.

CONGRESSIONAL CAMPAIGN FUNDING
Modern political campaigns in the United States are expensive, and they have been growing more so.
For example, in 1986, the costs of running a successful House and Senate campaign were $776,687 and
$6,625,932, respectively, in 2014 dollars. By 2014, those values had shot to $1,466,533 and $9,655,660 (Figure
11.7).11 Raising this amount of money takes quite a bit of time and effort. Indeed, a presentation for
incoming Democratic representatives suggested a daily Washington schedule of five hours reaching out
to donors, while only three or four were to be used for actual congressional work. As this advice reveals,
raising money for reelection constitutes a large proportion of the work a congressperson does. This has
caused many to wonder whether the amount of money in politics has truly become a corrupting influence.
However, overall, the lion’s share of direct campaign contributions in congressional elections comes from
individual donors, who are less influential than the political action committees (PACs) that contribute the
remainder.12

Figure 11.7 The most expensive House race in 2014 was that of Speaker of the House John Boehner (right), a
Republican from Ohio, who spent over $17 million to hold his seat. He later resigned in 2015 and was replaced as
Speaker by Paul Ryan (left) of Wisconsin’s 1st District.13

Nevertheless, the complex problem of funding campaigns has a long history in the United States. For
nearly the first hundred years of the republic, there were no federal campaign finance laws. Then, between
the late nineteenth century and the start of World War I, Congress pushed through a flurry of reforms
intended to bring order to the world of campaign finance. These laws made it illegal for politicians to solicit
contributions from civil service workers, made corporate contributions illegal, and required candidates
to report their fundraising. As politicians and donors soon discovered, however, these laws were full of
loopholes and were easily skirted by those who knew the ins and outs of the system.

Another handful of reform attempts were therefore pushed through in the wake of World War II, but
then Congress neglected campaign finance reform for a few decades. That lull ended in the early 1970s
when the Federal Election Campaign Act was passed. Among other things, it created the Federal Election
Commission (FEC), required candidates to disclose where their money was coming from and where
they were spending it, limited individual contributions, and provided for public financing of presidential
campaigns.

Another important reform occurred in 2002, when Senators John McCain (R-AZ) and Russell Feingold
(D-WI) drafted, and Congress passed, the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act (BCRA), also referred to as
the McCain-Feingold Act. The purpose of this law was to limit the use of “soft money,” which is raised
for purposes like party-building efforts, get-out-the-vote efforts, and issue-advocacy ads. Unlike “hard
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money” contributed directly to a candidate, which is heavily regulated and limited, soft money had almost
no regulations or limits. It had never been a problem before the mid-1990s, when a number of very
imaginative political operatives developed a great many ways to spend this money. After that, soft-money
donations skyrocketed. But the McCain-Feingold bill greatly limited this type of fundraising.

McCain-Feingold placed limits on total contributions to political parties, prohibited coordination between
candidates and PAC campaigns, and required candidates to include personal endorsements on their
political ads. Until 2010, it also limited advertisements run by unions and corporations thirty days before
a primary and sixty days before a general election.14 The FEC’s enforcement of the law spurred numerous
court cases challenging it. The most controversial decision was handed down by the Supreme Court in
2010, whose ruling on Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission led to the removal of spending limits on
corporations. Justices in the majority argued that the BCRA violated a corporation’s free-speech rights.15

The Citizens United case began as a lawsuit against the FEC filed by Citizens United, a nonprofit
organization that wanted to advertise a documentary critical of former senator and Democratic hopeful
Hillary Clinton on the eve of the 2008 Democratic primaries. Advertising or showing the film during this
time window was prohibited by the McCain-Feingold Act. But the Court found that this type of restriction
violated the organization’s First Amendment right to free speech. As critics of the decision predicted at the
time, the Court thus opened the floodgates to private soft money flowing into campaigns again.

In the wake of the Citizens United decision, a new type of advocacy group emerged, the super PAC.
A traditional PAC is an organization designed to raise hard money to elect or defeat candidates. Such
PACs tended to be run by businesses and other groups, like the Teamsters Union and the National Rifle
Association, to support their special interests. They are highly regulated in regard to the amount of money
they can take in and spend, but super PACs aren’t bound by these regulations. While they cannot give
money directly to a candidate or a candidate’s party, they can raise and spend unlimited funds, and they
can spend independently of a campaign or party. In the 2012 election cycle, for example, super PACs spent
just over $600 million dollars and raised about $200 million more.16

At the same time, several limits on campaign contributions have been upheld by the courts and remain
in place. Individuals may contribute up to $2700 per candidate per election. Individuals may also give
$5000 to PACs and $33,400 to a national party committee. PACs that contribute to more than one candidate
are permitted to contribute $5000 per candidate per election, and up to $15,000 to a national party. PACs
created to give money to only one candidate are limited to only $2700 per candidate, however (Figure
11.8).17 The amounts are adjusted every two years, based on inflation. These limits are intended to create
a more equal playing field for the candidates, so that candidates must raise their campaign funds from a
broad pool of contributors.
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Figure 11.8 The Federal Election Commission has strict federal election guidelines on who can contribute, to whom,
and how much.

The Center for Responsive Politics (https://openstax.org/l/29OpnSecrt) reports donation amounts
that are required by law to be disclosed to the Federal Elections Commission. One finding is that, counter
to conventional wisdom, the vast majority of direct campaign contributions come from individual donors,
not from PACs and political parties.

INCUMBENCY EFFECTS
Not surprisingly, the jungle of campaign financing regulations and loopholes is more easily navigated
by incumbents in Congress than by newcomers. Incumbents are elected officials who currently hold an
office. The amount of money they raise against their challengers demonstrates their advantage. In 2014,
for example, the average Senate incumbent raised $12,144,933, whereas the average challenger raised only
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$1,223,566.18 This is one of the many reasons incumbents win a large majority of congressional races each
electoral cycle. Incumbents attract more money because people want to give to a winner. In the House,
the percentage of incumbents winning reelection has hovered between 85 and 100 percent for the last half
century. In the Senate, there is only slightly more variation, given the statewide nature of the race, but it is
still a very high majority of incumbents who win reelection (Figure 11.9). As these rates show, even in the
worst political environments, incumbents are very difficult to defeat.

Figure 11.9 Historically, incumbents in both the House and the Senate enjoy high rates of reelection.

The historical difficulty of unseating an incumbent in the House or Senate is often referred to as the
incumbent advantage or the incumbency effect. The advantage in financing is a huge part of this effect, but it
is not the only important part. Incumbents often have a much higher level of name recognition. All things
being equal, voters are far more likely to select the name of the person they recall seeing on television and
hearing on the radio for the last few years than the name of a person they hardly know. And donors are
more likely to want to give to a proven winner.

But more important is the way the party system itself privileges incumbents. A large percentage of
congressional districts across the country are “safe seats” in uncompetitive districts, meaning candidates
from a particular party are highly likely to consistently win the seat. This means the functional decision
in these elections occurs during the primary, not in the general election. Political parties in general
prefer to support incumbents in elections, because the general consensus is that incumbents are better
candidates, and their record of success lends support to this conclusion. That said, while the political
parties themselves to a degree control and regulate the primaries, popular individual candidates and
challengers sometimes rule the day. This has especially been the case in recent years as conservative
incumbents have been “primaried” by challengers more conservative than they.
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The End of Incumbency Advantage?

At the start of 2014, House majority whip Eric Cantor, a representative from Virginia, was at the top of his game.
He was handsome, popular with talk show hosts and powerful insiders, an impressive campaign fundraiser and
speaker, and apparently destined to become Speaker of the House when the current speaker stepped down.
Four months later, Cantor lost the opportunity to run for his own congressional seat in a shocking primary
election upset that shook the Washington political establishment to its core.

What happened? How did such a powerful incumbent lose a game in which the cards had been stacked
so heavily in his favor? Analyses of the stunning defeat quickly showed there were more chinks in Cantor’s
polished armor than most wanted to admit. But his weakness wasn’t that he was unable to play the political
game. Rather, he may have learned to play it too well. He became seen as too much of a Washington insider.

Cantor’s ambition, political skill, deep connections to political insiders, and ability to come out squeaky clean
after even the dirtiest political tussling should have given him a clear advantage over any competitor. But in
the political environment of 2014, when conservative voices around the country criticized the party for ignoring
the people and catering to political insiders, his strengths became weaknesses. Indeed, Cantor was the only
highest-level Republican representative sacrificed to conservative populism.

Were the winds of change blowing for incumbents? Between 1946 and 2012, only 5 percent of incumbent
senators and 2 percent of House incumbents lost their party primaries.19 In 2014, Cantor was one of four
House incumbents who did so, while no incumbent senators suffered defeat. All evidence suggests the
incumbent advantage, especially in the primary system, is alive and well. The story of Eric Cantor may very
well be the classic case of an exception proving the rule.

If you are a challenger running against an incumbent, what are some strategies you could use to make the
race competitive? Would Congress operate differently if challengers defeated incumbents more often?

Another reason incumbents wield a great advantage over their challengers is the state power they have
at their disposal.20 One of the many responsibilities of a sitting congressperson is constituent casework.
Constituents routinely reach out to their congressperson for powerful support to solve complex problems,
such as applying for and tracking federal benefits or resolving immigration and citizenship challenges.21

Incumbent members of Congress have paid staff, influence, and access to specialized information that can
help their constituents in ways other persons cannot. And congresspersons are hardly reticent about their
efforts to support their constituents. Often, they will publicize their casework on their websites or, in some
cases, create television advertisements that boast of their helpfulness. Election history has demonstrated
that this form of publicity is very effective in garnering the support of voters.

LOCAL AND NATIONAL ELECTIONS
The importance of airing positive constituent casework during campaigns is a testament to the accuracy
of saying, “All politics is local.” This phrase, attributed to former Speaker of the House Tip O’Neill (D-
MA), essentially means that the most important motivations directing voters are rooted in local concerns.
In general, this is true. People naturally feel more driven by the things that affect them on a daily basis.
These are concerns like the quality of the roads, the availability of good jobs, and the cost and quality of
public education. Good senators and representatives understand this and will seek to use their influence
and power in office to affect these issues for the better. This is an age-old strategy for success in office and
elections.

Political scientists have taken note of some voting patterns that appear to challenge this common
assumption, however. In 1960, political scientist Angus Campbell proposed the surge-and-decline theory
to explain these patterns.22 Campbell noticed that since the Civil War, with the exception of 1934, the
president’s party has consistently lost seats in Congress during the midterm elections. He proposed that
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the reason was a surge in political stimulation during presidential elections, which contributes to greater
turnout and brings in voters who are ordinarily less interested in politics. These voters, Campbell argued,
tend to favor the party holding the presidency. In contrast, midterm elections witness the opposite effect.
They are less stimulating and have lower turnout because less-interested voters stay home. This shift, in
Campbell’s theory, provides an advantage to the party not currently occupying the presidency.

In the decades since Campbell’s influential theory was published, a number of studies have challenged
his conclusions. Nevertheless, the pattern of midterm elections benefiting the president’s opposition has
persisted.23 Only in exceptional years has this pattern been broken: first in 1998 during President Bill
Clinton’s second term and the Monica Lewinsky scandal, when exit polls indicated most voters opposed
the idea of impeaching the president, and then again in 2002, following the 9/11 terrorist attacks and the
ensuing declaration of a “war on terror.”

The evidence does suggest that national concerns, rather than local ones, can function as powerful
motivators at the polls. Consider, for example, the role of the Iraq War in bringing about a Democratic
rout of the Republicans in the House in 2006 and in the Senate in 2008. Unlike previous wars in Europe
and Vietnam, the war in Iraq was fought by a very small percentage of the population.24 The vast majority
of citizens were not soldiers, few had relatives fighting in the war, and most did not know anyone who
directly suffered from the prolonged conflict. Voters in large numbers were motivated by the political and
economic disaster of the war to vote for politicians they believed would end it (Figure 11.10).

Figure 11.10 Wars typically have the power to nationalize local elections. What makes the Iraq War different is that
the overwhelming majority of voters had little to no intimate connection with the conflict and were motivated to vote for
those who would end it. (credit: "Lipton sale"/Wikimedia Commons)

Congressional elections may be increasingly driven by national issues. Just two decades ago, straight-
ticket, party-line voting was still relatively rare across most of the country.25 In much of the South, which
began to vote overwhelmingly Republican in presidential elections during the 1960s and 1970s, Democrats
were still commonly elected to the House and Senate. The candidates themselves and the important local
issues, apart from party affiliation, were important drivers in congressional elections. This began to change
in the 1980s and 1990s, as Democratic representatives across the region began to dwindle. And the South
isn’t alone; areas in the Northeast and the Northwest have grown increasingly Democratic. Indeed, the
2014 midterm election was the most nationalized election in many decades. Voters who favor a particular
party in a presidential election are now much more likely to also support that same party in House and
Senate elections than was the case just a few decades ago.
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11.3 Congressional Representation

Learning Objectives

By the end of this section, you will be able to:
• Explain the basics of representation
• Describe the extent to which Congress as a body represents the U.S. population
• Explain the concept of collective representation
• Describe the forces that influence congressional approval ratings

The tension between local and national politics described in the previous section is essentially a struggle
between interpretations of representation. Representation is a complex concept. It can mean paying careful
attention to the concerns of constituents, understanding that representatives must act as they see fit based
on what they feel best for the constituency, or relying on the particular ethnic, racial, or gender diversity
of those in office. In this section, we will explore three different models of representation and the concept
of descriptive representation. We will look at the way members of Congress navigate the challenging
terrain of representation as they serve, and all the many predictable and unpredictable consequences of
the decisions they make.

TYPES OF REPRESENTATION: LOOKING OUT FOR CONSTITUENTS
By definition and title, senators and House members are representatives. This means they are intended
to be drawn from local populations around the country so they can speak for and make decisions for
those local populations, their constituents, while serving in their respective legislative houses. That is,
representation refers to an elected leader’s looking out for his or her constituents while carrying out the
duties of the office.26

Theoretically, the process of constituents voting regularly and reaching out to their representatives helps
these congresspersons better represent them. It is considered a given by some in representative
democracies that representatives will seldom ignore the wishes of constituents, especially on salient issues
that directly affect the district or state. In reality, the job of representing in Congress is often quite
complicated, and elected leaders do not always know where their constituents stand. Nor do constituents
always agree on everything. Navigating their sometimes contradictory demands and balancing them
with the demands of the party, powerful interest groups, ideological concerns, the legislative body,
their own personal beliefs, and the country as a whole can be a complicated and frustrating process for
representatives.

Traditionally, representatives have seen their role as that of a delegate, a trustee, or someone attempting to
balance the two. A representative who sees him- or herself as a delegate believes he or she is empowered
merely to enact the wishes of constituents. Delegates must employ some means to identify the views
of their constituents and then vote accordingly. They are not permitted the liberty of employing their
own reason and judgment while acting as representatives in Congress. This is the delegate model of
representation.

In contrast, a representative who understands their role to be that of a trustee believes he or she is
entrusted by the constituents with the power to use good judgment to make decisions on the constituents’
behalf. In the words of the eighteenth-century British philosopher Edmund Burke, who championed the
trustee model of representation, “Parliament is not a congress of ambassadors from different and hostile
interests . . . [it is rather] a deliberative assembly of one nation, with one interest, that of the whole.”27 In the
modern setting, trustee representatives will look to party consensus, party leadership, powerful interests,
the member’s own personal views, and national trends to better identify the voting choices they should
make.
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Understandably, few if any representatives adhere strictly to one model or the other. Instead, most find
themselves attempting to balance the important principles embedded in each. Political scientists call this
the politico model of representation. In it, members of Congress act as either trustee or delegate based on
rational political calculations about who is best served, the constituency or the nation.

For example, every representative, regardless of party or conservative versus liberal leanings, must remain
firm in support of some ideologies and resistant to others. On the political right, an issue that demands
support might be gun rights; on the left, it might be a woman’s right to an abortion. For votes related to
such issues, representatives will likely pursue a delegate approach. For other issues, especially complex
questions the public at large has little patience for, such as subtle economic reforms, representatives will
tend to follow a trustee approach. This is not to say their decisions on these issues run contrary to public
opinion. Rather, it merely means they are not acutely aware of or cannot adequately measure the extent
to which their constituents support or reject the proposals at hand. It could also mean that the issue is not
salient to their constituents. Congress works on hundreds of different issues each year, and constituents
are likely not aware of the particulars of most of them.

DESCRIPTIVE REPRESENTATION IN CONGRESS
In some cases, representation can seem to have very little to do with the substantive issues representatives
in Congress tend to debate. Instead, proper representation for some is rooted in the racial, ethnic,
socioeconomic, gender, and sexual identity of the representatives themselves. This form of representation
is called descriptive representation.

At one time, there was relatively little concern about descriptive representation in Congress. A major
reason is that until well into the twentieth century, white men of European background constituted
an overwhelming majority of the voting population. African Americans were routinely deprived of
the opportunity to participate in democracy, and Hispanics and other minority groups were fairly
insignificant in number and excluded by the states. While women in many western states could vote
sooner, all women were not able to exercise their right to vote nationwide until passage of the Nineteenth
Amendment in 1920, and they began to make up more than 5 percent of either chamber only in the 1990s.

Many advances in women’s rights have been the result of women’s greater engagement in politics and
representation in the halls of government, especially since the founding of the National Organization for
Women in 1966 and the National Women’s Political Caucus (NWPC) in 1971. The NWPC was formed by
Bella Abzug (Figure 11.11), Gloria Steinem, Shirley Chisholm, and other leading feminists to encourage
women’s participation in political parties, elect women to office, and raise money for their campaigns. For
example, Patsy Mink (D-HI) (Figure 11.11), the first Asian American woman elected to Congress, was
the coauthor of the Education Amendments Act of 1972, Title IX of which prohibits sex discrimination in
education. Mink had been interested in fighting discrimination in education since her youth, when she
opposed racial segregation in campus housing while a student at the University of Nebraska. She went to
law school after being denied admission to medical school because of her gender. Like Mink, many other
women sought and won political office, many with the help of the NWPC. Today, EMILY’s List, a PAC
founded in 1985 to help elect pro-choice Democratic women to office, plays a major role in fundraising
for female candidates. In the 2012 general election, 80 percent of the candidates endorsed by EMILY’s List
won a seat.28
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Figure 11.11 Patsy Mink (a), a Japanese American from Hawaii, was the first Asian American woman elected to the
House of Representatives. In her successful 1970 congressional campaign, Bella Abzug (b) declared, “This woman’s
place is in the House... the House of Representatives!”

In the wake of the Civil Rights Movement, African American representatives also began to enter Congress
in increasing numbers. In 1971, to better represent their interests, these representatives founded the
Congressional Black Caucus (CBC), an organization that grew out of a Democratic select committee
formed in 1969. Founding members of the CBC include Ralph Metcalfe (D-IL), a former sprinter from
Chicago who had medaled at both the Los Angeles (1932) and Berlin (1936) Olympic Games, and Shirley
Chisholm, a founder of the NWPC and the first African American woman to be elected to the House of
Representatives (Figure 11.12).

Figure 11.12 This photo shows the founding members of the Congressional Black Caucus, which at the time of its
founding in 1971 had only thirteen members. Currently, forty-six African Americans serve in Congress.

In recent decades, Congress has become much more descriptively representative of the United States.
The 116th Congress, which began in January 2019, had a historically large percentage of racial and ethnic
minorities. African Americans made up the largest percentage, with fifty-seven members, while Latinos
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accounted for forty-six members, up from thirty just a decade before.29 Yet, demographically speaking,
Congress as a whole is still a long way from where the country is and remains largely white, male, and
wealthy. For example, although more than half the U.S. population is female, only 25 percent of Congress
is. Congress is also overwhelmingly Christian (Figure 11.13).

Figure 11.13 The diversity of the country is not reflected in the U.S. Congress, whose current membership is
approximately 76 percent male, 77 percent white, and 88 percent Christian.

REPRESENTING CONSTITUENTS
Ethnic, racial, gender, or ideological identity aside, it is a representative’s actions in Congress that
ultimately reflect his or her understanding of representation. Congress members’ most important function
as lawmakers is writing, supporting, and passing bills. And as representatives of their constituents, they
are charged with addressing those constituents’ interests. Historically, this job has included what some
have affectionately called “bringing home the bacon” but what many (usually those outside the district
in question) call pork-barrel politics. As a term and a practice, pork-barrel politics—federal spending
on projects designed to benefit a particular district or set of constituents—has been around since the
nineteenth century, when barrels of salt pork were both a sign of wealth and a system of reward. While
pork-barrel politics are often deplored during election campaigns, and earmarks—funds appropriated
for specific projects—are no longer permitted in Congress (see feature box below), legislative control of
local appropriations nevertheless still exists. In more formal language, allocation, or the influencing of the
national budget in ways that help the district or state, can mean securing funds for a specific district’s
project like an airport, or getting tax breaks for certain types of agriculture or manufacturing.
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Language and Metaphor

The language and metaphors of war and violence are common in politics. Candidates routinely “smell blood
in the water,” “battle for delegates,” go “head-to-head,” “cripple” their opponent, and “make heads roll.” But
references to actual violence aren’t the only metaphorical devices commonly used in politics. Another is
mentions of food. Powerful speakers frequently “throw red meat to the crowds;” careful politicians prefer to
stick to “meat-and-potato issues;” and representatives are frequently encouraged by their constituents to “bring
home the bacon.” And the way members of Congress typically “bring home the bacon” is often described with
another agricultural metaphor, the “earmark.”

In ranching, an earmark is a small cut on the ear of a cow or other animal to denote ownership. Similarly, in
Congress, an earmark is a mark in a bill that directs some of the bill’s funds to be spent on specific projects or
for specific tax exemptions. Since the 1980s, the earmark has become a common vehicle for sending money
to various projects around the country. Many a road, hospital, and airport can trace its origins back to a few
skillfully drafted earmarks.

Relatively few people outside Congress had ever heard of the term before the 2008 presidential election, when
Republican nominee Senator John McCain touted his career-long refusal to use the earmark as a testament
to his commitment to reforming spending habits in Washington.30 McCain’s criticism of the earmark as a form
of corruption cast a shadow over a previously common legislative practice. As the country sank into recession
and Congress tried to use spending bills to stimulate the economy, the public grew more acutely aware of its
earmarking habits. Congresspersons then were eager to distance themselves from the practice. In fact, the
use of earmarks to encourage Republicans to help pass health care reform actually made the bill less popular
with the public.

In 2011, after Republicans took over the House, they outlawed earmarks. But with deadlocks and stalemates
becoming more common, some quiet voices have begun asking for a return to the practice. They argue
that Congress works because representatives can satisfy their responsibilities to their constituents by making
deals. The earmarks are those deals. By taking them away, Congress has hampered its own ability to “bring
home the bacon.”

Are earmarks a vital part of legislating or a corrupt practice that was rightly jettisoned? Pick a cause or industry,
and investigate whether any earmarks ever favored it, or research the way earmarks have hurt or helped your
state or district, and decide for yourself.

Follow-up activity: Find out where your congressional representative stands on the ban on earmarks and write
to support or dissuade him or her.

Such budgetary allocations aren’t always looked upon favorably by constituents. Consider, for example,
the passage of the ACA in 2010. The desire for comprehensive universal health care had been a driving
position of the Democrats since at least the 1960s. During the 2008 campaign, that desire was so great
among both Democrats and Republicans that both parties put forth plans. When the Democrats took
control of Congress and the presidency in 2009, they quickly began putting together their plan. Soon,
however, the politics grew complex, and the proposed plan became very contentious for the Republican
Party.

Nevertheless, the desire to make good on a decades-old political promise compelled Democrats to do
everything in their power to pass something. They offered sympathetic members of the Republican
Party valuable budgetary concessions; they attempted to include allocations they hoped the opposition
might feel compelled to support; and they drafted the bill in a purposely complex manner to avoid
future challenges. These efforts, however, had the opposite effect. The Republican Party’s constituency
interpreted the allocations as bribery and the bill as inherently flawed, and felt it should be scrapped
entirely. The more Democrats dug in, the more frustrated the Republicans became (Figure 11.14).
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Figure 11.14 In 2009, the extended debates and legislative maneuvering in Congress over the proposed health care
reform bill triggered a firestorm of disapproval from the Republicans and protests from their supporters. In many
cases, hyperbole ruled the day. (credit: “dbking”/Flickr)

The Republican opposition, which took control of the House during the 2010 midterm elections, promised
constituents they would repeal the law. Their attempts were complicated, however, by the fact that
Democrats still held the Senate and the presidency. Yet, the desire to represent the interests of their
constituents compelled Republicans to use another tool at their disposal, the symbolic vote. During the
112th and 113th Congresses, Republicans voted more than sixty times to either repeal or severely limit the
reach of the law. They understood these efforts had little to no chance of ever making it to the president’s
desk. And if they did, he would certainly have vetoed them. But it was important for these representatives
to demonstrate to their constituents that they understood their wishes and were willing to act on them.

Historically, representatives have been able to balance their role as members of a national legislative body
with their role as representatives of a smaller community. The Obamacare fight, however, gave a boost
to the growing concern that the power structure in Washington divides representatives from the needs of
their constituency.31 This has exerted pressure on representatives to the extent that some now pursue a
more straightforward delegate approach to representation. Indeed, following the 2010 election, a handful
of Republicans began living in their offices in Washington, convinced that by not establishing a residence
in Washington, they would appear closer to their constituents at home.32

COLLECTIVE REPRESENTATION AND CONGRESSIONAL APPROVAL
The concept of collective representation describes the relationship between Congress and the United
States as a whole. That is, it considers whether the institution itself represents the American people, not
just whether a particular member of Congress represents his or her district. Predictably, it is far more
difficult for Congress to maintain a level of collective representation than it is for individual members
of Congress to represent their own constituents. Not only is Congress a mixture of different ideologies,
interests, and party affiliations, but the collective constituency of the United States has an even-greater
level of diversity. Nor is it a solution to attempt to match the diversity of opinions and interests in the
United States with those in Congress. Indeed, such an attempt would likely make it more difficult for
Congress to maintain collective representation. Its rules and procedures require Congress to use flexibility,
bargaining, and concessions. Yet, it is this flexibility and these concessions, which many now interpret as
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corruption, that tend to engender the high public disapproval ratings experienced by Congress.

After many years of deadlocks and bickering on Capitol Hill, the national perception of Congress is near
an all-time low. According to Gallup polls, Congress has a stunningly poor approval rating of about 16
percent. This is unusual even for a body that has rarely enjoyed a high approval rating. For example, for
nearly two decades following the Watergate scandal in the early 1970s, the national approval rating of
Congress hovered between 30 and 40 percent.33

Yet, incumbent reelections have remained largely unaffected. The reason has to do with the remarkable
ability of many in the United States to separate their distaste for Congress from their appreciation for
their own representative. Paradoxically, this tendency to hate the group but love one’s own representative
actually perpetuates the problem of poor congressional approval ratings. The reason is that it blunts voters’
natural desire to replace those in power who are earning such low approval ratings.

As decades of polling indicate, few events push congressional approval ratings above 50 percent. Indeed,
when the ratings are graphed, the two noticeable peaks are at 57 percent in 1998 and 84 percent in 2001
(Figure 11.15). In 1998, according to Gallup polling, the rise in approval accompanied a similar rise in
other mood measures, including President Bill Clinton’s approval ratings and general satisfaction with the
state of the country and the economy. In 2001, approval spiked after the September 11 terrorist attacks
and the Bush administration launched the "War on Terror," sending troops first to Afghanistan and later
to Iraq. War has the power to bring majorities of voters to view their Congress and president in an
overwhelmingly positive way.34

Figure 11.15 Congress’s job approval rating reached a high of 84 percent in October 2001 following the 9/11
terrorist attacks. It has declined fairly steadily ever since, reaching a low of 9 percent in November 2013, just after the
federal government shutdown in the previous month.

Nevertheless, all things being equal, citizens tend to rate Congress more highly when things get done and
more poorly when things do not get done. For example, during the first half of President Obama’s first
term, Congress’s approval rating reached a relative high of about 40 percent. Both houses were dominated
by members of the president’s own party, and many people were eager for Congress to take action to end
the deep recession and begin to repair the economy. Millions were suffering economically, out of work, or
losing their jobs, and the idea that Congress was busy passing large stimulus packages, working on finance
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reform, and grilling unpopular bank CEOs and financial titans appealed to many. Approval began to fade
as the Republican Party slowed the wheels of Congress during the tumultuous debates over Obamacare
and reached a low of 9 percent following the federal government shutdown in October 2013.

One of the events that began the approval rating’s downward trend was Congress’s divisive debate
over national deficits. A deficit is what results when Congress spends more than it has available. It then
conducts additional deficit spending by increasing the national debt. Many modern economists contend
that during periods of economic decline, the nation should run deficits, because additional government
spending has a stimulative effect that can help restart a sluggish economy. Despite this benefit, voters
rarely appreciate deficits. They see Congress as spending wastefully during a time when they themselves
are cutting costs to get by.

The disconnect between the common public perception of running a deficit and its legitimate policy
goals is frequently exploited for political advantage. For example, while running for the presidency in
2008, Barack Obama slammed the deficit spending of the George W. Bush presidency, saying it was
“unpatriotic.” This sentiment echoed complaints Democrats had been issuing for years as a weapon
against President Bush’s policies. Following the election of President Obama and the Democratic takeover
of the Senate, the concern over deficit spending shifted parties, with Republicans championing a
spendthrift policy as a way of resisting Democratic policies.

Find your representative at the U.S. House website (https://openstax.org/l/29FndHReps) and then
explore his or her website and social media accounts to see whether the issues on which your
representative spends time are the ones you think are most appropriate.

11.4 House and Senate Organizations

Learning Objectives

By the end of this section, you will be able to:
• Explain the division of labor in the House and in the Senate
• Describe the way congressional committees develop and advance legislation

Not all the business of Congress involves bickering, political infighting, government shutdowns, and
Machiavellian maneuvering. Congress does actually get work done. Traditionally, it does this work in
a very methodical way. In this section, we will explore how Congress functions at the leadership and
committee levels. We will learn how the party leadership controls their conferences and how the many
committees within Congress create legislation that can then be moved forward or die on the floor.

PARTY LEADERSHIP
The party leadership in Congress controls the actions of Congress. Leaders are elected by the two-party
conferences in each chamber. In the House of Representatives, these are the House Democratic Conference
and the House Republican Conference. These conferences meet regularly and separately not only to elect
their leaders but also to discuss important issues and strategies for moving policy forward. Based on the
number of members in each conference, one conference becomes the majority conference and the other
becomes the minority conference. Independents like Senator Bernie Sanders will typically join one or the
other major party conference, as a matter of practicality and often based on ideological affinity. Without
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the membership to elect their own leadership, independents would have a very difficult time getting
things done in Congress unless they had a relationship with the leaders.

Despite the power of the conferences, however, the most important leadership position in the House is
actually elected by the entire body of representatives. This position is called the Speaker of the House and
is the only House officer mentioned in the Constitution. The Constitution does not require the Speaker to
be a member of the House, although to date, all fifty-four Speakers have been. The Speaker is the presiding
officer, the administrative head of the House, the partisan leader of the majority party in the House, and an
elected representative of a single congressional district (Figure 11.16). As a testament to the importance of
the Speaker, since 1947, the holder of this position has been second in line to succeed the president in an
emergency, after the vice president.

Figure 11.16 Republican Mitch McConnell of Kentucky (a), the majority leader in the Senate, and Democrat Nancy
Pelosi of California (b), the Speaker of the House, are the most powerful congressional leaders in their respective
chambers.

The Speaker serves until his or her party loses, or until he or she is voted out of the position or chooses to
step down. Republican Speaker John Boehner became the latest Speaker to walk away from the position
when it appeared his position was in jeopardy. This event shows how the party conference (or caucus)
oversees the leadership as much as, if not more than, the leadership oversees the party membership in the
chamber. The Speaker is invested with quite a bit of power, such as the ability to assign bills to committees
and decide when a bill will be presented to the floor for a vote. The Speaker also rules on House
procedures, often delegating authority for certain duties to other members. He or she appoints members
and chairs to committees, creates select committees to fulfill a specific purpose and then disband, and
can even select a member to be speaker pro tempore, who acts as Speaker in the Speaker’s absence. Finally,
when the Senate joins the House in a joint session, the Speaker presides over these sessions, because they
are usually held in the House of Representatives.

Below the Speaker, the majority and minority conferences each elect two leadership positions arranged
in hierarchical order. At the top of the hierarchy are the floor leaders of each party. These are generally
referred to as the majority and minority leaders. The minority leader has a visible if not always a powerful
position. As the official leader of the opposition, he or she technically holds the rank closest to that of the
Speaker, makes strategy decisions, and attempts to keep order within the minority. However, the majority
rules the day in the House, like a cartel. On the majority side, because it holds the speakership, the majority
leader also has considerable power. Historically, moreover, the majority leader tends to be in the best
position to assume the speakership when the current Speaker steps down.

Below these leaders are the two party’s respective whips. A whip’s job, as the name suggests, is to whip
up votes and otherwise enforce party discipline. Whips make the rounds in Congress, telling members the
position of the leadership and the collective voting strategy, and sometimes they wave various carrots and
sticks in front of recalcitrant members to bring them in line. The remainder of the leadership positions in
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the House include a handful of chairs and assistantships.

Like the House, the Senate also has majority and minority leaders and whips, each with duties very similar
to those of their counterparts in the House. Unlike the House, however, the Senate doesn’t have a Speaker.
The duties and powers held by the Speaker in the House fall to the majority leader in the Senate. Another
difference is that, according to the U.S. Constitution, the Senate’s president is actually the elected vice
president of the United States, but he or she may vote only in case of a tie. Apart from this and very
few other exceptions, the president of the Senate does not actually operate in the Senate. Instead, the
Constitution allows for the Senate to choose a president pro tempore—usually the most senior senator
of the majority party—who presides over the Senate. Despite the title, the job is largely a formal and
powerless role. The real power in the Senate is in the hands of the majority leader (Figure 11.16) and
the minority leader. Like the Speaker of the House, the majority leader is the chief spokesperson for the
majority party, but unlike in the House he or she does not run the floor alone. Because of the traditions
of unlimited debate and the filibuster, the majority and minority leaders often occupy the floor together
in an attempt to keep things moving along. At times, their interactions are intense and partisan, but for
the Senate to get things done, they must cooperate to get the sixty votes needed to run this super-majority
legislative institution.

THE COMMITTEE SYSTEM
With 535 members in Congress and a seemingly infinite number of domestic, international, economic,
agricultural, regulatory, criminal, and military issues to deal with at any given moment, the two chambers
must divide their work based on specialization. Congress does this through the committee system.
Specialized committees (or subcommittees) in both the House and the Senate are where bills originate and
most of the work that sets the congressional agenda takes place. Committees are roughly approximate
to a bureaucratic department in the executive branch. There are well over two hundred committees,
subcommittees, select committees, and joint committees in the Congress. The core committees are called
standing committees. There are twenty standing committees in the House and sixteen in the Senate (Table
11.2).

Congressional Standing and Permanent Select Committees

House of Representatives Senate

Agriculture Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry

Appropriations Appropriations

Armed Services Armed Services

Budget Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs

Education and Labor Budget

Energy and Commerce Commerce, Science, and Transportation

Ethics Energy and Natural Resources

Financial Services Environment and Public Works

Foreign Affairs Ethics (select)

Homeland Security Finance

House Administration Foreign Relations

Intelligence (select) Health, Education, Labor and Pensions

Table 11.2
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Congressional Standing and Permanent Select Committees

House of Representatives Senate

Judiciary Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs

Natural Resources Indian Affairs

Oversight and Government Reform Intelligence (select)

Rules Judiciary

Science, Space, and Technology Rules and Administration

Small Business Small Business and Entrepreneurship

Transportation and Infrastructure Veterans’ Affairs

Veterans’ Affairs

Ways and Means

Table 11.2

Members of both parties compete for positions on various committees. These positions are typically filled
by majority and minority members to roughly approximate the ratio of majority to minority members in
the respective chambers, although committees are chaired by members of the majority party. Committees
and their chairs have a lot of power in the legislative process, including the ability to stop a bill from
going to the floor (the full chamber) for a vote. Indeed, most bills die in committee. But when a committee
is eager to develop legislation, it takes a number of methodical steps. It will reach out to relevant
agencies for comment on resolutions to the problem at hand, such as by holding hearings with experts to
collect information. In the Senate, committee hearings are also held to confirm presidential appointments
(Figure 11.17). After the information has been collected, the committee meets to discuss amendments and
legislative language. Finally, the committee will send the bill to the full chamber along with a committee
report. The report provides the majority opinion about why the bill should be passed, a minority view to
the contrary, and estimates of the proposed law’s cost and impact.
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Figure 11.17 On July 13, 2009, Supreme Court justice Sonia Sotomayor began the first day of her confirmation
hearings before the U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary. The Senate Judiciary Committee is one of the oldest of
the sixteen standing committees in the Senate.

Four types of committees exist in the House and the Senate. The first is the standing, or permanent,
committee. This committee is the first call for proposed bills, fewer than 10 percent of which are reported
out of committee to the floor. The second type is the joint committee. Joint committee members are
appointed from both the House and the Senate, and are charged with exploring a few key issues, such
as the economy and taxation. However, joint committees have no bill-referral authority whatsoever—they
are informational only. A conference committee is used to reconcile different bills passed in both the
House and the Senate. The conference committees are appointed on an ad hoc basis as necessary when
a bill passes the House and Senate in different forms. Conference committees are sometimes skipped in
the interest of expedience, in which one of the chambers relents to the other chamber. For example, the
House demurred to the Senate over the Affordable Care Act instead of going to battle in a conference
committee. Still, conference committees are the norm on most major pieces of legislation. A recent example
is the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, passed in December. Finally, ad hoc, special, or select committees are
temporary committees set up to address specific topics. These types of committees often conduct special
investigations, such as on aging or ethics.

Committee hearings can become politically driven public spectacles. Consider the House Select Committee
on Benghazi, the committee assembled by Republicans to further investigate the 2011 attacks on the U.S.
Consulate in Benghazi, Libya. This prolonged investigation became particularly partisan as Republicans
trained their guns on then-secretary of state Hillary Clinton, who was running for the presidency at the
time. In two multi-hour hearings in which Secretary Clinton was the only witness, Republicans tended to
grandstand in the hopes of gaining political advantage or tripping her up, while Democrats tended to use
their time to ridicule Republicans (Figure 11.18).35 In the end, the long hearings uncovered little more
than the elevated state of partisanship in the House, which had scarcely been a secret before.
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Figure 11.18 On October 22, 2015, former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton testified for the second time before the
House Select Committee on Benghazi, answering questions from members for more than eight hours.

Members of Congress bring to their roles a variety of specific experiences, interests, and levels of expertise,
and try to match these to committee positions. For example, House members from states with large
agricultural interests will typically seek positions on the Agriculture Committee. Senate members with a
background in banking or finance may seek positions on the Senate Finance Committee. Members can
request these positions from their chambers’ respective leadership, and the leadership also selects the
committee chairs.

Committee chairs are very powerful. They control the committee’s budget and choose when the committee
will meet, when it will hold hearings, and even whether it will consider a bill (Figure 11.19). A chair
can convene a meeting when members of the minority are absent or adjourn a meeting when things
are not progressing as the majority leadership wishes. Chairs can hear a bill even when the rest of the
committee objects. They do not remain in these powerful positions indefinitely, however. In the House,
rules prevent committee chairs from serving more than six consecutive years and from serving as the chair
of a subcommittee at the same time. A senator may serve only six years as chair of a committee but may,
in some instances, also serve as a chair or ranking member of another committee.
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Figure 11.19 In 2016, Republican Chuck Grassley of Iowa (a), the chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee, refused
to hold hearings on the nomination of Merrick Garland to the Supreme Court, despite the urging of his committee
colleagues. In the meantime, Garland met with numerous senators, such as Republican Susan Collins of Maine (b).
As of Election Day, no hearings had been held, and Garland's nomination expired on January 3, 2017. Just ten days
after his inauguration, Republican president Donald Trump announced his nomination of Neil Gorsuch to the Court.
Gorsuch was confirmed in April 2017, despite a filibuster by the Democrats.

Because the Senate is much smaller than the House, senators hold more committee assignments than
House members. There are sixteen standing committees in the Senate, and each position must be filled.
In contrast, in the House, with 435 members and only twenty standing committees, committee members
have time to pursue a more in-depth review of a policy. House members historically defer to the decisions
of committees, while senators tend to view committee decisions as recommendations, often seeking
additional discussion that could lead to changes.

Take a look at the scores of committees (https://openstax.org/l/29SenComms) in the House
(https://openstax.org/l/29HosComms) and Senate. The late House Speaker Tip O’Neill once quipped
that if you didn’t know a new House member’s name, you could just call him Mr. Chairperson.

11.5 The Legislative Process

Learning Objectives

By the end of this section, you will be able to:
• Explain the steps in the classic bill-becomes-law diagram
• Describe the modern legislative processes that alter the classic process in some way

A dry description of the function of congressional leadership and the many committees and
subcommittees in Congress may suggest that the drafting and amending of legislation is a finely tuned
process that has become ever more refined over the course of the last few centuries. In reality, however,
committees are more likely to kill legislation than to pass it. And the last few decades have seen a dramatic
transformation in the way Congress does business. Creative interpretations of rules and statues have
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turned small loopholes into the large gateways through which much congressional work now gets done.
In this section, we will explore both the traditional legislative route by which a bill becomes a law and the
modern incarnation of the process. We will also learn how and why the transformation occurred.

THE CLASSIC LEGISLATIVE PROCESS
The traditional process by which a bill becomes a law is called the classic legislative process. First, legislation
must be drafted. Theoretically, anyone can do this. Much successful legislation has been initially drafted
by someone who is not a member of Congress, such as a think tank or advocacy group, or the president.
However, Congress is under no obligation to read or introduce this legislation, and only a bill introduced
by a member of Congress can hope to become law. Even the president must rely on legislators to introduce
his or her legislative agenda.

Technically, bills that raise revenue, like tax bills, must begin in the House. This exception is encoded
within the Constitution in Article I, Section 7, which states, “All Bills for raising Revenue shall originate in
the House of Representatives; but the Senate may propose or concur with amendments as on other Bills.”
Yet, despite the seemingly clear language of the Constitution, Congress has found ways to get around this
rule.

Once legislation has been proposed, however, the majority leadership consults with the parliamentarian
about which committee to send it to. Each chamber has a parliamentarian, an advisor, typically a trained
lawyer, who has studied the long and complex rules of the chamber. While Congress typically follows the
advice of its parliamentarians, it is not obligated to, and the parliamentarian has no power to enforce his
or her interpretation of the rules. Once a committee has been selected, the committee chair is empowered
to move the bill through the committee process as he or she sees fit. This occasionally means the chair will
refer the bill to one of the committee’s subcommittees.

Whether at the full committee level or in one of the subcommittees, the next step is typically to hold
a hearing on the bill. If the chair decides to not hold a hearing, this is tantamount to killing the bill in
committee. The hearing provides an opportunity for the committee to hear and evaluate expert opinions
on the bill or aspects of it. Experts typically include officials from the agency that would be responsible for
executing the bill, the bill’s sponsors from Congress, and industry lobbyists, interest groups, and academic
experts from a variety of relevant fields. Typically, the committee will also accept written statements from
the public concerning the bill in question. For many bills, the hearing process can be very routine and
straightforward.

Once hearings have been completed, the bill enters the markup stage. This is essentially an amending and
voting process. In the end, with or without amendments, the committee or subcommittee will vote. If the
committee decides not to advance the bill at that time, it is tabled. Tabling a bill typically means the bill is
dead, but there is still an option to bring it back up for a vote again. If the committee decides to advance
the bill, however, it is printed and goes to the chamber, either the House or the Senate. For the sake of
example, we will assume that a bill goes first to the House (although the reverse could be true, and, in
fact, bills can move simultaneously through both chambers). Before it reaches the House floor, it must first
go through the House Committee on Rules. This committee establishes the rules of debate, such as time
limits and limits on the number and type of amendments. After these rules have been established, the bill
moves through the floor, where it is debated and amendments can be added. Once the limits of debate and
amendments have been reached, the House holds a vote. If a simple majority, 50 percent plus 1, votes to
advance the bill, it moves out of the House and into the Senate.

Once in the Senate, the bill is placed on the calendar so it can be debated. Or, more typically, the Senate
will also consider the bill (or a companion version) in its own committees. Since the Senate is much smaller
than the House, it can afford to be much more flexible in its rules for debate. Typically, senators allow each
other to talk and debate as long as the speaker wants, though they can agree as a body to create time limits.
But without these limits, debate continues until a motion to table has been offered and voted on.
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This flexibility about speaking in the Senate gave rise to a unique tactic, the filibuster. The word
“filibuster” comes from the Dutch word vrijbuiter, which means pirate. And the name is appropriate, since
a senator who launches a filibuster virtually hijacks the floor of the chamber by speaking for long periods
of time, thus preventing the Senate from closing debate and acting on a bill. The tactic was perfected
in the 1850s as Congress wrestled with the complicated issue of slavery. After the Civil War, the use of
the filibuster became even more common. Eventually, in 1917, the Senate passed Rule 22, which allowed
the chamber to hold a cloture vote to end debate. To invoke cloture, the Senate had to get a two-thirds
majority. This was difficult to do, but it generally did prevent anyone from hijacking the Senate floor, with
the salient exception of Senator Strom Thurmond’s record twenty-four-hour filibuster of the Civil Rights
Act.

In 1975, after the heightened partisanship of the civil rights era, the Senate further weakened the filibuster
by reducing the number needed for cloture from two-thirds to three-fifths, or sixty votes, where it remains
today (except for judicial nominations for which only fifty-five votes are needed to invoke cloture).
Moreover, filibusters are not permitted on the annual budget reconciliation act (the Reconciliation Act of
2010 was the act under which the implementing legislation for Obamacare was passed).

The Noble History of the Filibuster?

When most people think of the Senate filibuster, they probably picture actor Jimmy Stewart standing
exasperated at a podium and demanding the Senate come to its senses and do the right thing. Even for those
not familiar with the classic Frank Capra film Mr. Smith Goes to Washington, the image of a heroic single
senator sanding up to the power of the entire chamber while armed only with oratorical skill naturally tends to
inspire. Unfortunately, the history of the filibuster is less heartwarming.

This is not to say that noble causes haven’t been championed by filibustering senators; they most certainly
have. But they have largely been overshadowed by the outright ridiculous and sometimes racist filibusters
of the twentieth century. In the first category, the fifteen-and-a-half-hour marathon of Senator Huey Long of
Louisiana stands out: Hoping to retain the need for Senate confirmation of some jobs he wanted to keep from
his political enemies, Long spent much of his filibuster analyzing the Constitution, talking about his favorite
recipes, and telling amusing stories, as was his custom.

In a defining moment for the filibuster, Senator Strom Thurmond of South Carolina spoke for twenty-four
hours and eighteen minutes against a weak civil rights bill in 1957. A vocal proponent of segregation and
white supremacy, Thurmond had made no secret of his views and had earlier run for the presidency on a
segregationist platform. Nor was Thurmond the first to use the filibuster to preserve segregation and prevent
the expansion of civil rights for African Americans. Groups of dedicated southern senators used the filibuster
to prevent the passage of anti-lynching legislation on multiple occasions during the first half of the twentieth
century. Later, when faced with the 1964 Civil Rights Act, southern senators staged a fifty-seven-day filibuster
to try and kill it. But the momentum of the nation was against them. The bill passed over their obstructionism
and helped to reduce segregation.

Is the filibuster the tool of the noble minority attempting to hold back the tide of a powerful minority? Or does
its history as a weapon supporting segregation expose it as merely a tactic of obstruction?

Because both the House and the Senate can and often do amend bills, the bills that pass out of each
chamber frequently look different. This presents a problem, since the Constitution requires that both
chambers pass identical bills. One simple solution is for the first chamber to simply accept the bill that
ultimately makes it out of the second chamber. Another solution is for first chamber to further amend
the second chamber’s bill and send it back to the second chamber. Congress typically takes one of these
two options, but about one in every eight bills cannot be resolved in this way. These bills must be sent
to a conference committee that negotiates a reconciliation both chambers can accept without amendment.

Milestone
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Only then can the bill progress to the president’s desk for signature or veto. If the president does veto the
bill, both chambers must muster a two-thirds vote to overcome the veto and make the bill law without
presidential approval (Figure 11.20).

Figure 11.20 The process by which a bill becomes law is long and complicated, but it is designed to ensure that in
the end all parties are satisfied with the bill’s provisions.

For one look at the classic legislative process, visit YouTube (https://openstax.org/l/29SRjaBill) to view
“I’m Just a Bill” from the ABC Schoolhouse Rock! series.

MODERN LEGISLATION IS DIFFERENT
For much of the nation’s history, the process described above was the standard method by which a
bill became a law. Over the course of the last three and a half decades, however, changes in rules
and procedure have created a number of alternate routes. Collectively, these different routes constitute
what some political scientists have described as a new but unorthodox legislative process. According to
political scientist Barbara Sinclair, the primary trigger for the shift away from the classic legislative route
was the budget reforms of the 1970s. The 1974 Budget and Impoundment Control Act gave Congress a
mechanism for making large, all-encompassing, budget decisions. In the years that followed, the budget
process gradually became the vehicle for creating comprehensive policy changes. One large step in this
transformation occurred in 1981 when President Ronald Reagan’s administration suggested using the
budget to push through his economic reforms.

The benefit of attaching the reforms to the budget resolution was that Congress could force an up or down
(yea or nay) vote on the whole package. Such a packaged bill is called an omnibus bill.36 Creating and
voting for an omnibus bill allows Congress to quickly accomplish policy changes that would have taken
many votes and the expending of great political capital over a long period of time. This and successive
similar uses of the budget process convinced many in Congress of the utility of this strategy. During the
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contentious and ideologically divided 1990s, the budget process became the common problem-solving
mechanism in the legislature, thus laying the groundwork for the way legislation works today.

An important characteristic feature of modern legislating is the greatly expanded power and influence of
the party leadership over the control of bills. One reason for this change was the heightened partisanship
that stretches back to the 1980s and is still with us today. With such high political stakes, the party
leadership is reluctant to simply allow the committees to work things out on their own. In the House,
the leadership uses special rules to guide bills through the legislative process and toward a particular
outcome. Uncommon just a few decades ago, these now widely used rules restrict debate and options, and
are designed to focus the attention of members.

The practice of multiple referrals, with which entire bills or portions of those bills are referred to more than
one committee, greatly weakened the different specialization monopolies committees held primarily in the
House but also to an extent in the Senate. With less control over the bills, committees naturally reached
out to the leadership for assistance. Indeed, as a testament to its increasing control, the leadership may
sometimes avoid committees altogether, preferring to work things out on the floor. And even when bills
move through the committees, the leadership often seeks to adjust the legislation before it reaches the floor.

Another feature of the modern legislative process, exclusively in the Senate, is the application of the
modern filibuster. Unlike the traditional filibuster, in which a senator took the floor and held it for as
long as possible, the modern filibuster is actually a perversion of the cloture rules adopted to control the
filibuster. When partisanship is high, as it has been frequently, the senators can request cloture before any
bill can get a vote. This has the effect of increasing the number of votes needed for a bill to advance from
a simple majority of fifty-one to a super majority of sixty. The effect is to give the Senate minority great
power to obstruct if it is inclined to do so.

The Library of Congress’s Thomas website (https://openstax.org/l/29LibofCong) has provided
scholars, citizens, and media with a bounty of readily available data on members and bills for more than
two decades.
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apportionment

bicameralism

bill

cloture

collective representation

conference committee

constituency

delegate model of representation

descriptive representation

enumerated powers

filibuster

implied powers

inherent powers

joint committee

majority leader

markup

minority leader

oversight

politico model of representation

Key Terms

the process by which seats in the House of Representatives are distributed among the
fifty states

the political process that results from dividing a legislature into two separate assemblies

proposed legislation under consideration by a legislature

a parliamentary process to end a debate in the Senate, as a measure against the filibuster; invoked
when three-fifths of senators vote for the motion

the relationship between Congress and the United States as a whole, and
whether the institution itself represents the American people

a special type of joint committee that reconciles different bills passed in the House
and Senate so a single bill results

the body of voters, or constituents, represented by a particular politician

a model of representation in which representatives feel compelled to
act on the specific stated wishes of their constituents

the extent to which a body of representatives represents the descriptive
characteristics of their constituencies, such as class, race, ethnicity, and gender

the powers given explicitly to the federal government by the Constitution to
regulate interstate and foreign commerce, raise and support armies, declare war, coin money, and
conduct foreign affairs

a parliamentary maneuver used in the Senate to extend debate on a piece of legislation as long
as possible, typically with the intended purpose of obstructing or killing it

the powers not specifically detailed in the U.S. Constitution but inferred as necessary to
achieve the objectives of the national government

the powers neither enumerated nor implied but assumed to exist as a direct result of
the country’s existence

a legislative committee consisting of members from both chambers that investigates
certain topics but lacks bill referral authority

the leader of the majority party in either the House or Senate; in the House, the majority
leader serves under the Speaker of the House, in the Senate, the majority leader is the functional leader
and chief spokesperson for the majority party

the amending and voting process in a congressional committee

the party member who directs the activities of the minority party on the floor of either
the House or the Senate

the right to review and monitor other bodies such as the executive branch

a model of representation in which members of Congress act as either
trustee or delegate, based on rational political calculations about who is best served, the constituency or
the nation
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pork-barrel politics

president pro tempore

representation

select committee

Speaker of the House

standing committee

surge-and-decline theory

trustee model of representation

whip

federal spending intended to benefit a particular district or set of constituents

the senator who acts in the absence of the actual president of the Senate, who is
also the vice president of the United States; the president pro tempore is usually the most senior senator of
the majority party

an elected leader’s looking out for his or her constituents while carrying out the duties of
the office

a small legislative committee created to fulfill a specific purpose and then disbanded;
also called an ad hoc, or special, committee

the presiding officer of the House of Representatives and the leader of the
majority party; the Speaker is second in the presidential line of succession, after the vice president

a permanent legislative committee that meets regularly

a theory proposing that the surge of stimulation occurring during presidential
elections subsides during midterm elections, accounting for the differences we observe in turnouts and
results

a model of representation in which representatives feel at liberty to act
in the way they believe is best for their constituents

in the House and in the Senate, a high leadership position whose primary duty is to enforce voting
discipline in the chambers and conferences

Summary

11.1 The Institutional Design of Congress
The weaknesses of the Articles of Confederation convinced the member states to send delegates to a
new convention to revise them. What emerged from the debates and compromises of the convention was
instead a new and stronger constitution. The Constitution established a bicameral legislature, with a Senate
composed of two members from each state and a House of Representatives composed of members drawn
from each state in proportion to its population. Today’s Senate has one hundred members representing
fifty states, while membership in the House of Representatives has been capped at 435 since 1929.
Apportionment in the House is based on population data collected by the U.S. Census Bureau.

The Constitution empowers Congress with enumerated, implied, and inherent powers. Enumerated
powers are specifically addressed in the text of the Constitution. Implied powers are not explicitly called
out but are inferred as necessary to achieve the objectives of the national goverment. Inherent powers are
assumed to exist by virtue of the fact that the country exists. The power of Congress to regulate interstate
and intrastate commerce has generally increased, while its power to control foreign policy has declined
over the course of the twentieth century.

11.2 Congressional Elections
Since the House is closest to its constituents because reelection is so frequent a need, it tends to be more
easily led by fleeting public desires. In contrast, the Senate’s distance from its constituents allows it to act
more deliberately. Each type of representative, however, must raise considerable sums of money in order
to stay in office. Attempts by Congress to rein in campaign spending have largely failed. Nevertheless,
incumbents tend to have the easiest time funding campaigns and retaining their seats. They also benefit
from the way parties organize primary elections, which are designed to promote incumbency.
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11.3 Congressional Representation
Some representatives follow the delegate model of representation, acting on the expressed wishes of
their constituents, whereas others take a trustee model approach, acting on what they believe is in their
constituents’ best interests. However, most representatives combine the two approaches and apply each as
political circumstances demand. The standard method by which representatives have shown their fidelity
to their constituents, namely “bringing home the bacon” of favorable budget allocations, has come to be
interpreted as a form of corruption, or pork-barrel politics.

Representation can also be considered in other ways. Descriptive representation is the level at which
Congress reflects the nation’s constituents in terms of race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, and socioeconomic
status. Collective representation is the extent to which the institutional body of Congress represents the
population as a whole. Despite the incumbency advantage and high opinion many hold of their own
legislators, Congress rarely earns an approval rating above 40 percent, and for a number of years the rating
has been well below 20 percent.

11.4 House and Senate Organizations
The leader of the House is the Speaker, who also typically the leader of the majority party. In the Senate,
the leader is called the majority leader. The minorities in each chamber also have leaders who help create
and act on party strategies. The majority leadership in each chamber controls the important committees
where legislature is written, amended, and prepared for the floor.

11.5 The Legislative Process
In the classic legislative process, bills are introduced and sent to the appropriate committee. Within the
committees, hearings are held and the bill is debated and ultimately sent to the floor of the chamber.
On the floor, the bill is debated and amended until passed or voted down. If passed, it moves to the
second chamber where the debating and amending begins anew. Eventually, if the bill makes it that far,
the two chambers meet in a joint committee to reconcile what are now two different bills. Over the last
few decades, however, Congress has adopted a very different process whereby large pieces of legislation
covering many different items are passed through the budgeting process. This method has had the effect
of further empowering the leadership, to the detriment of the committees. The modern legislative process
has also been affected by the increasing number of filibuster threats in the Senate and the use of cloture to
forestall them.

Review Questions

1. The Great Compromise successfully resolved
differences between ________.

a. large and small states
b. slave and non-slave states
c. the Articles of Confederation and the

Constitution
d. the House and the Senate

2. While each state has two senators, members of
the House are apportioned ________.

a. according to the state’s geographic size
b. based on the state’s economic size
c. according to the state’s population
d. based on each state’s need

3. The process of redistricting can present
problems for congressional representation because
________.

a. districts must include urban and rural areas
b. states can gain but never lose districts
c. districts are often drawn to benefit partisan

groups
d. states have been known to create more

districts than they have been apportioned
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4. Which of the following is an implied power of
Congress?

a. the power to regulate the sale of tobacco in
the states

b. the power to increase taxes on the
wealthiest one percent

c. the power to put the president on trial for
high crimes

d. the power to override a presidential veto

5. Briefly explain the benefits and drawbacks of a
bicameral system.

6. What are some examples of the enumerated
powers granted to Congress in the Constitution?

7. Why does a strong presidency necessarily sap
power from Congress?

8. Senate races tend to inspire ________.
a. broad discussion of policy issues
b. narrow discussion of specific policy issues
c. less money than House races
d. less media coverage than House races

9. The saying “All politics is local” roughly
means ________.

a. the local candidate will always win
b. the local constituents want action on

national issues
c. the local constituents tend to care about

things that affect them
d. the act of campaigning always occurs at the

local level where constituents are

10. What does Campbell’s surge-and-decline
theory suggest about the outcome of midterm
elections?

11. Explain the factors that make it difficult to
oust incumbents.

12. A congressperson who pursued a strict
delegate model of representation would seek to
________.

a. legislate in the way he or she believed
constituents wanted, regardless of the
anticipated outcome

b. legislate in a way that carefully considered
the circumstances and issue so as to reach a
solution that is best for everyone

c. legislate in a way that is best for the nation
regardless of the costs for the constituents

d. legislate in the way that he or she thinks is
best for the constituents

13. The increasing value constituents have placed
on descriptive representation in Congress has had
the effect of ________.

a. increasing the sensitivity representatives
have to their constituents demands

b. decreasing the rate at which incumbents are
elected

c. increasing the number of minority
members in Congress

d. decreasing the number of majority minority
districts

14. How has the growing interpretation of
earmarks and other budget allocations as
corruption influenced the way congresspersons
work?

15. What does polling data suggest about the
events that trigger exceptionally high
congressional approval ratings?

16. House leaders are more powerful than Senate
leaders because of ________.

a. the majoritarian nature of the House—a
majority can run it like a cartel

b. the larger size of the House
c. the constitutional position of the House
d. the State of the Union address being

delivered in the House chamber
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17. A select committee is different from a
standing committee because ________.

a. a select committee includes member of both
chambers, while a standing committee
includes only members of the House

b. a select committee is used for bill
reconciliation, while a standing committee
is used for prosecutions

c. a select committee must stay in session,
while a standing committee goes to recess

d. a select committee is convened for a specific
and temporary purpose, while a standing
committee is permanent

18. Explain how the committees demonstrate a
division of labor in Congress based on
specialization.

19. Stopping a filibuster requires that ________.
a. a majority of senators agree on the bill
b. the speaker steps away from the podium
c. the chamber votes for cloture
d. the Speaker or majority leader intervenes

20. Saying a bill is being marked up is just
another way to say it is being ________.

a. tabled
b. neglected
c. vetoed
d. amended

21. The key means of advancing modern
legislation is now ________.

a. committees
b. the actions of the leadership
c. the budget process
d. the filibuster

22. Briefly explain the difference between the
classic model of legislating and the modern
process.

Critical Thinking Questions

23. The framers of the Constitution designed the Senate to filter the output of the sometimes hasty House.
Do you think this was a wise idea? Why or why not?

24. Congress has consistently expanded its own power to regulate commerce among and between the
states. Should Congress have this power or should the Supreme Court reel it in? Why?

25. What does the trend toward descriptive representation suggest about what constituents value in their
legislature? How might Congress overcome the fact that such representation does not always best serve
constituents’ interests?

26. What factors contributed most to the transformation away from the classic legislative process and
toward the new style?
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Chapter 12

The Presidency

Figure 12.1 On January 20, 2009, crowds of people waited on the National Mall in the cold to see the inauguration
of Barack Obama. (credit left: modification of work by Teddy Wade; credit right: modification of work by Cecilio
Ricardo)

Chapter Outline
12.1 The Design and Evolution of the Presidency
12.2 The Presidential Election Process
12.3 Organizing to Govern
12.4 The Public Presidency
12.5 Presidential Governance: Direct Presidential Action

Introduction
The presidency is the most visible position in the U.S. government (Figure 12.1). During the Constitutional
Convention of 1787, delegates accepted the need to empower a relatively strong and vigorous chief
executive. But they also wanted this chief executive to be bound by checks from the other branches of
the federal government as well as by the Constitution itself. Over time, the power of the presidency has
grown in response to circumstances and challenges. However, to this day, a president must still work with
the other branches to be most effective. Unilateral actions, in which the president acts alone on important
and consequential matters, such as President Barack Obama’s strategy on the Iran nuclear deal, are bound
to be controversial and suggest potentially serious problems within the federal government. Effective
presidents, especially in peacetime, are those who work with the other branches through persuasion and
compromise to achieve policy objectives.

What are the powers, opportunities, and limitations of the presidency? How does the chief executive lead
in our contemporary political system? What guides his or her actions, including unilateral actions? If it is
most effective to work with others to get things done, how does the president do so? What can get in the
way of this goal? This chapter answers these and other questions about the nation’s most visible leader.
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12.1 The Design and Evolution of the Presidency

Learning Objectives

By the end of this section, you will be able to:
• Explain the reason for the design of the executive branch and its plausible alternatives
• Analyze the way presidents have expanded presidential power and why
• Identify the limitations on a president's power

Since its invention at the Constitutional Convention of 1787, the presidential office has gradually become
more powerful, giving its occupants a far-greater chance to exercise leadership at home and abroad. The
role of the chief executive has changed over time, as various presidents have confronted challenges in
domestic and foreign policy in times of war as well as peace, and as the power of the federal government
has grown.

INVENTING THE PRESIDENCY
The Articles of Confederation made no provision for an executive branch, although they did use the
term “president” to designate the presiding officer of the Confederation Congress, who also handled
other administrative duties.1 The presidency was proposed early in the Constitutional Convention in
Philadelphia by Virginia’s Edmund Randolph, as part of James Madison’s proposal for a federal
government, which became known as the Virginia Plan. Madison offered a rather sketchy outline of the
executive branch, leaving open whether what he termed the “national executive” would be an individual
or a set of people. He proposed that Congress select the executive, whose powers and authority, and even
length of term of service, were left largely undefined. He also proposed a “council of revision” consisting
of the national executive and members of the national judiciary, which would review laws passed by the
legislature and have the power of veto.2

Early deliberations produced agreement that the executive would be a single person, elected for a single
term of seven years by the legislature, empowered to veto legislation, and subject to impeachment and
removal by the legislature. New Jersey’s William Paterson offered an alternate model as part of his
proposal, typically referred to as the small-state or New Jersey Plan. This plan called for merely amending
the Articles of Confederation to allow for an executive branch made up of a committee elected by a
unicameral Congress for a single term. Under this proposal, the executive committee would be particularly
weak because it could be removed from power at any point if a majority of state governors so desired.
Far more extreme was Alexander Hamilton’s suggestion that the executive power be entrusted to a single
individual. This individual would be chosen by electors, would serve for life, and would exercise broad
powers, including the ability to veto legislation, the power to negotiate treaties and grant pardons in all
cases except treason, and the duty to serve as commander-in-chief of the armed forces (Figure 12.2).
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Figure 12.2 Alexander Hamilton (a), who had served under General George Washington (b) during the
Revolutionary War, argued for a strong executive in Federalist No. 70. Indeed, ten other Federalist Papers discuss
the role of the presidency.

Debate and discussion continued throughout the summer. Delegates eventually settled upon a single
executive, but they remained at a loss for how to select that person. Pennsylvania’s James Wilson, who had
triumphed on the issue of a single executive, at first proposed the direct election of the president. When
delegates rejected that idea, he responded with the suggestion that electors, chosen throughout the nation,
should select the executive. Over time, Wilson’s idea gained ground with delegates who were uneasy at
the idea of an election by the legislature, which presented the opportunity for intrigue and corruption.
The idea of a shorter term of service combined with eligibility for reelection also became more attractive
to delegates. The framers of the Constitution struggled to find the proper balance between giving the
president the power to perform the job on one hand and opening the way for a president to abuse power
and act like a monarch on the other.

By early September, the Electoral College had emerged as the way to select a president for four years who
was eligible for reelection. This process is discussed more fully in the chapter on elections. Today, the
Electoral College consists of a body of 538 people called electors, each representing one of the fifty states
or the District of Columbia, who formally cast votes for the election of the president and vice president
(Figure 12.3). In forty-eight states and the District of Columbia, the candidate who wins the popular vote
in November receives all the state’s electoral votes. In two states, Nebraska and Maine, the electoral votes
are divided: The candidate who wins the popular vote in the state gets two electoral votes, but the winner
of each congressional district also receives an electoral vote.
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Figure 12.3 This map shows the distribution by state of delegate votes available in the 2016 national election. The
number of Electoral College votes granted to each state equals the total number of representatives and senators that
state has in the U.S. Congress or, in the case of Washington, DC, as many electors as it would have if it were a state.
The number of representatives may fluctuate based on state population, which is determined every ten years by the
U.S. Census.

In the original design implemented for the first four presidential elections (1788–89, 1792, 1796, and 1800),
the electors cast two ballots (but only one could go to a candidate from the elector’s state), and the person
who received a majority won the election. The second-place finisher became vice president. Should no
candidate receive a majority of the votes cast, the House of Representatives would select the president,
with each state casting a single vote, while the Senate chose the vice president.

While George Washington was elected president twice with this approach, the design resulted in
controversy in both the 1796 and 1800 elections. In 1796, John Adams won the presidency, while his
opponent and political rival Thomas Jefferson was elected vice president. In 1800, Thomas Jefferson and
his running mate Aaron Burr finished tied in the Electoral College. Jefferson was elected president in the
House of Representatives on the thirty-sixth ballot. These controversies led to the proposal and ratification
of the Twelfth Amendment, which couples a particular presidential candidate with that candidate’s
running mate in a unified ticket.3

For the last two centuries or so, the Twelfth Amendment has worked fairly well. But this doesn’t mean the
arrangement is foolproof. For example, the amendment created a separate ballot for the vice president but
left the rules for electors largely intact. One of those rules states that the two votes the electors cast cannot
both be for “an inhabitant of the same state with themselves.”4 This rule means that an elector from, say,
Louisiana, could not cast votes for a presidential candidate and a vice presidential candidate who were
both from Louisiana; that elector could vote for only one of these people. The intent of the rule was to
encourage electors from powerful states to look for a more diverse pool of candidates. But what would
happen in a close election where the members of the winning ticket were both from the same state?

The nation almost found out in 2000. In the presidential election of that year, the Republican ticket won
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the election by a very narrow electoral margin. To win the presidency or vice presidency, a candidate must
get 270 electoral votes (a majority). George W. Bush and Dick Cheney won by the skin of their teeth with
just 271. Both, however, were living in Texas. This should have meant that Texas’s 32 electoral votes could
have gone to only one or the other. Cheney anticipated this problem and had earlier registered to vote in
Wyoming, where he was originally from and where he had served as a representative years earlier.5 It’s
hard to imagine that the 2000 presidential election could have been even more complicated than it was,
but thanks to that seemingly innocuous rule in Article II of the Constitution, that was a real possibility.

Despite provisions for the election of a vice president (to serve in case of the president’s death, resignation,
or removal through the impeachment process), and apart from the suggestion that the vice president
should be responsible for presiding over the Senate, the framers left the vice president’s role undeveloped.
As a result, the influence of the vice presidency has varied dramatically, depending on how much of a role
the vice president is given by the president. Some vice presidents, such as Dan Quayle under President
George H. W. Bush, serve a mostly ceremonial function, while others, like Dick Cheney under President
George W. Bush, become a partner in governance and rival the White House chief of staff in terms of
influence.

Read about James Madison’s evolving views (https://openstax.org/l/29JMpres) of the presidency
and the Electoral College.

In addition to describing the process of election for the presidency and vice presidency, the delegates to the
Constitutional Convention also outlined who was eligible for election and how Congress might remove the
president. Article II of the Constitution lays out the agreed-upon requirements—the chief executive must
be at least thirty-five years old and a “natural born” citizen of the United States (or a citizen at the time of
the Constitution’s adoption) who has been an inhabitant of the United States for at least fourteen years.6

While Article II also states that the term of office is four years and does not expressly limit the number of
times a person might be elected president, after Franklin D. Roosevelt was elected four times (from 1932
to 1944), the Twenty-Second Amendment was proposed and ratified, limiting the presidency to two four-
year terms.

An important means of ensuring that no president could become tyrannical was to build into the
Constitution a clear process for removing the chief executive—impeachment. Impeachment is the act of
charging a government official with serious wrongdoing; the Constitution calls this wrongdoing high
crimes and misdemeanors. The method the framers designed required two steps and both chambers of the
Congress. First, the House of Representatives could impeach the president by a simple majority vote. In
the second step, the Senate could remove him or her from office by a two-thirds majority, with the chief
justice of the Supreme Court presiding over the trial. Upon conviction and removal of the president, if that
occurred, the vice president would become president.

Three presidents have faced impeachment proceedings in the House; none has been both impeached by
the House and removed by the Senate. In the wake of the Civil War, President Andrew Johnson faced
congressional contempt for decisions made during Reconstruction. President Richard Nixon faced an
overwhelming likelihood of impeachment in the House for his cover-up of key information relating to
the 1972 break-in at the Democratic Party’s campaign headquarters at the Watergate hotel and apartment
complex. Nixon likely would have also been removed by the Senate, since there was strong bipartisan
consensus for his impeachment and removal. Instead, he resigned before the House and Senate could
exercise their constitutional prerogatives.

The most recent impeachment was of President Bill Clinton, brought on by his lying about an extramarital
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affair with a White House intern named Monica Lewinsky. House Republicans felt the affair and Clinton’s
initial public denial of it rose to a level of wrongdoing worthy of impeachment. House Democrats believed
it fell short of an impeachable offense and that a simply censure made better sense. Clinton's trial in the
Senate went nowhere because too few Senators wanted to move forward with removing the president.

Thus, impeachment remains a rare event indeed and removal has never occurred. Still, the fact that a
president could be impeached and removed is an important reminder of the role of the executive in the
broader system of shared powers. The same outcome occurred in the case of Andrew Johnson in the
nineteenth century though he came closer to the threshold of votes needed for removal than did Clinton.

The Constitution that emerged from the deliberations in Philadelphia treated the powers of the presidency
in concise fashion. The president was to be commander-in-chief of the armed forces of the United States,
negotiate treaties with the advice and consent of the Senate, and receive representatives of foreign nations
(Figure 12.4). Charged to “take care that the laws be faithfully executed,” the president was given
broad power to pardon those convicted of federal offenses, except for officials removed through the
impeachment process.7 The chief executive would present to Congress information about the state of
the union; call Congress into session when needed; veto legislation if necessary, although a two-thirds
supermajority in both houses of Congress could override that veto; and make recommendations for
legislation and policy as well as call on the heads of various departments to make reports and offer
opinions.

Figure 12.4 During visits from foreign heads of state, the president of the United States is often surrounded by
representatives of the military, a symbol of the president's dual role as head of state and commander-in-chief. Here,
President Barack Obama delivers remarks during a welcoming ceremony for Angela Merkel, chancellor of the
Federal Republic of Germany. (credit: Stephen Hassay)

Finally, the president’s job included nominating federal judges, including Supreme Court justices, as well
as other federal officials, and making appointments to fill military and diplomatic posts. The number
of judicial appointments and nominations of other federal officials is great. In recent decades, two-term
presidents have nominated well over three hundred federal judges while in office.8 Moreover, new
presidents nominate close to five hundred top officials to their Executive Office of the President, key
agencies (such as the Department of Justice), and regulatory commissions (such as the Federal Reserve
Board), whose appointments require Senate majority approval.9
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THE EVOLVING EXECUTIVE BRANCH
No sooner had the presidency been established than the occupants of the office, starting with George
Washington, began acting in ways that expanded both its formal and informal powers. For example,
Washington established a cabinet or group of advisors to help him administer his duties, consisting of
the most senior appointed officers of the executive branch. Today, the heads of the fifteen executive
departments serve as the president’s advisers.10 And, in 1793, when it became important for the United
States to take a stand in the evolving European conflicts between France and other European powers,
especially Great Britain, Washington issued a neutrality proclamation that extended his rights as diplomat-
in-chief far more broadly than had at first been conceived.

Later presidents built on the foundation of these powers. Some waged undeclared wars, as John Adams
did against the French in the Quasi-War (1798–1800). Others agreed to negotiate for significant territorial
gains, as Thomas Jefferson did when he oversaw the purchase of Louisiana from France. Concerned that he
might be violating the powers of the office, Jefferson rationalized that his not facing impeachment charges
constituted Congress’s tacit approval of his actions. James Monroe used his annual message in 1823 to
declare that the United States would consider it an intolerable act of aggression for European powers to
intervene in the affairs of the nations of the Western Hemisphere. Later dubbed the Monroe Doctrine, this
declaration of principles laid the foundation for the growth of American power in the twentieth century.
Andrew Jackson employed the veto as a measure of policy to block legislative initiatives with which he did
not agree and acted unilaterally when it came to depositing federal funds in several local banks around
the country instead of in the Bank of the United States. This move changed the way vetoes would be
used in the future. Jackson’s twelve vetoes were more than those of all prior presidents combined, and he
issued them due to policy disagreements (their basis today) rather than as a legal tool to protect against
encroachments by Congress on the president’s powers.

Of the many ways in which the chief executive’s power grew over the first several decades, the most
significant was the expansion of presidential war powers. While Washington, Adams, and Jefferson led
the way in waging undeclared wars, it was President James K. Polk who truly set the stage for the broad
growth of this authority. In 1846, as the United States and Mexico were bickering over the messy issue
of where Texas’s southern border lay, Polk purposely raised anxieties and ruffled feathers through his
envoy in Mexico. He then responded to the newly heightened state of affairs by sending U.S. troops to the
Rio Grande, the border Texan expansionists claimed for Texas. Mexico sent troops in response, and the
Mexican-American War began soon afterward.11

Abraham Lincoln, a member of Congress at the time, was critical of Polk’s actions. Later, however,
as president himself, Lincoln used presidential war powers and the concepts of military necessity and
national security to undermine the Confederate effort to seek independence for the Southern states. In
suspending the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus, Lincoln blurred the boundaries between acceptable
dissent and unacceptable disloyalty. He also famously used a unilateral proclamation to issue the
Emancipation Proclamation, which cited the military necessity of declaring millions of slaves in
Confederate-controlled territory to be free. His successor, Andrew Johnson, became so embroiled with
Radical Republicans about ways to implement Reconstruction policies and programs after the Civil War
that the House of Representatives impeached him, although the legislators in the Senate were unable to
successfully remove him from office.12

Over the course of the twentieth century, presidents expanded and elaborated upon these powers. The
rather vague wording in Article II, which says that the “executive power shall be vested” in the president,
has been subject to broad and sweeping interpretation in order to justify actions beyond those specifically
enumerated in the document.13 As the federal bureaucracy expanded, so too did the president’s power
to grow agencies like the Secret Service and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Presidents also further
developed the concept of executive privilege, the right to withhold information from Congress, the
judiciary, or the public. This right, not enumerated in the Constitution, was first asserted by George
Washington to curtail inquiry into the actions of the executive branch.14 The more general defense of its
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use by White House officials and attorneys ensures that the president can secure candid advice from his or
her advisors and staff members.

Increasingly over time, presidents have made more use of their unilateral powers, including executive
orders, rules that bypass Congress but still have the force of law if the courts do not overturn them.
More recently, presidents have offered their own interpretation of legislation as they sign it via signing
statements (discussed later in this chapter) directed to the bureaucratic entity charged with
implementation. In the realm of foreign policy, Congress permitted the widespread use of executive
agreements to formalize international relations, so long as important matters still came through the Senate
in the form of treaties.15 Recent presidents have continued to rely upon an ever more expansive definition
of war powers to act unilaterally at home and abroad. Finally, presidents, often with Congress's blessing
through the formal delegation of authority, have taken the lead in framing budgets, negotiating budget
compromises, and at times impounding funds in an effort to prevail in matters of policy.
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The Budget and Accounting Act of 1921

Developing a budget in the nineteenth century was a chaotic mess. Unlike the case today, in which the
budgeting process is centrally controlled, Congresses in the nineteenth century developed a budget in a
piecemeal process. Federal agencies independently submitted budget requests to Congress, and these
requests were then considered through the congressional committee process. Because the government was
relatively small in the first few decades of the republic, this approach was sufficient. However, as the size and
complexity of the U.S. economy grew over the course of the nineteenth century, the traditional congressional
budgeting process was unable to keep up.16

Things finally came to a head following World War I, when federal spending and debt skyrocketed. Reformers
proposed the solution of putting the executive branch in charge of developing a budget that could be
scrutinized, amended, and approved by Congress. However, President Woodrow Wilson, owing to a provision
tacked onto the bill regarding presidential appointments, vetoed the legislation that would have transformed
the budgeting process in this way. His successor, Warren Harding, felt differently and signed the Budget and
Accounting Act of 1921. The act gave the president first-mover advantage in the budget process via the first
“executive budget.” It also created the first-ever budget staff at the disposal of a president, at the time called
the Bureau of the Budget but decades later renamed the Office of Management and Budget (Figure 12.5).
With this act, Congress willingly delegated significant authority to the executive and made the president the
chief budget agenda setter.

Figure 12.5 In December 1936, the House Appropriations Committee hears Secretary of Treasury Henry
Morgenthau, Jr. (bottom, left) and Acting Director of the Budget Daniel Bell (top, right) on the federal finances.
(credit: modification of work by the Library of Congress)

The Budget Act of 1921 effectively shifted some congressional powers to the president. Why might Congress
have felt it important to centralize the budgeting process in the executive branch? What advantages could the
executive branch have over the legislative branch in this regard?

The growth of presidential power is also attributable to the growth of the United States and the power
of the national government. As the nation has grown and developed, so has the office. Whereas most
important decisions were once made at the state and local levels, the increasing complexity and size of
the domestic economy have led people in the United States to look to the federal government more often
for solutions. At the same time, the rising profile of the United States on the international stage has meant
that the president is a far more important figure as leader of the nation, as diplomat-in-chief, and as

Milestone
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commander-in-chief. Finally, with the rise of electronic mass media, a president who once depended on
newspapers and official documents to distribute information beyond an immediate audience can now
bring that message directly to the people via radio, television, and social media. Major events and crises,
such as the Great Depression, two world wars, the Cold War, and the war on terrorism, have further
contributed to presidential stature.

12.2 The Presidential Election Process

Learning Objectives

By the end of this section, you will be able to:
• Describe changes over time in the way the president and vice president are selected
• Identify the stages in the modern presidential selection process
• Assess the advantages and disadvantages of the Electoral College

The process of electing a president every four years has evolved over time. This evolution has resulted
from attempts to correct the cumbersome procedures first offered by the framers of the Constitution and
as a result of political parties’ rising power to act as gatekeepers to the presidency. Over the last several
decades, the manner by which parties have chosen candidates has trended away from congressional
caucuses and conventions and towards a drawn-out series of state contests, called primaries and caucuses,
which begin in the winter prior to the November general election.

SELECTING THE CANDIDATE: THE PARTY PROCESS
The framers of the Constitution made no provision in the document for the establishment of political
parties. Indeed, parties were not necessary to select the first president, since George Washington ran
unopposed. Following the first election of Washington, the political party system gained steam and power
in the electoral process, creating separate nomination and general election stages. Early on, the power
to nominate presidents for office bubbled up from the party operatives in the various state legislatures
and toward what was known as the king caucus or congressional caucus. The caucus or large-scale
gathering was made up of legislators in the Congress who met informally to decide on nominees from
their respective parties. In somewhat of a countervailing trend in the general election stage of the process,
by the presidential election of 1824, many states were using popular elections to choose their electors. This
became important in that election when Andrew Jackson won the popular vote and the largest number of
electors, but the presidency was given to John Quincy Adams instead. Out of the frustration of Jackson’s
supporters emerged a powerful two-party system that took control of the selection process.17

In the decades that followed, party organizations, party leaders, and workers met in national conventions
to choose their nominees, sometimes after long struggles that took place over multiple ballots. In this way,
the political parties kept a tight control on the selection of a candidate. In the early twentieth century,
however, some states began to hold primaries, elections in which candidates vied for the support of state
delegations to the party’s nominating convention. Over the course of the century, the primaries gradually
became a far more important part of the process, though the party leadership still controlled the route to
nomination through the convention system. This has changed in recent decades, and now a majority of the
delegates are chosen through primary elections, and the party conventions themselves are little more than
a widely publicized rubber-stamping event.

The rise of the presidential primary and caucus system as the main means by which presidential
candidates are selected has had a number of anticipated and unanticipated consequences. For one, the
campaign season has grown longer and more costly. In 1960, John F. Kennedy declared his intention to
run for the presidency just eleven months before the general election. Compare this to Hillary Clinton,
who announced her intention to run nearly two years before the 2008 general election. Today’s long
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campaign seasons are seasoned with a seemingly ever-increasing number of debates among contenders
for the nomination. In 2016, when the number of candidates for the Republican nomination became large
and unwieldy, two debates among them were held, in which only those candidates polling greater support
were allowed in the more important prime-time debate. The runners-up spoke in the other debate.

Finally, the process of going straight to the people through primaries and caucuses has created some
opportunities for party outsiders to rise. Neither Ronald Reagan nor Bill Clinton was especially popular
with the party leadership of the Republicans or the Democrats (respectively) at the outset. The outsider
phenomenon has been most clearly demonstrated, however, in the 2016 presidential nominating process,
as those distrusted by the party establishment, such as Senator Ted Cruz and Donald Trump, who never
before held political office, raced ahead of party favorites like Jeb Bush early in the primary process (Figure
12.6).

Figure 12.6 Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX), though disliked by the party establishment, was able to rise to the top in the
Iowa caucuses in 2016 because of his ability to reach the conservative base of the party. Ultimately, Cruz bowed out
of the race when Donald Trump effectively clinched the Republican nomination in Indiana in early May 2016. (credit:
Michael Vadon)

The rise of the primary system during the Progressive Era came at the cost of party regulars’ control of
the process of candidate selection. Some party primaries even allow registered independents or members
of the opposite party to vote. Even so, the process tends to attract the party faithful at the expense of
independent voters, who often hold the key to victory in the fall contest. Thus, candidates who want
to succeed in the primary contests seek to align themselves with committed partisans, who are often at
the ideological extreme. Those who survive the primaries in this way have to moderate their image as
they enter the general election if they hope to succeed among the rest of the party adherents and the
uncommitted.

Primaries offer tests of candidates’ popular appeal, while state caucuses testify to their ability to mobilize
and organize grassroots support among committed followers. Primaries also reward candidates in
different ways, with some giving the winner all the state’s convention delegates, while others distribute
delegates proportionately according to the distribution of voter support. Finally, the order in which the
primary elections and caucus selections are held shape the overall race.18 Currently, the Iowa caucuses and
the New Hampshire primary occur first. These early contests tend to shrink the field as candidates who
perform poorly leave the race. At other times in the campaign process, some states will maximize their
impact on the race by holding their primaries on the same day that other states do. The media has dubbed
these critical groupings “Super Tuesdays,” “Super Saturdays,” and so on. They tend to occur later in the
nominating process as parties try to force the voters to coalesce around a single nominee.

The rise of the primary has also displaced the convention itself as the place where party regulars choose
their standard bearer. Once true contests in which party leaders fought it out to elect a candidate, by the
1970s, party conventions more often than not simply served to rubber-stamp the choice of the primaries.
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By the 1980s, the convention drama was gone, replaced by a long, televised commercial designed to
extol the party’s greatness (Figure 12.7). Without the drama and uncertainty, major news outlets have
steadily curtailed their coverage of the conventions, convinced that few people are interested. The 2016
elections seem to support the idea that the primary process produces a nominee rather than party insiders.
Outsiders Donald Trump on the Republican side and Senator Bernie Sanders on the Democratic side had
much success despite significant concerns about them from party elites. Whether this pattern could be
reversed in the case of a closely contested selection process remains to be seen.

Figure 12.7 Traditional party conventions, like the Republican national convention in 1964 pictured here, could be
contentious meetings at which the delegates made real decisions about who would run. These days, party
conventions are little more than long promotional events. (credit: the Library of Congress)

ELECTING THE PRESIDENT: THE GENERAL ELECTION
Early presidential elections, conducted along the lines of the original process outlined in the Constitution,
proved unsatisfactory. So long as George Washington was a candidate, his election was a foregone
conclusion. But it took some manipulation of the votes of electors to ensure that the second-place winner
(and thus the vice president) did not receive the same number of votes. When Washington declined to run
again after two terms, matters worsened. In 1796, political rivals John Adams and Thomas Jefferson were
elected president and vice president, respectively. Yet the two men failed to work well together during
Adams’s administration, much of which Jefferson spent at his Virginia residence at Monticello. As noted
earlier in this chapter, the shortcomings of the system became painfully evident in 1800, when Jefferson
and his running mate Aaron Burr finished tied, thus leaving it to the House of Representatives to elect
Jefferson.19

The Twelfth Amendment, ratified in 1804, provided for the separate election of president and vice
president as well as setting out ways to choose a winner if no one received a majority of the electoral votes.
Only once since the passage of the Twelfth Amendment, during the election of 1824, has the House selected
the president under these rules, and only once, in 1836, has the Senate chosen the vice president. In several
elections, such as in 1876 and 1888, a candidate who received less than a majority of the popular vote
has claimed the presidency, including cases when the losing candidate secured a majority of the popular
vote. A recent case was the 2000 election, in which Democratic nominee Al Gore won the popular vote,
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while Republican nominee George W. Bush won the Electoral College vote and hence the presidency. The
2016 election brought another such irregularity as Donald Trump comfortably won the Electoral College
by narrowly winning the popular vote in several states, while Hillary Clinton collected nearly 2.9 million
more votes nationwide.

Not everyone is satisfied with how the Electoral College fundamentally shapes the election, especially in
cases such as those noted above, when a candidate with a minority of the popular vote claims victory over
a candidate who drew more popular support. Yet movements for electoral reform, including proposals for
a straightforward nationwide direct election by popular vote, have gained little traction.

Supporters of the current system defend it as a manifestation of federalism, arguing that it also guards
against the chaos inherent in a multiparty environment by encouraging the current two-party system. They
point out that under a system of direct election, candidates would focus their efforts on more populous
regions and ignore others.20 Critics, on the other hand, charge that the current system negates the one-
person, one-vote basis of U.S. elections, subverts majority rule, works against political participation in
states deemed safe for one party, and might lead to chaos should an elector desert a candidate, thus
thwarting the popular will. Despite all this, the system remains in place. It appears that many people are
more comfortable with the problems of a flawed system than with the uncertainty of change.21
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Electoral College Reform

Following the 2000 presidential election, when then-governor George W. Bush won by a single electoral vote
and with over half a million fewer individual votes than his challenger, astonished voters called for Electoral
College reform. Years later, however, nothing of any significance had been done. The absence of reform in the
wake of such a problematic election is a testament to the staying power of the Electoral College. The 2016
election results were even more disparate. While in 2000, Al Gore won a narrow victory in the popular vote
with Bush prevailing by one vote in the Electoral College, in 2016, Clinton won the popular vote by a margin of
almost 3 million votes, while Trump won the Electoral College comfortably.

Those who insist that the Electoral College should be reformed argue that its potential benefits pale in
comparison to the way the Electoral College depresses voter turnout and fails to represent the popular will.
In addition to favoring small states, since individual votes there count more than in larger states due to the
mathematics involved in the distribution of electors, the Electoral College results in a significant number of
“safe” states that receive no real electioneering, such that nearly 75 percent of the country is ignored in the
general election.

One potential solution to the problems with the Electoral College is to scrap it all together and replace it with
the popular vote. The popular vote would be the aggregated totals of the votes in the fifty states and District of
Columbia, as certified by the head election official of each state. A second solution often mentioned is to make
the Electoral College proportional. That is, as each state assigns it electoral votes, it would do so based on the
popular vote percentage in their state, rather with the winner-take-all approach almost all the states use today.

A third alternative for Electoral College reform has been proposed by an organization called National Popular
Vote. The National Popular Vote movement is an interstate compact between multiple states that sign onto the
compact. Once a combination of states constituting 270 Electoral College votes supports the movement, each
state entering the compact pledges all of its Electoral College votes to the national popular vote winner. This
reform does not technically change the Electoral College structure, but it results in a mandated process that
makes the Electoral College reflect the popular vote. Thus far, eleven states with a total of 165 electoral votes
among them have signed onto the compact.

In what ways does the current Electoral College system protect the representative power of small states and
less densely populated regions? Why might it be important to preserve these protections?

Follow-up activity: View the National Popular Vote (https://openstax.org/l/29NatPopVo) website to learn
more about their position. Consider reaching out to them to learn more, offer your support, or even to argue
against their proposal.

See how the Electoral College and the idea of swing states fundamentally shapes elections by
experimenting with the interactive Electoral College map (https://openstax.org/l/29ElecCoMap) at
270 to Win.

The general election usually features a series of debates between the presidential contenders as well as a
debate among vice presidential candidates. Because the stakes are high, quite a bit of money and resources
are expended on all sides. Attempts to rein in the mounting costs of modern general-election campaigns
have proven ineffective. Nor has public funding helped to solve the problem. Indeed, starting with Barack
Obama’s 2008 decision to forfeit public funding so as to skirt the spending limitations imposed, candidates
now regularly opt to raise more money rather than to take public funding.22 In addition, political action
committees (PACs), supposedly focused on issues rather than specific candidates, seek to influence the
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outcome of the race by supporting or opposing a candidate according to the PAC’s own interests. But after
all the spending and debating is done, those who have not already voted by other means set out on the
first Tuesday following the first Monday in November to cast their votes. Several weeks later, the electoral
votes are counted and the president is formally elected (Figure 12.8).

Figure 12.8 The process of becoming president has become an increasingly longer one, but the underlying steps
remain largely the same. (credit: modification of work by the U. S. General Services Administration, Federal Citizen
Information Center, Ifrah Syed)

12.3 Organizing to Govern

Learning Objectives

By the end of this section, you will be able to:
• Explain how incoming and outgoing presidents peacefully transfer power
• Describe how new presidents fill positions in the executive branch
• Discuss how incoming presidents use their early popularity to advance larger policy solutions

It is one thing to win an election; it is quite another to govern, as many frustrated presidents have
discovered. Critical to a president’s success in office is the ability to make a deft transition from the
previous administration, including naming a cabinet and filling other offices. The new chief executive
must also fashion an agenda, which he or she will often preview in general terms in an inaugural address.
Presidents usually embark upon their presidency benefitting from their own and the nation’s renewed
hope and optimism, although often unrealistic expectations set the stage for subsequent disappointment.
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TRANSITION AND APPOINTMENTS
In the immediate aftermath of the election, the incoming and outgoing administrations work together
to help facilitate the transfer of power. While the General Services Administration oversees the logistics
of the process, such as office assignments, information technology, and the assignment of keys, prudent
candidates typically prepare for a possible victory by appointing members of a transition team during the
lead-up to the general election. The success of the team’s actions becomes apparent on inauguration day,
when the transition of power takes place in what is often a seamless fashion, with people evacuating their
offices (and the White House) for their successors.

Read about presidential transitions (https://openstax.org/l/29WHTransP) as well as explore other
topics related to the transfer of power at the White House Transition Project website.

Among the president-elect’s more important tasks is the selection of a cabinet. George Washington’s
cabinet was made up of only four people, the attorney general and the secretaries of the Departments of
War, State, and the Treasury. Currently, however, there are fifteen members of the cabinet, including the
Secretaries of Labor, Agriculture, Education, and others (Figure 12.9). The most important members—the
heads of the Departments of Defense, Justice, State, and the Treasury (echoing Washington’s original
cabinet)—receive the most attention from the president, the Congress, and the media. These four
departments have been referred to as the inner cabinet, while the others are called the outer cabinet.
When selecting a cabinet, presidents consider ability, expertise, influence, and reputation. More recently,
presidents have also tried to balance political and demographic representation (gender, race, religion, and
other considerations) to produce a cabinet that is capable as well as descriptively representative, meaning
that those in the cabinet look like the U.S. population (see the chapter on bureaucracy and the term
“representative bureaucracy”). A recent president who explicitly stated this as his goal was Bill Clinton,
who talked about an “E.G.G. strategy” for senior-level appointments, where the E stands for ethnicity, G
for gender, and the second G for geography.
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Figure 12.9 The Cabinet Room, shown here during a cabinet meeting on January 31, 2012, adjoins the Oval Office
in the West Wing of the White House.

Once the new president has been inaugurated and can officially nominate people to fill cabinet positions,
the Senate confirms or rejects these nominations. At times, though rarely, cabinet nominations have failed
to be confirmed or have even been withdrawn because of questions raised about the past behavior of
the nominee.23 Prominent examples of such withdrawals were Senator John Tower for defense secretary
(George H. W. Bush) and Zoe Baird for attorney general (Bill Clinton): Senator Tower’s indiscretions
involving alcohol and womanizing led to concerns about his fitness to head the military and his rejection
by the Senate,24 whereas Zoe Baird faced controversy and withdrew her nomination when it was revealed,
through what the press dubbed “Nannygate,” that house staff of hers were undocumented workers.
However, these cases are rare exceptions to the rule, which is to give approval to the nominees that the
president wishes to have in the cabinet. Other possible candidates for cabinet posts may decline to be
considered for a number of reasons, from the reduction in pay that can accompany entrance into public
life to unwillingness to be subjected to the vetting process that accompanies a nomination.

Also subject to Senate approval are a number of non-cabinet subordinate administrators in the various
departments of the executive branch, as well as the administrative heads of several agencies and
commissions. These include the heads of the Internal Revenue Service, the Central Intelligence Agency,
the Office of Management and Budget, the Federal Reserve, the Social Security Administration, the
Environmental Protection Agency, the National Labor Relations Board, and the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission. The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) is the president’s own budget
department. In addition to preparing the executive budget proposal and overseeing budgetary
implementation during the federal fiscal year, the OMB oversees the actions of the executive bureaucracy.

Not all the non-cabinet positions are open at the beginning of an administration, but presidents move
quickly to install their preferred choices in most roles when given the opportunity. Finally, new presidents
usually take the opportunity to nominate new ambassadors, whose appointments are subject to Senate
confirmation. New presidents make thousands of new appointments in their first two years in office.
All the senior cabinet agency positions and nominees for all positions in the Executive Office of the
President are made as presidents enter office or when positions become vacant during their presidency.
Federal judges serve for life. Therefore, vacancies for the federal courts and the U.S. Supreme Court occur
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gradually as judges retire.

Throughout much of the history of the republic, the Senate has closely guarded its constitutional duty to
consent to the president’s nominees, although in the end it nearly always confirms them. Still, the Senate
does occasionally hold up a nominee. Benjamin Fishbourn, President George Washington’s nomination
for a minor naval post, was rejected largely because he had insulted a particular senator.25 Other rejected
nominees included Clement Haynsworth and G. Harrold Carswell, nominated for the U.S. Supreme
Court by President Nixon; Theodore Sorensen, nominated by President Carter for director of the Central
Intelligence Agency; and John Tower, discussed earlier. At other times, the Senate has used its power to
rigorously scrutinize the president’s nominees (Figure 12.10). Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas,
who faced numerous sexual harassment charges from former employees, was forced to sit through
repeated questioning of his character and past behavior during Senate hearings, something he referred to
as “a high-tech lynching for uppity blacks.”26

Figure 12.10 In 2013, President Barack Obama nominated former Republican senator Chuck Hagel to run the
Department of Defense. The president hoped that by nominating a former senator from the opposition he could
ensure the confirmation process would go smoothly. Instead, however, Senator Ted Cruz used the confirmation
hearing to question the Vietnam War hero’s patriotism. Hagel was eventually confirmed by a 58–41 vote. (credit: Leon
E. Panetta)

More recently, the Senate has attempted a new strategy, refusing to hold hearings at all, a strategy of
defeat that scholars have referred to as “malign neglect.”27 Despite the fact that one-third of U.S. presidents
have appointed a Supreme Court justice in an election year, when Associate Justice Antonin Scalia died
unexpectedly in early 2016, Senate majority leader Mitch McConnell declared that the Senate would
not hold hearings on a nominee until after the upcoming presidential election.28 McConnell remained
adamant even after President Barack Obama, saying he was acting in fulfillment of his constitutional
duty, nominated Merrick Garland, longtime chief judge of the federal Circuit Court of Appeals for the
DC Circuit. Garland is highly respected by senators from both parties and won confirmation to his DC
circuit position by a 76–23 vote in the Senate. When Republican Donald Trump was elected president
in the fall, this strategy appeared to pay off. The Republican Senate and Judiciary Committee confirmed
Trump's nominee, Neil Gorsuch, in April 2017, exercising the so-called "nuclear option," which allowed
Republicans to break the Democrats' filibuster of the nomination by a simple majority vote.

Other presidential selections are not subject to Senate approval, including the president’s personal staff
(whose most important member is the White House chief of staff) and various advisers (most notably
the national security adviser). The Executive Office of the President, created by Franklin D. Roosevelt
(FDR), contains a number of advisory bodies, including the Council of Economic Advisers, the National
Security Council, the OMB, and the Office of the Vice President. Presidents also choose political advisers,
speechwriters, and a press secretary to manage the politics and the message of the administration. In recent
years, the president’s staff has become identified by the name of the place where many of its members
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work: the West Wing of the White House. These people serve at the pleasure of the president, and often
the president reshuffles or reforms the staff during his or her term. Just as government bureaucracy has
expanded over the centuries, so has the White House staff, which under Abraham Lincoln numbered
a handful of private secretaries and a few minor functionaries. A recent report pegged the number of
employees working within the White House over 450.29 When the staff in nearby executive buildings of
the Executive Office of the President are added in, that number increases four-fold.

No Fun at Recess: Dueling Loopholes and the Limits of Presidential Appointments

When Supreme Court justice Antonin Scalia died unexpectedly in early 2016, many in Washington braced
for a political sandstorm of obstruction and accusations. Such was the record of Supreme Court nominations
during the Obama administration and, indeed, for the last few decades. Nor is this phenomenon restricted
to nominations for the highest court in the land. The Senate has been known to occasionally block or slow
appointments not because the quality of the nominee was in question but rather as a general protest against
the policies of the president and/or as part of the increasing partisan bickering that occurs when the presidency
is controlled by one political party and the Senate by the other. This occurred, for example, when the Senate
initially refused to nominate anyone to head the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, established in 2011,
because Republicans disliked the existence of the bureau itself.

Such political holdups, however, tend to be the exception rather than the rule. For example, historically,
nominees to the presidential cabinet are rarely rejected. And each Congress oversees the approval of
around four thousand civilian and sixty-five thousand military appointments from the executive branch.30

The overwhelming majority of these are confirmed in a routine and systematic fashion, and only rarely do
holdups occur. But when they do, the Constitution allows for a small presidential loophole called the recess
appointment. The relevant part of Article II, Section 2, of the Constitution reads:

“The President shall have Power to fill up all Vacancies that may happen during the Recess of the
Senate, by granting Commissions which shall expire at the End of their next Session.”

The purpose of the provision was to give the president the power to temporarily fill vacancies during times
when the Senate was not in session and could not act. But presidents have typically used this loophole to get
around a Senate that’s inclined to obstruct. Presidents Bill Clinton and George W. Bush made 139 and 171
recess appointments, respectively. President Obama made far fewer recess appointments, with a total of only
thirty-two during his presidency.31 One reason this number is so low is another loophole the Senate began
using at the end of George W. Bush’s presidency, the pro forma session.

A pro forma session is a short meeting held with the understanding that no work will be done. These sessions
have the effect of keeping the Senate officially in session while functionally in recess. In 2012, President
Obama decided to ignore the pro forma session and make four recess appointments anyway. The Republicans
in the Senate were furious and contested the appointments. Eventually, the Supreme Court had the final say
in a 2014 decision that declared unequivocally that “the Senate is in session when it says it is.”32 For now at
least, the court’s ruling means that the president’s loophole and the Senate’s loophole cancel each other out.
It seems they’ve found the middle ground whether they like it or not.

What might have been the legitimate original purpose of the recess appointment loophole? Do you believe
the Senate is unfairly obstructing by effectively ending recesses altogether so as to prevent the president from
making appointments without its approval?

The most visible, though arguably the least powerful, member of a president’s cabinet is the vice president.
Throughout most of the nineteenth and into the twentieth century, the vast majority of vice presidents took
very little action in the office unless fate intervened. Few presidents consulted with their running mates.
Indeed, until the twentieth century, many presidents had little to do with the naming of their running
mate at the nominating convention. The office was seen as a form of political exile, and that motivated
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Republicans to name Theodore Roosevelt as William McKinley’s running mate in 1900. The strategy was
to get the ambitious politician out of the way while still taking advantage of his popularity. This scheme
backfired, however, when McKinley was assassinated and Roosevelt became president (Figure 12.11).

Figure 12.11 In September 1901, President William McKinley’s assassination, shown here in a sketch by T. Dart
Walker (a), made forty-two-year-old vice president Theodore Roosevelt (b) the youngest person to ever assume the
office of U.S. president.

Vice presidents were often sent on minor missions or used as mouthpieces for the administration, often
with a sharp edge. Richard Nixon’s vice president Spiro Agnew is an example. But in the 1970s, starting
with Jimmy Carter, presidents made a far more conscious effort to make their vice presidents part of the
governing team, placing them in charge of increasingly important issues. Sometimes, as in the case of
Bill Clinton and Al Gore, the partnership appeared to be smooth if not always harmonious. In the case
of George W. Bush and his very experienced vice president Dick Cheney, observers speculated whether
the vice president might have exercised too much influence. Barack Obama’s choice for a running mate
and subsequent two-term vice president, former Senator Joseph Biden, was picked for his experience,
especially in foreign policy. President Obama relied on Vice President Biden for advice throughout his
tenure. In any case, the vice presidency is no longer quite as weak as it once was, and a capable vice
president can do much to augment the president’s capacity to govern across issues if the president so
desires.33

FORGING AN AGENDA
Having secured election, the incoming president must soon decide how to deliver upon what was
promised during the campaign. The chief executive must set priorities, chose what to emphasize, and
formulate strategies to get the job done. He or she labors under the shadow of a measure of presidential
effectiveness known as the first hundred days in office, a concept popularized during Franklin Roosevelt’s
first term in the 1930s. While one hundred days is possibly too short a time for any president to boast
of any real accomplishments, most presidents do recognize that they must address their major initiatives
during their first two years in office. This is the time when the president is most powerful and is given
the benefit of the doubt by the public and the media (aptly called the honeymoon period), especially if he
or she enters the White House with a politically aligned Congress, as Barack Obama did. However, recent
history suggests that even one-party control of Congress and the presidency does not ensure efficient
policymaking. This difficulty is due as much to divisions within the governing party as to obstructionist
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tactics skillfully practiced by the minority party in Congress. Democratic president Jimmy Carter’s battles
with a Congress controlled by Democratic majorities provide a good case in point.

The incoming president must deal to some extent with the outgoing president’s last budget proposal.
While some modifications can be made, it is more difficult to pursue new initiatives immediately. Most
presidents are well advised to prioritize what they want to achieve during the first year in office and not
lose control of their agenda. At times, however, unanticipated events can determine policy, as happened
in 2001 when nineteen hijackers perpetrated the worst terrorist attack in U.S. history and transformed U.S.
foreign and domestic policy in dramatic ways.

Moreover, a president must be sensitive to what some scholars have termed “political time,” meaning
the circumstances under which he or she assumes power. Sometimes, the nation is prepared for drastic
proposals to solve deep and pressing problems that cry out for immediate solutions, as was the case
following the 1932 election of FDR at the height of the Great Depression. Most times, however, the country
is far less inclined to accept revolutionary change. Being an effective president means recognizing the
difference.34

The first act undertaken by the new president—the delivery of an inaugural address—can do much to set
the tone for what is intended to follow. While such an address may be an exercise in rhetorical inspiration,
it also allows the president to set forth priorities within the overarching vision of what he or she intends
to do. Abraham Lincoln used his inaugural addresses to calm rising concerns in the South that he would
act to overturn slavery. Unfortunately, this attempt at appeasement fell on deaf ears, and the country
descended into civil war. Franklin Roosevelt used his first inaugural address to boldly proclaim that the
country need not fear the change that would deliver it from the grip of the Great Depression, and he set to
work immediately enlarging the federal government to that end. John F. Kennedy, who entered the White
House at the height of the Cold War, made an appeal to talented young people around the country to help
him make the world a better place. He followed up with new institutions like the Peace Corps, which sends
young citizens around the world to work as secular missionaries for American values like democracy and
free enterprise.

Listen to clips (https://openstax.org/l/29InaugAd) of the most famous inaugural address in presidential
history at the Washington Post website.

12.4 The Public Presidency

Learning Objectives

By the end of this section, you will be able to:
• Explain how technological innovations have empowered presidents
• Identify ways in which presidents appeal to the public for approval
• Explain how the role of first ladies changed over the course of the twentieth century

With the advent of motion picture newsreels and voice recordings in the 1920s, presidents began to
broadcast their message to the general public. Franklin Roosevelt, while not the first president to use the
radio, adopted this technology to great effect. Over time, as radio gave way to newer and more powerful
technologies like television, the Internet, and social media, other presidents have been able magnify their
voices to an even-larger degree. Presidents now have far more tools at their disposal to shape public
opinion and build support for policies. However, the choice to “go public” does not always lead to
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political success; it is difficult to convert popularity in public opinion polls into political power. Moreover,
the modern era of information and social media empowers opponents at the same time that it provides
opportunities for presidents.

THE SHAPING OF THE MODERN PRESIDENCY
From the days of the early republic through the end of the nineteenth century, presidents were limited in
the ways they could reach the public to convey their perspective and shape policy. Inaugural addresses
and messages to Congress, while circulated in newspapers, proved clumsy devices to attract support, even
when a president used plain, blunt language. Some presidents undertook tours of the nation, notably
George Washington and Rutherford B. Hayes. Others promoted good relationships with newspaper
editors and reporters, sometimes going so far as to sanction a pro-administration newspaper. One
president, Ulysses S. Grant, cultivated political cartoonist Thomas Nast to present the president’s
perspective in the pages of the magazine Harper’s Weekly.35 Abraham Lincoln experimented with public
meetings recorded by newspaper reporters and public letters that would appear in the press, sometimes
after being read at public gatherings (Figure 12.12). Most presidents gave speeches, although few proved
to have much immediate impact, including Lincoln’s memorable Gettysburg Address.

Figure 12.12 While President Abraham Lincoln was not the first president to be photographed, he was the first to
use the relatively new power of photography to enhance his power as president and commander-in-chief. Here,
Lincoln poses with Union soldiers (a) during his visit to Antietam, Maryland, on October 3, 1862. President Ulysses S.
Grant cultivated a relationship with popular cartoonist Thomas Nast, who often depicted the president in the company
of “Lady Liberty” (b) in addition to relentlessly attacking his opponent Horace Greeley.

Rather, most presidents exercised the power of patronage (or appointing people who are loyal and help
them out politically) and private deal-making to get what they wanted at a time when Congress usually
held the upper hand in such transactions. But even that presidential power began to decline with the
emergence of civil service reform in the later nineteenth century, which led to most government officials
being hired on their merit instead of through patronage. Only when it came to diplomacy and war were
presidents able to exercise authority on their own, and even then, institutional as well as political restraints
limited their independence of action.

Theodore Roosevelt came to the presidency in 1901, at a time when movie newsreels were becoming
popular. Roosevelt, who had always excelled at cultivating good relationships with the print media,
eagerly exploited this new opportunity as he took his case to the people with the concept of the presidency
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as bully pulpit, a platform from which to push his agenda to the public. His successors followed suit,
and they discovered and employed new ways of transmitting their message to the people in an effort to
gain public support for policy initiatives. With the popularization of radio in the early twentieth century, it
became possible to broadcast the president’s voice into many of the nation’s homes. Most famously, FDR
used the radio to broadcast his thirty “fireside chats” to the nation between 1933 and 1944.

In the post–World War II era, television began to replace radio as the medium through which presidents
reached the public. This technology enhanced the reach of the handsome young president John F. Kennedy
and the trained actor Ronald Reagan. At the turn of the twentieth century, the new technology was the
Internet. The extent to which this mass media technology can enhance the power and reach of the president
has yet to be fully realized.

Other presidents have used advances in transportation to take their case to the people. Woodrow Wilson
traveled the country to advocate formation of the League of Nations. However, he fell short of his goal
when he suffered a stroke in 1919 and cut his tour short. Both Franklin Roosevelt in the 1930s and 1940s
and Harry S. Truman in the 1940s and 1950s used air travel to conduct diplomatic and military business.
Under President Dwight D. Eisenhower, a specific plane, commonly called Air Force One, began carrying
the president around the country and the world. This gives the president the ability to take his or her
message directly to the far corners of the nation at any time.

GOING PUBLIC: PROMISE AND PITFALLS
The concept of going public involves the president delivering a major television address in the hope that
Americans watching the address will be compelled to contact their House and Senate member and that
such public pressure will result in the legislators supporting the president on a major piece of legislation.
Technological advances have made it more efficient for presidents to take their messages directly to
the people than was the case before mass media (Figure 12.13). Presidential visits can build support
for policy initiatives or serve political purposes, helping the president reward supporters, campaign for
candidates, and seek reelection. It remains an open question, however, whether choosing to go public
actually enhances a president’s political position in battles with Congress. Political scientist George C.
Edwards goes so far as to argue that taking a president’s position public serves to polarize political debate,
increase public opposition to the president, and complicate the chances to get something done. It replaces
deliberation and compromise with confrontation and campaigning. Edwards believes the best way for
presidents to achieve change is to keep issues private and negotiate resolutions that preclude partisan
combat. Going public may be more effective in rallying supporters than in gaining additional support or
changing minds.36
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Figure 12.13 With the advent of video technology and cable television, the power of the president to reach huge
audiences increased exponentially. President Ronald Reagan, shown here giving one of his most famous speeches
in Berlin, was an expert at using technology to help mold and project his presidential image to the public. His training
as an actor certainly helped in this regard.

Today, it is possible for the White House (https://openstax.org/l/29WHLive) to take its case directly to
the people via websites like White House Live, where the public can watch live press briefings and
speeches.

THE FIRST LADY: A SECRET WEAPON?
The president is not the only member of the First Family who often attempts to advance an agenda by
going public. First ladies increasingly exploited the opportunity to gain public support for an issue of deep
interest to them. Before 1933, most first ladies served as private political advisers to their husbands. In
the 1910s, Edith Bolling Wilson took a more active but still private role assisting her husband, President
Woodrow Wilson, afflicted by a stroke, in the last years of his presidency. However, as the niece of one
president and the wife of another, it was Eleanor Roosevelt in the 1930s and 1940s who opened the door
for first ladies to do something more.

Eleanor Roosevelt took an active role in championing civil rights, becoming in some ways a bridge
between her husband and the civil rights movement. She coordinated meetings between FDR and
members of the NAACP, championed antilynching legislation, openly defied segregation laws, and
pushed the Army Nurse Corps to allow black women in its ranks. She also wrote a newspaper column
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and had a weekly radio show. Her immediate successors returned to the less visible role held by her
predecessors, although in the early 1960s, Jacqueline Kennedy gained attention for her efforts to refurbish
the White House along historical lines, and Lady Bird Johnson in the mid- and late 1960s endorsed an
effort to beautify public spaces and highways in the United States. She also established the foundations of
what came to be known as the Office of the First Lady, complete with a news reporter, Liz Carpenter, as
her press secretary.

Betty Ford took over as first lady in 1974 and became an avid advocate of women’s rights, proclaiming
that she was pro-choice when it came to abortion and lobbying for the ratification of the Equal Rights
Amendment (ERA). She shared with the public the news of her breast cancer diagnosis and subsequent
mastectomy. Her successor, Rosalynn Carter, attended several cabinet meetings and pushed for the
ratification of the ERA as well as for legislation addressing mental health issues (Figure 12.14).

Figure 12.14 On November 19, 1977, Rosalynn Carter (center left) and Betty Ford (center right) attended a rally in
favor of the passage of the Equal Rights Amendment.

The increasing public political role of the first lady continued in the 1980s with Nancy Reagan’s “Just Say
No” antidrug campaign and in the early 1990s with Barbara Bush’s efforts on behalf of literacy. The public
role of the first lady reach a new level with Hillary Clinton in the 1990s when her husband put her in charge
of his efforts to achieve health care reform, a controversial decision that did not meet with political success.
Her successors, Laura Bush in the first decade of the twenty-first century and Michelle Obama in the
second, returned to the roles played by predecessors in advocating less controversial policies: Laura Bush
advocated literacy and education, while Michelle Obama has emphasized physical fitness and healthy diet
and exercise. Nevertheless, the public and political profiles of first ladies remain high, and in the future,
the president’s spouse will have the opportunity to use that unelected position to advance policies that
might well be less controversial and more appealing than those pushed by the president.
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A New Role for the First Lady?

While running for the presidency for the first time in 1992, Bill Clinton frequently touted the experience and
capabilities of his wife. There was a lot to brag about. Hillary Rodham Clinton was a graduate of Yale Law
School, had worked as a member of the impeachment inquiry staff during the height of the Watergate scandal
in Nixon’s administration, and had been a staff attorney for the Children’s Defense Fund before becoming
the first lady of Arkansas. Acknowledging these qualifications, candidate Bill Clinton once suggested that by
electing him, voters would get “two for the price of one.” The clear implication in this statement was that his
wife would take on a far larger role than previous first ladies, and this proved to be the case.37

Shortly after taking office, Clinton appointed the first lady to chair the Task Force on National Health Care
Reform. This organization was to follow through on his campaign promise to fix the problems in the U.S.
healthcare system. Hillary Clinton had privately requested the appointment, but she quickly realized that the
complex web of business interests and political aspirations combined to make the topic of health care reform
a hornet’s nest. This put the Clinton administration’s first lady directly into partisan battles few if any previous
first ladies had ever faced.

As a testament to both the large role the first lady had taken on and the extent to which she had become the
target of political attacks, the recommendations of the task force were soon dubbed “Hillarycare” by opponents.
In a particularly contentious hearing in the House, the first lady and Republican representative Dick Armey
exchanged pointed jabs with each other. At one point, Armey suggested that the reports of her charm were
“overstated” after the first lady likened him to Dr. Jack Kevorkian, a physician known for helping patients
commit suicide (Figure 12.15).38 The following summer, the first lady attempted to use a national bus tour to
popularize the health care proposal, although distaste for her and for the program had reached such a fevered
pitch that she sometimes was compelled to wear a bulletproof vest. In the end, the efforts came up short and
the reform attempts were abandoned as a political failure. Nevertheless, Hillary Clinton remained a political
lightning rod for the rest of the Clinton presidency.

Figure 12.15 Hillary Clinton sips from a teacup as she tries to stay calm during a particularly contentious
hearing on her health care reform proposals in September 1993. (credit: modification of work by the Library of
Congress)

What do the challenges of First Lady Hillary Clinton’s foray into national politics suggest about the dangers of
a first lady abandoning the traditionally safe nonpartisan goodwill efforts? What do the actions of the first ladies
since Clinton suggest about the lessons learned or not learned?

Insider Perspective
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12.5 Presidential Governance: Direct Presidential Action

Learning Objectives

By the end of this section, you will be able to:
• Identify the power presidents have to effect change without congressional cooperation
• Analyze how different circumstances influence the way presidents use unilateral authority
• Explain how presidents persuade others in the political system to support their initiatives
• Describe how historians and political scientists evaluate the effectiveness of a presidency

A president’s powers can be divided into two categories: direct actions the chief executive can take by
employing the formal institutional powers of the office and informal powers of persuasion and negotiation
essential to working with the legislative branch. When a president governs alone through direct action, it
may break a policy deadlock or establish new grounds for action, but it may also spark opposition that
might have been handled differently through negotiation and discussion. Moreover, such decisions are
subject to court challenge, legislative reversal, or revocation by a successor. What may seem to be a sign
of strength is often more properly understood as independent action undertaken in the wake of a failure
to achieve a solution through the legislative process, or an admission that such an effort would prove
futile. When it comes to national security, international negotiations, or war, the president has many more
opportunities to act directly and in some cases must do so when circumstances require quick and decisive
action.

DOMESTIC POLICY
The president may not be able to appoint key members of his or her administration without Senate
confirmation, but he or she can demand the resignation or removal of cabinet officers, high-ranking
appointees (such as ambassadors), and members of the presidential staff. During Reconstruction, Congress
tried to curtail the president’s removal power with the Tenure of Office Act (1867), which required
Senate concurrence to remove presidential nominees who took office upon Senate confirmation. Andrew
Johnson’s violation of that legislation provided the grounds for his impeachment in 1868. Subsequent
presidents secured modifications of the legislation before the Supreme Court ruled in 1926 that the
Senate had no right to impair the president’s removal power.39 In the case of Senate failure to approve
presidential nominations, the president is empowered to issue recess appointments (made while the
Senate is in recess) that continue in force until the end of the next session of the Senate (unless the Senate
confirms the nominee).

The president also exercises the power of pardon without conditions. Once used fairly sparingly—apart
from Andrew Johnson’s wholesale pardons of former Confederates during the Reconstruction period—the
pardon power has become more visible in recent decades. President Harry S. Truman issued over two
thousand pardons and commutations, more than any other post–World War II president.40 President
Gerald Ford has the unenviable reputation of being the only president to pardon another president (his
predecessor Richard Nixon, who resigned after the Watergate scandal) (Figure 12.16). While not as
generous as Truman, President Jimmy Carter also issued a great number of pardons, including several
for draft dodging during the Vietnam War. President Reagan was reluctant to use the pardon as much,
as was President George H. W. Bush. President Clinton pardoned few people for much of his presidency,
but did make several last-minute pardons, which led to some controversy. By the end of his presidency,
Barack Obama had granted 212 pardons, or 6 percent of petitions received, numbers similar to that of his
predecessor, George W. Bush.41 President Trump has used the pardon in a few visible cases. He set aside
sentences for controversial former Sherriff Joe Arpaio of Maricopa County, Arizona, and for former Vice
President Dick Cheney’s confidante, Scooter Libby.42 It remains to be seen if Trump will pardon the long
list of personnel who have been indicted or convicted in the Mueller investigation of Russian meddling
in the 2016 election. The list includes his campaign manager Paul Manafort, personal attorney Michael
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Cohen, and long-time confidante Roger Stone.43

Figure 12.16 In 1974, President Ford became the first and still the only president to pardon a previous president
(Richard Nixon). Here he is speaking before the House Judiciary Subcommittee on Criminal Justice meeting
explaining his reasons. While the pardon was unpopular with many and may have cost Ford the election two years
later, his constitutional power to issue it is indisputable. (credit: modification of work by the Library of Congress)

Presidents may choose to issue executive orders or proclamations to achieve policy goals. Usually,
executive orders direct government agencies to pursue a certain course in the absence of congressional
action. A more subtle version pioneered by recent presidents is the executive memorandum, which tends
to attract less attention. Many of the most famous executive orders have come in times of war or invoke
the president’s authority as commander-in-chief, including Franklin Roosevelt’s order permitting the
internment of Japanese Americans in 1942 and Harry Truman’s directive desegregating the armed forces
(1948). The most famous presidential proclamation was Abraham Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation
(1863), which declared slaves in areas under Confederate control to be free (with a few exceptions).

Executive orders are subject to court rulings or changes in policy enacted by Congress. During the Korean
War, the Supreme Court revoked Truman’s order seizing the steel industry.44 These orders are also subject
to reversal by presidents who come after, and recent presidents have wasted little time reversing the orders
of their predecessors in cases of disagreement. Sustained executive orders, which are those not overturned
in courts, typically have some prior authority from Congress that legitimizes them. When there is no prior
authority, it is much more likely that an executive order will be overturned by a later president. For this
reason, this tool has become less common in recent decades (Figure 12.17).
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Figure 12.17 Executive actions were unusual until the late nineteenth century. They became common in the first half
of the twentieth century but have been growing less popular for the last few decades because they often get
overturned in court if the Congress has not given the president prior delegated authority.
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Executive Order 9066

Following the devastating Japanese attacks on the U.S. Pacific fleet at Pearl Harbor in 1941, many in the
United States feared that Japanese Americans on the West Coast had the potential and inclination to form a
fifth column (a hostile group working from the inside) for the purpose of aiding a Japanese invasion. These
fears mingled with existing anti-Japanese sentiment across the country and created a paranoia that washed
over the West Coast like a large wave. In an attempt to calm fears and prevent any real fifth-column actions,
President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed Executive Order 9066, which authorized the removal of people from
military areas as necessary. When the military dubbed the entire West Coast a military area, it effectively
allowed for the removal of more than 110,000 Japanese Americans from their homes. These people, many
of them U.S. citizens, were moved to relocation centers in the interior of the country. They lived in the camps
there for two and a half years (Figure 12.18).45

Figure 12.18 This sign appeared outside a store in Oakland, California, owned by a Japanese American
after the bombing of Pearl Harbor in 1941. After the president’s executive order, the store was closed and the
owner evacuated to an internment camp for the duration of the war. (credit: the Library of Congress)

The overwhelming majority of Japanese Americans felt shamed by the actions of the Japanese empire and
willingly went along with the policy in an attempt to demonstrate their loyalty to the United States. But at least
one Japanese American refused to go along. His name was Fred Korematsu, and he decided to go into hiding
in California rather than be taken to the internment camps with his family. He was soon discovered, turned over
to the military, and sent to the internment camp in Utah that held his family. But his challenge to the internment
system and the president’s executive order continued.

In 1944, Korematsu’s case was heard by the Supreme Court. In a 6–3 decision, the Court ruled against him,
arguing that the administration had the constitutional power to sign the order because of the need to protect
U.S. interests against the threat of espionage.46 Forty-four years after this decision, President Reagan issued
an official apology for the internment and provided some compensation to the survivors. In 2011, the Justice
Department went a step further by filing a notice officially recognizing that the solicitor general of the United
States acted in error by arguing to uphold the executive order. (The solicitor general is the official who argues
cases for the U.S. government before the Supreme Court.) However, despite these actions, in 2014, the late
Supreme Court justice Antonin Scalia was documented as saying that while he believed the decision was
wrong, it could occur again.47

What do the Korematsu case and the internment of over 100,000 Japanese Americans suggest about the
extent of the president’s war powers? What does this episode in U.S. history suggest about the weaknesses

Milestone
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of constitutional checks on executive power during times of war?

To learn more about the relocation and confinement of Japanese Americans during World War II, visit
Heart Mountain (https://openstax.org/l/29HrtMntn) online.

Finally, presidents have also used the line-item veto and signing statements to alter or influence the
application of the laws they sign. A line-item veto is a type of veto that keeps the majority of a spending
bill unaltered but nullifies certain lines of spending within it. While a number of states allow their
governors the line-item veto (discussed in the chapter on state and local government), the president
acquired this power only in 1996 after Congress passed a law permitting it. President Clinton used the
tool sparingly. However, those entities that stood to receive the federal funding he lined out brought
suit. Two such groups were the City of New York and the Snake River Potato Growers in Idaho.48 The
Supreme Court heard their claims together and just sixteen months later declared unconstitutional the act
that permitted the line-item veto.49 Since then, presidents have asked Congress to draft a line-item veto
law that would be constitutional, although none have made it to the president’s desk.

On the other hand, signing statements are statements issued by a president when agreeing to legislation
that indicate how the chief executive will interpret and enforce the legislation in question. Signing
statements are less powerful than vetoes, though congressional opponents have complained that they
derail legislative intent. Signing statements have been used by presidents since at least James Monroe, but
they became far more common in this century.

NATIONAL SECURITY, FOREIGN POLICY, AND WAR
Presidents are more likely to justify the use of executive orders in cases of national security or as part
of their war powers. In addition to mandating emancipation and the internment of Japanese Americans,
presidents have issued orders to protect the homeland from internal threats. Most notably, Lincoln ordered
the suspension of the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus in 1861 and 1862 before seeking congressional
legislation to undertake such an act. Presidents hire and fire military commanders; they also use their
power as commander-in-chief to aggressively deploy U.S. military force. Congress rarely has taken the
lead over the course of history, with the War of 1812 being the lone exception. Pearl Harbor was a salient
case where Congress did make a clear and formal declaration when asked by FDR. However, since World
War II, it has been the president and not Congress who has taken the lead in engaging the United States
in military action outside the nation’s boundaries, most notably in Korea, Vietnam, and the Persian Gulf
(Figure 12.19).
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Figure 12.19 By landing on an aircraft carrier and wearing a flight suit to announce the end of major combat
operations in Iraq in 2003, President George W. Bush was carefully emphasizing his presidential power as
commander-in-chief. (credit: Tyler J. Clements)

Presidents also issue executive agreements with foreign powers. Executive agreements are formal
agreements negotiated between two countries but not ratified by a legislature as a treaty must be. As
such, they are not treaties under U.S. law, which require two-thirds of the Senate for ratification. Treaties,
presidents have found, are particularly difficult to get ratified. And with the fast pace and complex
demands of modern foreign policy, concluding treaties with countries can be a tiresome and burdensome
chore. That said, some executive agreements do require some legislative approval, such as those that
commit the United States to make payments and thus are restrained by the congressional power of the
purse. But for the most part, executive agreements signed by the president require no congressional action
and are considered enforceable as long as the provisions of the executive agreement do not conflict with
current domestic law.

The American Presidency Project (https://openstax.org/l/29AmPresProj) has gathered data outlining
presidential activity, including measures for executive orders and signing statements.

THE POWER OF PERSUASION
The framers of the Constitution, concerned about the excesses of British monarchial power, made sure to
design the presidency within a network of checks and balances controlled by the other branches of the
federal government. Such checks and balances encourage consultation, cooperation, and compromise in
policymaking. This is most evident at home, where the Constitution makes it difficult for either Congress
or the chief executive to prevail unilaterally, at least when it comes to constructing policy. Although much
is made of political stalemate and obstructionism in national political deliberations today, the framers did
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not want to make it too easy to get things done without a great deal of support for such initiatives.

It is left to the president to employ a strategy of negotiation, persuasion, and compromise in order to
secure policy achievements in cooperation with Congress. In 1960, political scientist Richard Neustadt put
forward the thesis that presidential power is the power to persuade, a process that takes many forms and
is expressed in various ways.50 Yet the successful employment of this technique can lead to significant
and durable successes. For example, legislative achievements tend to be of greater duration because
they are more difficult to overturn or replace, as the case of health care reform under President Barack
Obama suggests. Obamacare has faced court cases and repeated (if largely symbolic) attempts to gut it in
Congress. Overturning it will take a new president who opposes it, together with a Congress that can pass
the dissolving legislation.

In some cases, cooperation is essential, as when the president nominates and the Senate confirms persons
to fill vacancies on the Supreme Court, an increasingly contentious area of friction between branches.
While Congress cannot populate the Court on its own, it can frustrate the president’s efforts to do so.
Presidents who seek to prevail through persuasion, according to Neustadt, target Congress, members of
their own party, the public, the bureaucracy, and, when appropriate, the international community and
foreign leaders. Of these audiences, perhaps the most obvious and challenging is Congress.

Read “Power Lessons for Obama” at this website (https://openstax.org/l/29ObamaPow) to learn more
about applying Richard Neustadt’s framework to the leaders of today.

Much depends on the balance of power within Congress: Should the opposition party hold control of
both houses, it will be difficult indeed for the president to realize his or her objectives, especially if the
opposition is intent on frustrating all initiatives. However, even control of both houses by the president’s
own party is no guarantee of success or even of productive policymaking. For example, neither Bill Clinton
nor Barack Obama achieved all they desired despite having favorable conditions for the first two years of
their presidencies. In times of divided government (when one party controls the presidency and the other
controls one or both chambers of Congress), it is up to the president to cut deals and make compromises
that will attract support from at least some members of the opposition party without excessively alienating
members of his or her own party. Both Ronald Reagan and Bill Clinton proved effective in dealing with
divided government—indeed, Clinton scored more successes with Republicans in control of Congress than
he did with Democrats in charge.

It is more difficult to persuade members of the president’s own party or the public to support a president’s
policy without risking the dangers inherent in going public. There is precious little opportunity for private
persuasion while also going public in such instances, at least directly. The way the president and his or her
staff handle media coverage of the administration may afford some opportunities for indirect persuasion
of these groups. It is not easy to persuade the federal bureaucracy to do the president’s bidding unless
the chief executive has made careful appointments. When it comes to diplomacy, the president must relay
some messages privately while offering incentives, both positive and negative, in order to elicit desired
responses, although at times, people heed only the threat of force and coercion.

While presidents may choose to go public in an attempt to put pressure on other groups to cooperate,
most of the time they “stay private” as they attempt to make deals and reach agreements out of the public
eye. The tools of negotiation have changed over time. Once chief executives played patronage politics,
rewarding friends while attacking and punishing critics as they built coalitions of support. But the advent
of civil service reform in the 1880s systematically deprived presidents of that option and reduced its scope
and effectiveness. Although the president may call upon various agencies for assistance in lobbying for
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proposals, such as the Office of Legislative Liaison with Congress, it is often left to the chief executive to
offer incentives and rewards. Some of these are symbolic, like private meetings in the White House or an
appearance on the campaign trail. The president must also find common ground and make compromises
acceptable to all parties, thus enabling everyone to claim they secured something they wanted.

Complicating Neustadt’s model, however, is that many of the ways he claimed presidents could shape
favorable outcomes require going public, which as we have seen can produce mixed results. Political
scientist Fred Greenstein, on the other hand, touted the advantages of a “hidden hand presidency,” in
which the chief executive did most of the work behind the scenes, wielding both the carrot and the stick.51

Greenstein singled out President Dwight Eisenhower as particularly skillful in such endeavors.

OPPORTUNITY AND LEGACY
What often shapes a president’s performance, reputation, and ultimately legacy depends on circumstances
that are largely out of his or her control. Did the president prevail in a landslide or was it a closely
contested election? Did he or she come to office as the result of death, assassination, or resignation? How
much support does the president’s party enjoy, and is that support reflected in the composition of both
houses of Congress, just one, or neither? Will the president face a Congress ready to embrace proposals
or poised to oppose them? Whatever a president’s ambitions, it will be hard to realize them in the face of
a hostile or divided Congress, and the options to exercise independent leadership are greater in times of
crisis and war than when looking at domestic concerns alone.

Then there is what political scientist Stephen Skowronek calls “political time.”52 Some presidents take
office at times of great stability with few concerns. Unless there are radical or unexpected changes, a
president’s options are limited, especially if voters hoped for a simple continuation of what had come
before. Other presidents take office at a time of crisis or when the electorate is looking for significant
changes. Then there is both pressure and opportunity for responding to those challenges. Some presidents,
notably Theodore Roosevelt, openly bemoaned the lack of any such crisis, which Roosevelt deemed
essential for him to achieve greatness as a president.

People in the United States claim they want a strong president. What does that mean? At times, scholars
point to presidential independence, even defiance, as evidence of strong leadership. Thus, vigorous use
of the veto power in key situations can cause observers to judge a president as strong and independent,
although far from effective in shaping constructive policies. Nor is such defiance and confrontation always
evidence of presidential leadership skill or greatness, as the case of Andrew Johnson should remind us.
When is effectiveness a sign of strength, and when are we confusing being headstrong with being strong?
Sometimes, historians and political scientists see cooperation with Congress as evidence of weakness, as in
the case of Ulysses S. Grant, who was far more effective in garnering support for administration initiatives
than scholars have given him credit for.

These questions overlap with those concerning political time and circumstance. While domestic
policymaking requires far more give-and-take and a fair share of cajoling and collaboration, national
emergencies and war offer presidents far more opportunity to act vigorously and at times independently.
This phenomenon often produces the rally around the flag effect, in which presidential popularity
spikes during international crises. A president must always be aware that politics, according to Otto von
Bismarck, is the art of the possible, even as it is his or her duty to increase what might be possible by
persuading both members of Congress and the general public of what needs to be done.

Finally, presidents often leave a legacy that lasts far beyond their time in office (Figure 12.20). Sometimes,
this is due to the long-term implications of policy decisions. Critical to the notion of legacy is the shaping
of the Supreme Court as well as other federal judges. Long after John Adams left the White House in 1801,
his appointment of John Marshall as chief justice shaped American jurisprudence for over three decades.
No wonder confirmation hearings have grown more contentious in the cases of highly visible nominees.
Other legacies are more difficult to define, although they suggest that, at times, presidents cast a long
shadow over their successors. It was a tough act to follow George Washington, and in death, Abraham
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Lincoln’s presidential stature grew to extreme heights. Theodore and Franklin D. Roosevelt offered models
of vigorous executive leadership, while the image and style of John F. Kennedy and Ronald Reagan
influenced and at times haunted or frustrated successors. Nor is this impact limited to chief executives
deemed successful: Lyndon Johnson’s Vietnam and Richard Nixon’s Watergate offered cautionary tales of
presidential power gone wrong, leaving behind legacies that include terms like Vietnam syndrome and the
tendency to add the suffix “-gate” to scandals and controversies.

Figure 12.20 The youth and glamour that John F. Kennedy and first lady Jacqueline brought to the White House in
the early 1960s (a) helped give rise to the legend of “one brief shining moment that was Camelot” after Kennedy’s
presidency was cut short by his assassination on November 22, 1963. Despite a tainted legacy, President Richard
Nixon gives his trademark “V for Victory” sign as he leaves the White House on August 9, 1974 (b), after resigning in
the wake of the Watergate scandal.
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bully pulpit

cabinet

executive agreement

Executive Office of the President

executive order

executive privilege

going public

impeachment

king caucus

line-item veto

Office of Management and Budget

rally around the flag effect

signing statement

Key Terms

Theodore Roosevelt’s notion of the presidency as a platform from which the president could
push an agenda

a group of advisors to the president, consisting of the most senior appointed officers of the
executive branch who head the fifteen executive departments

an international agreement between the president and another country made by
the executive branch and without formal consent by the Senate

the administrative organization that reports directly to the president
and made up of important offices, units, and staff of the current president and headed by the White
House chief of staff

a rule or order issued by the president without the cooperation of Congress and having
the force of law

the president’s right to withhold information from Congress, the judiciary, or the
public

a term for when the president delivers a major television address in the hope that public
pressure will result in legislators supporting the president on a major piece of legislation

the act of charging a government official with serious wrongdoing, which in some cases
may lead to the removal of that official from office

an informal meeting held in the nineteenth century, sometimes called a congressional
caucus, made up of legislators in the Congress who met to decide on presidential nominees for their
respective parties

a power created through law in 1996 and overturned by the Supreme Court in 1998 that
allowed the president to veto specific aspects of bills passed by Congress while signing into law what
remained

an office within the Executive Office of the President charged with
producing the president’s budget, overseeing its implementation, and overseeing the executive
bureaucracy

a spike in presidential popularity during international crises

a statement a president issues with the intent to influence the way a specific bill the
president signs should be enforced

Summary

12.1 The Design and Evolution of the Presidency
The delegates at the Constitutional Convention proposed creating the office of the president and debated
many forms the role might take. The president is elected for a maximum of two four-year terms and can be
impeached by Congress for wrongdoing and removed from office. The presidency and presidential power,
especially war powers, have expanded greatly over the last two centuries, often with the willing assistance
of the legislative branch. Executive privilege and executive orders are two of the presidency’s powerful
tools. During the last several decades, historical events and new technologies such as radio, television, and
the Internet have further enhanced the stature of the presidency.
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12.2 The Presidential Election Process
The position of president of the United States was created during the Constitutional Convention. Within
a generation of Washington’s administration, powerful political parties had overtaken the nominating
power of state legislatures and created their own systems for selecting candidates. At first, party leaders
kept tight control over the selection of candidates via the convention process. By the start of the twentieth
century, however, primary and caucus voting had brought the power to select candidates directly to the
people, and the once-important conventions became rubber-stamping events.

12.3 Organizing to Govern
It can be difficult for a new president to come to terms with both the powers of the office and the
limitations of those powers. Successful presidents assume their role ready to make a smooth transition
and to learn to work within the complex governmental system to fill vacant positions in the cabinet and
courts, many of which require Senate confirmation. It also means efficiently laying out a political agenda
and reacting appropriately to unexpected events. A new president has limited time to get things done and
must take action with the political wind at his or her back.

12.4 The Public Presidency
Despite the obvious fact that the president is the head of state, the U.S. Constitution actually empowers the
occupant of the White House with very little authority. Apart from the president’s war powers, the office
holder’s real advantage is the ability to speak to the nation with one voice. Technological changes in the
twentieth century have greatly expanded the power of the presidential bully pulpit. The twentieth century
also saw a string of more public first ladies. Women like Eleanor Roosevelt and Lady Bird Johnson greatly
expanded the power of the first lady’s role, although first ladies who have undertaken more nontraditional
roles have encountered significant criticism.

12.5 Presidential Governance: Direct Presidential Action
While the power of the presidency is typically checked by the other two branches of government,
presidents have the unencumbered power to pardon those convicted of federal crimes and to issue
executive orders, which don’t require congressional approval but lack the permanence of laws passed by
Congress. In matters concerning foreign policy, presidents have at their disposal the executive agreement,
which is a much-easier way for two countries to come to terms than a treaty that requires Senate
ratification but is also much narrower in scope.

Presidents use various means to attempt to drive public opinion and effect political change. But history
has shown that they are limited in their ability to drive public opinion. Favorable conditions can help a
president move policies forward. These conditions include party control of Congress and the arrival of
crises such as war or economic decline. But as some presidencies have shown, even the most favorable
conditions don’t guarantee success.

Review Questions

1. Many at the Continental Congress were
skeptical of allowing presidents to be directly
elected by the legislature because ________.

a. they were worried about giving the
legislature too much power

b. they feared the opportunities created for
corruption

c. they knew the weaknesses of an electoral
college

d. they worried about subjecting the
commander-in-chief to public scrutiny

2. Which of the following is a way George
Washington expanded the power of the
presidency?

a. He refused to run again after serving two
terms.

b. He appointed the heads of various federal
departments as his own advisors.

c. He worked with the Senate to draft treaties
with foreign countries.

d. He submitted his neutrality proclamation to
the Senate for approval.
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3. How did presidents who served in the decades
directly after Washington expand the powers of
the presidency?

4. What factors contributed to the growth of
presidential power in the twentieth century?

5. How did the election of 1824 change the way
presidents were selected?

a. Following this election, presidents were
directly elected.

b. Jackson’s supporters decided to create a
device for challenging the Electoral College.

c. The election convinced many that the
parties must adopt the king caucus as the
primary method for selecting presidents.

d. The selection of the candidate with fewer
electoral votes triggered the rise of party
control over nominations.

6. Which of the following is an unintended
consequence of the rise of the primary and caucus
system?

a. Sometimes candidates unpopular with the
party leadership reach the top.

b. Campaigns have become shorter and more
expensive.

c. The conventions have become more
powerful than the voters.

d. Often incumbent presidents will fail to be
renominated by the party.

7. What problems exist with the Electoral
College?

8. The people who make up the modern
president’s cabinet are the heads of the major
federal departments and ________.

a. must be confirmed by the Senate
b. once in office are subject to dismissal by the

Senate
c. serve two-year terms
d. are selected base on the rules of patronage

9. A very challenging job for new presidents is to
______.

a. move into the White House
b. prepare and deliver their first State of the

Union address
c. nominate and gain confirmation for their

cabinet and hundreds of other officials
d. prepare their first executive budget

10. How do presidents work to fulfill their
campaign promises once in office?

11. President Theodore Roosevelt’s concept of the
bully pulpit was the office’s ________.

a. authority to use force, especially military
force

b. constitutional power to veto legislation
c. premier position to pressure through public

appeal
d. ability to use technology to enhance the

voice of the president

12. In what ways have first ladies expanded the
role of their office over the twentieth century?

13. How were presidents in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries likely to reach the public?
Were these methods effective?

14. The passage of the Tenure of Office Act of
1867 was just one instance in a long line of
________.

a. struggles for power between the president
and the Congress

b. unconstitutional presidential power
grabbing

c. impeachment trials
d. arguments over presidential policy
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15. Which of the following is an example of an
executive agreement?

a. The president negotiates an agreement with
China and submits it to the Senate for
ratification.

b. The president changes a regulation on
undocumented immigrant status without
congressional approval.

c. The president signs legally binding nuclear
arms terms with Iran without seeking
congressional approval.

d. The president issues recommendations to
the Department of Justice on what the
meaning of a new criminal statute is.

16. How have the methods presidents use to
negotiate with their party and the opposition
changed over time?

17. What strategies can presidents employ to win
people over to their way of thinking?

Critical Thinking Questions

18. What are the opportunities and limitations for presidential leadership in the contemporary political
system?

19. How have presidents used their position to increase the power of the office?

20. What role has technology played increasing the power and reach of presidents?

21. Under what conditions will presidents use direct action? When might they prefer passing a formal
policy through Congress as a bill?

22. What do the conditions under which presidents decide to make public pleas suggest about the limits
of presidential power?
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Chapter 13

The Courts

Figure 13.1 The Marriage Equality Act vote in Albany, New York, on July 24, 2011 (left), was just one of a number of
cases testing the constitutionality of both federal and state law that ultimately led the Supreme Court to take on the
controversial issue of same-sex marriage. In the years leading up to the 2015 ruling that same-sex couples have a
right to marry in all fifty states, marriage equality had become a key civil rights issue for the LGBT community, as
demonstrated at Seattle’s 2012 Pride parade (right). (credit left: modification of work by “Celebration
chapel”/Wikimedia; credit right: modification of work by Brett Curtiss)

Chapter Outline
13.1 Guardians of the Constitution and Individual Rights
13.2 The Dual Court System
13.3 The Federal Court System
13.4 The Supreme Court
13.5 Judicial Decision-Making and Implementation by the Supreme Court

Introduction
If democratic institutions struggle to balance individual freedoms and collective well-being, the judiciary is
arguably the branch where the individual has the best chance to be heard. For those seeking protection on
the basis of sexual orientation, for example, in recent years, the courts have expanded rights, culminating
in 2015 when the Supreme Court ruled that same-sex couples have the right to marry in all fifty states
(Figure 13.1).1

The U.S. courts pride themselves on two achievements: (1) as part of the system of checks and balances,
they protect the sanctity of the U.S. Constitution from breaches by the other branches of government,
and (2) they protect individual rights against societal and governmental oppression. At the federal level,
nine Supreme Court judges are nominated by the president and confirmed by the Senate for lifetime
appointments. This provides them the independence they need to carry out their duties. However, court
power is confined to rulings on those cases the courts decide to hear.2

How do the courts make decisions, and how do they exercise their power to protect individual rights?
How are the courts structured, and what distinguishes the Supreme Court from all others? This chapter
answers these and other questions in delineating the power of the judiciary in the United States.
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13.1 Guardians of the Constitution and Individual Rights

Learning Objectives

By the end of this section, you will be able to:
• Describe the evolving role of the courts since the ratification of the Constitution
• Explain why courts are uniquely situated to protect individual rights
• Recognize how the courts make public policy

Under the Articles of Confederation, there was no national judiciary. The U.S. Constitution changed that,
but its Article III, which addresses “the judicial power of the United States,” is the shortest and least
detailed of the three articles that created the branches of government. It calls for the creation of “one
supreme Court” and establishes the Court’s jurisdiction, or its authority to hear cases and make decisions
about them, and the types of cases the Court may hear. It distinguishes which are matters of original
jurisdiction and which are for appellate jurisdiction. Under original jurisdiction, a case is heard for the
first time, whereas under appellate jurisdiction, a court hears a case on appeal from a lower court and may
change the lower court’s decision. The Constitution also limits the Supreme Court’s original jurisdiction
to those rare cases of disputes between states, or between the United States and foreign ambassadors
or ministers. So, for the most part, the Supreme Court is an appeals court, operating under appellate
jurisdiction and hearing appeals from the lower courts. The rest of the development of the judicial system
and the creation of the lower courts were left in the hands of Congress.

To add further explanation to Article III, Alexander Hamilton wrote details about the federal judiciary
in Federalist No. 78. In explaining the importance of an independent judiciary separated from the other
branches of government, he said “interpretation” was a key role of the courts as they seek to protect
people from unjust laws. But he also believed “the Judiciary Department” would “always be the least
dangerous” because “with no influence over either the sword or the purse,” it had “neither force nor will,
but merely judgment.” The courts would only make decisions, not take action. With no control over how
those decisions would be implemented and no power to enforce their choices, they could exercise only
judgment, and their power would begin and end there. Hamilton would no doubt be surprised by what
the judiciary has become: a key component of the nation’s constitutional democracy, finding its place as
the chief interpreter of the Constitution and the equal of the other two branches, though still checked and
balanced by them.

The first session of the first U.S. Congress laid the framework for today’s federal judicial system,
established in the Judiciary Act of 1789. Although legislative changes over the years have altered it, the
basic structure of the judicial branch remains as it was set early on: At the lowest level are the district
courts, where federal cases are tried, witnesses testify, and evidence and arguments are presented. A losing
party who is unhappy with a district court decision may appeal to the circuit courts, or U.S. courts of
appeals, where the decision of the lower court is reviewed. Still further, appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court
is possible, but of the thousands of petitions for appeal, the Supreme Court will typically hear fewer than
one hundred a year.3

This public site maintained by the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts (https://openstax.org/l/
29fedcourts) provides detailed information from and about the judicial branch.

Link to Learning
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HUMBLE BEGINNINGS
Starting in New York in 1790, the early Supreme Court focused on establishing its rules and procedures
and perhaps trying to carve its place as the new government’s third branch. However, given the difficulty
of getting all the justices even to show up, and with no permanent home or building of its own for decades,
finding its footing in the early days proved to be a monumental task. Even when the federal government
moved to the nation’s capital in 1800, the Court had to share space with Congress in the Capitol building.
This ultimately meant that “the high bench crept into an undignified committee room in the Capitol
beneath the House Chamber.”4

It was not until the Court’s 146th year of operation that Congress, at the urging of Chief Justice—and
former president—William Howard Taft, provided the designation and funding for the Supreme Court’s
own building, “on a scale in keeping with the importance and dignity of the Court and the Judiciary as
a coequal, independent branch of the federal government.”5 It was a symbolic move that recognized the
Court’s growing role as a significant part of the national government (Figure 13.2).

Figure 13.2 The Supreme Court building in Washington, DC, was not completed until 1935. Engraved on its marble
front is the motto “Equal Justice Under Law,” while its east side says, “Justice, the Guardian of Liberty.”

But it took years for the Court to get to that point, and it faced a number of setbacks on the way to
such recognition. In their first case of significance, Chisholm v. Georgia (1793), the justices ruled that the
federal courts could hear cases brought by a citizen of one state against a citizen of another state, and that
Article III, Section 2, of the Constitution did not protect the states from facing such an interstate lawsuit.6

However, their decision was almost immediately overturned by the Eleventh Amendment, passed by
Congress in 1794 and ratified by the states in 1795. In protecting the states, the Eleventh Amendment put
a prohibition on the courts by stating, “The Judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to
extend to any suit in law or equity, commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States by Citizens
of another State, or by Citizens or Subjects of any Foreign State.” It was an early hint that Congress had the
power to change the jurisdiction of the courts as it saw fit and stood ready to use it.

In an atmosphere of perceived weakness, the first chief justice, John Jay, an author of The Federalist Papers
and appointed by President George Washington, resigned his post to become governor of New York and
later declined President John Adams’s offer of a subsequent term.7 In fact, the Court might have remained
in a state of what Hamilton called its “natural feebleness” if not for the man who filled the vacancy Jay had
refused—the fourth chief justice, John Marshall. Often credited with defining the modern court, clarifying
its power, and strengthening its role, Marshall served in the chief’s position for thirty-four years. One
landmark case during his tenure changed the course of the judicial branch’s history (Figure 13.3).8
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Figure 13.3 John Jay (a) was the first chief justice of the Supreme Court but resigned his post to become governor
of New York. John Marshall (b), who served as chief justice for thirty-four years, is often credited as the major force in
defining the modern court’s role in the U.S. governmental system.

In 1803, the Supreme Court declared for itself the power of judicial review, a power to which Hamilton
had referred but that is not expressly mentioned in the Constitution. Judicial review is the power of the
courts, as part of the system of checks and balances, to look at actions taken by the other branches of
government and the states and determine whether they are constitutional. If the courts find an action
to be unconstitutional, it becomes null and void. Judicial review was established in the Supreme Court
case Marbury v. Madison, when, for the first time, the Court declared an act of Congress to be
unconstitutional.9 Wielding this power is a role Marshall defined as the “very essence of judicial duty,”
and it continues today as one of the most significant aspects of judicial power. Judicial review lies at the
core of the court’s ability to check the other branches of government—and the states.

Since Marbury, the power of judicial review has continually expanded, and the Court has not only ruled
actions of Congress and the president to be unconstitutional, but it has also extended its power to include
the review of state and local actions. The power of judicial review is not confined to the Supreme Court but
is also exercised by the lower federal courts and even the state courts. Any legislative or executive action
at the federal or state level inconsistent with the U.S. Constitution or a state constitution can be subject to
judicial review.10
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Marbury v. Madison (1803)

The Supreme Court found itself in the middle of a dispute between the outgoing presidential administration
of John Adams and that of incoming president (and opposition party member) Thomas Jefferson. It was
an interesting circumstance at the time, particularly because Jefferson and the man who would decide the
case—John Marshall—were themselves political rivals.

President Adams had appointed William Marbury to a position in Washington, DC, but his commission was
not delivered before Adams left office. So Marbury petitioned the Supreme Court to use its power under the
Judiciary Act of 1789 and issue a writ of mandamus to force the new president’s secretary of state, James
Madison, to deliver the commission documents. It was a task Madison refused to do. A unanimous Court under
the leadership of Chief Justice John Marshall ruled that although Marbury was entitled to the job, the Court did
not have the power to issue the writ and order Madison to deliver the documents, because the provision in the
Judiciary Act that had given the Court that power was unconstitutional.11

Perhaps Marshall feared a confrontation with the Jefferson administration and thought Madison would refuse
his directive anyway. In any case, his ruling shows an interesting contrast in the early Court. On one hand, it
humbly declined a power—issuing a writ of mandamus—given to it by Congress, but on the other, it laid the
foundation for legitimizing a much more important one—judicial review. Marbury never got his commission, but
the Court’s ruling in the case has become more significant for the precedent it established: As the first time
the Court declared an act of Congress unconstitutional, it established the power of judicial review, a key power
that enables the judicial branch to remain a powerful check on the other branches of government.

Consider the dual nature of John Marshall’s opinion in Marbury v. Madison: On one hand, it limits the power of
the courts, yet on the other it also expanded their power. Explain the different aspects of the decision in terms
of these contrasting results.

THE COURTS AND PUBLIC POLICY
Even with judicial review in place, the courts do not always stand ready just to throw out actions of the
other branches of government. More broadly, as Marshall put it, “it is emphatically the province and duty
of the judicial department to say what the law is.”12 The United States has a common law system in which
law is largely developed through binding judicial decisions. With roots in medieval England, the system
was inherited by the American colonies along with many other British traditions.13 It stands in contrast to
code law systems, which provide very detailed and comprehensive laws that do not leave room for much
interpretation and judicial decision-making. With code law in place, as it is in many nations of the world, it
is the job of judges to simply apply the law. But under common law, as in the United States, they interpret
it. Often referred to as a system of judge-made law, common law provides the opportunity for the judicial
branch to have stronger involvement in the process of law-making itself, largely through its ruling and
interpretation on a case-by-case basis.

In their role as policymakers, Congress and the president tend to consider broad questions of public policy
and their costs and benefits. But the courts consider specific cases with narrower questions, thus enabling
them to focus more closely than other government institutions on the exact context of the individuals,
groups, or issues affected by the decision. This means that while the legislature can make policy through
statute, and the executive can form policy through regulations and administration, the judicial branch
can also influence policy through its rulings and interpretations. As cases are brought to the courts, court
decisions can help shape policy.

Consider health care, for example. In 2010, President Barack Obama signed into law the Patient Protection
and Affordable Care Act (ACA), a statute that brought significant changes to the nation’s healthcare
system. With its goal of providing more widely attainable and affordable health insurance and health care,
“Obamacare” was hailed by some but soundly denounced by others as bad policy. People who opposed
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the law and understood that a congressional repeal would not happen any time soon looked to the courts
for help. They challenged the constitutionality of the law in National Federation of Independent Business v.
Sebelius, hoping the Supreme Court would overturn it.14 The practice of judicial review enabled the law’s
critics to exercise this opportunity, even though their hopes were ultimately dashed when, by a narrow 5–4
margin, the Supreme Court upheld the health care law as a constitutional extension of Congress’s power
to tax.

Since this 2012 decision, the ACA has continued to face challenges, the most notable of which have also
been decided by court rulings. It faced a setback in 2014, for instance, when the Supreme Court ruled in
Burwell v. Hobby Lobby that, for religious reasons, some for-profit corporations could be exempt from the
requirement that employers provide insurance coverage of contraceptives for their female employees.15

But the ACA also attained a victory in King v. Burwell, when the Court upheld the ability of the federal
government to provide tax credits for people who bought their health insurance through an exchange
created by the law.16

With each ACA case it has decided, the Supreme Court has served as the umpire, upholding the law
and some of its provisions on one hand, but ruling some aspects of it unconstitutional on the other. Both
supporters and opponents of the law have claimed victory and faced defeat. In each case, the Supreme
Court has further defined and fine-tuned the law passed by Congress and the president, determining
which parts stay and which parts go, thus having its say in the way the act has manifested itself, the way
it operates, and the way it serves its public purpose.

In this same vein, the courts have become the key interpreters of the U.S. Constitution, continuously
interpreting it and applying it to modern times and circumstances. For example, it was in 2015 that we
learned a man’s threat to kill his ex-wife, written in rap lyrics and posted to her Facebook wall, was not
a real threat and thus could not be prosecuted as a felony under federal law.17 Certainly, when the Bill of
Rights first declared that government could not abridge freedom of speech, its framers could never have
envisioned Facebook—or any other modern technology for that matter.

But freedom of speech, just like many constitutional concepts, has come to mean different things to
different generations, and it is the courts that have designed the lens through which we understand the
Constitution in modern times. It is often said that the Constitution changes less by amendment and more
by the way it is interpreted. Rather than collecting dust on a shelf, the nearly 230-year-old document has
come with us into the modern age, and the accepted practice of judicial review has helped carry it along
the way.

COURTS AS A LAST RESORT
While the U.S. Supreme Court and state supreme courts exert power over many when reviewing laws or
declaring acts of other branches unconstitutional, they become particularly important when an individual
or group comes before them believing there has been a wrong. A citizen or group that feels mistreated can
approach a variety of institutional venues in the U.S. system for assistance in changing policy or seeking
support. Organizing protests, garnering special interest group support, and changing laws through the
legislative and executive branches are all possible, but an individual is most likely to find the courts
especially well-suited to analyzing the particulars of his or her case.

The adversarial judicial system comes from the common law tradition: In a court case, it is one party versus
the other, and it is up to an impartial person or group, such as the judge or jury, to determine which party
prevails. The federal court system is most often called upon when a case touches on constitutional rights.
For example, when Samantha Elauf, a Muslim woman, was denied a job working for the clothing retailer
Abercrombie & Fitch because a headscarf she wears as religious practice violated the company’s dress
code, the Supreme Court ruled that her First Amendment rights had been violated, making it possible for
her to sue the store for monetary damages.

Elauf had applied for an Abercrombie sales job in Oklahoma in 2008. Her interviewer recommended
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her based on her qualifications, but she was never given the job because the clothing retailer wanted to
avoid having to accommodate her religious practice of wearing a headscarf, or hijab. In so doing, the
Court ruled, Abercrombie violated Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits employers
from discriminating on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin, and requires them to
accommodate religious practices.18

Rulings like this have become particularly important for members of religious minority groups, including
Muslims, Sikhs, and Jews, who now feel more protected from employment discrimination based on their
religious attire, head coverings, or beards.19 Such decisions illustrate how the expansion of individual
rights and liberties for particular persons or groups over the years has come about largely as a result of
court rulings made for individuals on a case-by-case basis.

Although the United States prides itself on the Declaration of Independence’s statement that “all men are
created equal,” and “equal protection of the laws” is a written constitutional principle of the Fourteenth
Amendment, the reality is less than perfect. But it is evolving. Changing times and technology have and
will continue to alter the way fundamental constitutional rights are defined and applied, and the courts
have proven themselves to be crucial in that definition and application.

Societal traditions, public opinion, and politics have often stood in the way of the full expansion of rights
and liberties to different groups, and not everyone has agreed that these rights should be expanded as they
have been by the courts. Schools were long segregated by race until the Court ordered desegregation in
Brown v. Board of Education (1954), and even then, many stood in opposition and tried to block students at
the entrances to all-white schools.20 Factions have formed on opposite sides of the abortion and handgun
debates, because many do not agree that women should have abortion rights or that individuals should
have the right to a handgun. People disagree about whether members of the LGBT community should be
allowed to marry or whether arrested persons should be read their rights, guaranteed an attorney, and/or
have their cell phones protected from police search.

But the Supreme Court has ruled in favor of all these issues and others. Even without unanimous
agreement among citizens, Supreme Court decisions have made all these possibilities a reality, a
particularly important one for the individuals who become the beneficiaries (Table 13.1). The judicial
branch has often made decisions the other branches were either unwilling or unable to make, and
Hamilton was right in Federalist No. 78 when he said that without the courts exercising their duty to defend
the Constitution, “all the reservations of particular rights or privileges would amount to nothing.”

Examples of Supreme Court Cases Involving Individuals

Case Name Year Court’s Decision

Brown v. Board of Education 1954 Public schools must be desegregated.

Gideon v. Wainwright 1963 Poor criminal defendants must be provided an attorney.

Miranda v. Arizona 1966 Criminal suspects must be read their rights.

Roe v. Wade 1973 Women have a constitutional right to abortion.

McDonald v. Chicago 2010 An individual has the right to a handgun in his or her home.

Riley v. California 2014 Police may not search a cell phone without a warrant.

Obergefell v. Hodges 2015 Same-sex couples have the right to marry in all states.

Table 13.1 Over time, the courts have made many decisions that have broadened the rights of
individuals. This table is a sampling of some of these Supreme Court cases.

The courts seldom if ever grant rights to a person instantly and upon request. In a number of cases, they
have expressed reluctance to expand rights without limit, and they still balance that expansion with the
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government’s need to govern, provide for the common good, and serve a broader societal purpose. For
example, the Supreme Court has upheld the constitutionality of the death penalty, ruling that the Eighth
Amendment does not prevent a person from being put to death for committing a capital crime and that the
government may consider “retribution and the possibility of deterrence” when it seeks capital punishment
for a crime that so warrants it.21 In other words, there is a greater good—more safety and security—that
may be more important than sparing the life of an individual who has committed a heinous crime.

Yet the Court has also put limits on the ability to impose the death penalty, ruling, for example, that the
government may not execute a person with cognitive disabilities, a person who was under eighteen at the
time of the crime, or a child rapist who did not kill his victim.22 So the job of the courts on any given issue is
never quite done, as justices continuously keep their eye on government laws, actions, and policy changes
as cases are brought to them and then decide whether those laws, actions, and policies can stand or must
go. Even with an issue such as the death penalty, about which the Court has made several rulings, there is
always the possibility that further judicial interpretation of what does (or does not) violate the Constitution
will be needed.

This happened, for example, as recently as 2015 in a case involving the use of lethal injection as capital
punishment in the state of Oklahoma, where death-row inmates are put to death through the use of
three drugs—a sedative to bring about unconsciousness (midazolam), followed by two others that cause
paralysis and stop the heart. A group of these inmates challenged the use of midazolam as
unconstitutional. They argued that since it could not reliably cause unconsciousness, its use constituted an
Eighth Amendment violation against cruel and unusual punishment and should be stopped by the courts.
The Supreme Court rejected the inmates’ claims, ruling that Oklahoma could continue to use midazolam as
part of its three-drug protocol.23 But with four of the nine justices dissenting from that decision, a sharply
divided Court leaves open a greater possibility of more death-penalty cases to come. The 2015–2016 session
alone includes four such cases, challenging death-sentencing procedures in such states as Florida, Georgia,
and Kansas.24

Therefore, we should not underestimate the power and significance of the judicial branch in the United
States. Today, the courts have become a relevant player, gaining enough clout and trust over the years to
take their place as a separate yet coequal branch.

13.2 The Dual Court System

Learning Objectives

By the end of this section, you will be able to:
• Describe the dual court system and its three tiers
• Explain how you are protected and governed by different U.S. court systems
• Compare the positive and negative aspects of a dual court system

Before the writing of the U.S. Constitution and the establishment of the permanent national judiciary under
Article III, the states had courts. Each of the thirteen colonies had also had its own courts, based on the
British common law model. The judiciary today continues as a dual court system, with courts at both the
national and state levels. Both levels have three basic tiers consisting of trial courts, appellate courts, and
finally courts of last resort, typically called supreme courts, at the top (Figure 13.4).
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Figure 13.4 The U.S. judiciary features a dual court system comprising a federal court system and the courts in
each of the fifty states. On both the federal and state sides, the U.S. Supreme Court is at the top and is the final court
of appeal.

To add to the complexity, the state and federal court systems sometimes intersect and overlap each other,
and no two states are exactly alike when it comes to the organization of their courts. Since a state’s court
system is created by the state itself, each one differs in structure, the number of courts, and even name and
jurisdiction. Thus, the organization of state courts closely resembles but does not perfectly mirror the more
clear-cut system found at the federal level.25 Still, we can summarize the overall three-tiered structure of
the dual court model and consider the relationship that the national and state sides share with the U.S.
Supreme Court, as illustrated in Figure 13.4.

Cases heard by the U.S. Supreme Court come from two primary pathways: (1) the circuit courts, or U.S.
courts of appeals (after the cases have originated in the federal district courts), and (2) state supreme courts
(when there is a substantive federal question in the case). In a later section of the chapter, we discuss the
lower courts and the movement of cases through the dual court system to the U.S. Supreme Court. But
first, to better understand how the dual court system operates, we consider the types of cases state and
local courts handle and the types for which the federal system is better designed.

COURTS AND FEDERALISM
Courts hear two different types of disputes: criminal and civil. Under criminal law, governments establish
rules and punishments; laws define conduct that is prohibited because it can harm others and impose
punishment for committing such an act. Crimes are usually labeled felonies or misdemeanors based on
their nature and seriousness; felonies are the more serious crimes. When someone commits a criminal
act, the government (state or national, depending on which law has been broken) charges that person
with a crime, and the case brought to court contains the name of the charging government, as in Miranda
v. Arizona discussed below.26 On the other hand, civil law cases involve two or more private (non-
government) parties, at least one of whom alleges harm or injury committed by the other. In both criminal
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and civil matters, the courts decide the remedy and resolution of the case, and in all cases, the U.S.
Supreme Court is the final court of appeal.

This site provides an interesting challenge: Look at the different cases presented
(https://openstax.org/l/29stcrtvsfedcrt) and decide whether each would be heard in the state or federal
courts. You can check your results at the end.

Although the Supreme Court tends to draw the most public attention, it typically hears fewer than
one hundred cases every year. In fact, the entire federal side—both trial and appellate—handles
proportionately very few cases, with about 90 percent of all cases in the U.S. court system being heard
at the state level.27 The several hundred thousand cases handled every year on the federal side pale in
comparison to the several million handled by the states.

State courts really are the core of the U.S. judicial system, and they are responsible for a huge area of law.
Most crimes and criminal activity, such as robbery, rape, and murder, are violations of state laws, and cases
are thus heard by state courts. State courts also handle civil matters; personal injury, malpractice, divorce,
family, juvenile, probate, and contract disputes and real estate cases, to name just a few, are usually state-
level cases.

The federal courts, on the other hand, will hear any case that involves a foreign government, patent or
copyright infringement, Native American rights, maritime law, bankruptcy, or a controversy between two
or more states. Cases arising from activities across state lines (interstate commerce) are also subject to
federal court jurisdiction, as are cases in which the United States is a party. A dispute between two parties
not from the same state or nation and in which damages of at least $75,000 are claimed is handled at the
federal level. Such a case is known as a diversity of citizenship case.28

However, some cases cut across the dual court system and may end up being heard in both state and
federal courts. Any case has the potential to make it to the federal courts if it invokes the U.S. Constitution
or federal law. It could be a criminal violation of federal law, such as assault with a gun, the illegal sale of
drugs, or bank robbery. Or it could be a civil violation of federal law, such as employment discrimination
or securities fraud. Also, any perceived violation of a liberty protected by the Bill of Rights, such as
freedom of speech or the protection against cruel and unusual punishment, can be argued before the
federal courts. A summary of the basic jurisdictions of the state and federal sides is provided in Table 13.2.

Jurisdiction of the Courts: State vs. Federal

State Courts Federal Courts

Hear most day-to-day cases, covering
90 percent of all cases

Hear cases that involve a “federal question,” involving the
Constitution, federal laws or treaties, or a “federal party” in which the
U.S. government is a party to the case

Hear both civil and criminal matters Hear both civil and criminal matters, although many criminal cases
involving federal law are tried in state courts

Help the states retain their own
sovereignty in judicial matters over
their state laws, distinct from the
national government

Hear cases that involve “interstate” matters, “diversity of citizenship”
involving parties of two different states, or between a U.S. citizen and
a citizen of another nation (and with a damage claim of at least
$75,000)

Table 13.2

Link to Learning
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While we may certainly distinguish between the two sides of a jurisdiction, looking on a case-by-case basis
will sometimes complicate the seemingly clear-cut division between the state and federal sides. It is always
possible that issues of federal law may start in the state courts before they make their way over to the
federal side. And any case that starts out at the state and/or local level on state matters can make it into
the federal system on appeal—but only on points that involve a federal law or question, and usually after
all avenues of appeal in the state courts have been exhausted.29

Consider the case Miranda v. Arizona.30 Ernesto Miranda, arrested for kidnapping and rape, which are
violations of state law, was easily convicted and sentenced to prison after a key piece of evidence—his
own signed confession—was presented at trial in the Arizona court. On appeal first to the Arizona
Supreme Court and then to the U.S. Supreme Court to exclude the confession on the grounds that its
admission was a violation of his constitutional rights, Miranda won the case. By a slim 5–4 margin, the
justices ruled that the confession had to be excluded from evidence because in obtaining it, the police had
violated Miranda’s Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination and his Sixth Amendment right to an
attorney. In the opinion of the Court, because of the coercive nature of police interrogation, no confession
can be admissible unless a suspect is made aware of his rights and then in turn waives those rights. For
this reason, Miranda’s original conviction was overturned.

Yet the Supreme Court considered only the violation of Miranda’s constitutional rights, but not whether
he was guilty of the crimes with which he was charged. So there were still crimes committed for which
Miranda had to face charges. He was therefore retried in state court in 1967, the second time without the
confession as evidence, found guilty again based on witness testimony and other evidence, and sent to
prison.

Miranda’s story is a good example of the tandem operation of the state and federal court systems. His guilt
or innocence of the crimes was a matter for the state courts, whereas the constitutional questions raised
by his trial were a matter for the federal courts. Although he won his case before the Supreme Court,
which established a significant precedent that criminal suspects must be read their so-called Miranda
rights before police questioning, the victory did not do much for Miranda himself. After serving prison
time, he was stabbed to death in a bar fight in 1976 while out on parole, and due to a lack of evidence, no
one was ever convicted in his death.

THE IMPLICATIONS OF A DUAL COURT SYSTEM
From an individual’s perspective, the dual court system has both benefits and drawbacks. On the plus side,
each person has more than just one court system ready to protect his or her rights. The dual court system
provides alternate venues in which to appeal for assistance, as Ernesto Miranda’s case illustrates. The U.S.
Supreme Court found for Miranda an extension of his Fifth Amendment protections—a constitutional
right to remain silent when faced with police questioning. It was a right he could not get solely from the
state courts in Arizona, but one those courts had to honor nonetheless.

The fact that a minority voice like Miranda’s can be heard in court, and that his or her grievance can be
resolved in his or her favor if warranted, says much about the role of the judiciary in a democratic republic.
In Miranda’s case, a resolution came from the federal courts, but it can also come from the state side. In
fact, the many differences among the state courts themselves may enhance an individual’s potential to be
heard.

State courts vary in the degree to which they take on certain types of cases or issues, give access to
particular groups, or promote certain interests. If a particular issue or topic is not taken up in one place,
it may be handled in another, giving rise to many different opportunities for an interest to be heard
somewhere across the nation. In their research, Paul Brace and Melinda Hall found that state courts are
important instruments of democracy because they provide different alternatives and varying arenas for
political access. They wrote, “Regarding courts, one size does not fit all, and the republic has survived in
part because federalism allows these critical variations.”31

But the existence of the dual court system and variations across the states and nation also mean that there
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are different courts in which a person could face charges for a crime or for a violation of another person’s
rights. Except for the fact that the U.S. Constitution binds judges and justices in all the courts, it is state law
that governs the authority of state courts, so judicial rulings about what is legal or illegal may differ from
state to state. These differences are particularly pronounced when the laws across the states and the nation
are not the same, as we see with marijuana laws today.
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Marijuana Laws and the Courts

There are so many differences in marijuana laws between states, and between the states and the national
government, that uniform application of treatment in courts across the nation is nearly impossible (Figure
13.5). What is legal in one state may be illegal in another, and state laws do not cross state geographic
boundary lines—but people do. What’s more, a person residing in any of the fifty states is still subject to federal
law.

Figure 13.5 Marijuana laws vary remarkably across the fifty states. In many states, marijuana use is illegal,
as it is under federal law, but some states have decriminalized it, some allow it for medicinal use, and some
have done both. Marijuana is currently legal for recreational use in ten states.

For example, a person over the age of twenty-one may legally buy marijuana for recreational use in ten
states and for medicinal purpose in more than half the states, but could face charges—and time in court—for
possession in a neighboring state where marijuana use is not legal. Under federal law, too, marijuana is
still regulated as a Schedule 1 (most dangerous) drug, and federal authorities often find themselves pitted
against states that have legalized it. Such differences can lead, somewhat ironically, to arrests and federal
criminal charges for people who have marijuana in states where it is legal, or to federal raids on growers and
dispensaries that would otherwise be operating legally under their state’s law.

Differences among the states have also prompted a number of lawsuits against states with legalized marijuana,
as people opposed to those state laws seek relief from (none other than) the courts. They want the courts to
resolve the issue, which has left in its wake contradictions and conflicts between states that have legalized
marijuana and those that have not, as well as conflicts between states and the national government. These
lawsuits include at least one filed by the states of Nebraska and Oklahoma against Colorado. Citing concerns
over cross-border trafficking, difficulties with law enforcement, and violations of the Constitution’s supremacy
clause, Nebraska and Oklahoma have petitioned the U.S. Supreme Court to intervene and rule on the legality
of Colorado’s marijuana law, hoping to get it overturned.32 The Supreme Court has yet to take up the case.

Finding a Middle Ground
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How do you think differences among the states and differences between federal and state law regarding
marijuana use can affect the way a person is treated in court? What, if anything, should be done to rectify the
disparities in application of the law across the nation?

Where you are physically located can affect not only what is allowable and what is not, but also how cases
are judged. For decades, political scientists have confirmed that political culture affects the operation of
government institutions, and when we add to that the differing political interests and cultures at work
within each state, we end up with court systems that vary greatly in their judicial and decision-making
processes.33 Each state court system operates with its own individual set of biases. People with varying
interests, ideologies, behaviors, and attitudes run the disparate legal systems, so the results they produce
are not always the same. Moreover, the selection method for judges at the state and local level varies. In
some states, judges are elected rather than appointed, which can affect their rulings.

Just as the laws vary across the states, so do judicial rulings and interpretations, and the judges who make
them. That means there may not be uniform application of the law—even of the same law—nationwide.
We are somewhat bound by geography and do not always have the luxury of picking and choosing the
venue for our particular case. So, while having such a decentralized and varied set of judicial operations
affects the kinds of cases that make it to the courts and gives citizens alternate locations to get their case
heard, it may also lead to disparities in the way they are treated once they get there.

13.3 The Federal Court System

Learning Objectives

By the end of this section, you will be able to:
• Describe the differences between the U.S. district courts, circuit courts, and the Supreme Court
• Explain the significance of precedent in the courts’ operations
• Describe how judges are selected for their positions

Congress has made numerous changes to the federal judicial system throughout the years, but the three-
tiered structure of the system is quite clear-cut today. Federal cases typically begin at the lowest federal
level, the district (or trial) court. Losing parties may appeal their case to the higher courts—first to
the circuit courts, or U.S. courts of appeals, and then, if chosen by the justices, to the U.S. Supreme
Court. Decisions of the higher courts are binding on the lower courts. The precedent set by each ruling,
particularly by the Supreme Court’s decisions, both builds on principles and guidelines set by earlier cases
and frames the ongoing operation of the courts, steering the direction of the entire system. Reliance on
precedent has enabled the federal courts to operate with logic and consistency that has helped validate
their role as the key interpreters of the Constitution and the law—a legitimacy particularly vital in the
United States where citizens do not elect federal judges and justices but are still subject to their rulings.

THE THREE TIERS OF FEDERAL COURTS
There are ninety-four U.S. district courts in the fifty states and U.S. territories, of which eighty-nine are in
the states (at least one in each state). The others are in Washington, DC; Puerto Rico; Guam; the U.S. Virgin
Islands; and the Northern Mariana Islands. These are the trial courts of the national system, in which
federal cases are tried, witness testimony is heard, and evidence is presented. No district court crosses state
lines, and a single judge oversees each one. Some cases are heard by a jury, and some are not.

There are thirteen U.S. courts of appeals, or circuit courts, eleven across the nation and two in Washington,
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DC (the DC circuit and the federal circuit courts), as illustrated in Figure 13.6. Each court is overseen by
a rotating panel of three judges who do not hold trials but instead review the rulings of the trial (district)
courts within their geographic circuit. As authorized by Congress, there are currently 179 judges. The
circuit courts are often referred to as the intermediate appellate courts of the federal system, since their rulings
can be appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court. Moreover, different circuits can hold legal and cultural views,
which can lead to differing outcomes on similar legal questions. In such scenarios, clarification from the
U.S. Supreme Court might be needed.

Figure 13.6 There are thirteen judicial circuits: eleven in the geographical areas marked on the map and two in
Washington, DC.

Today’s federal court system was not an overnight creation; it has been changing and transitioning for
more than two hundred years through various acts of Congress. Since district courts are not called for in
Article III of the Constitution, Congress established them and narrowly defined their jurisdiction, at first
limiting them to handling only cases that arose within the district. Beginning in 1789 when there were just
thirteen, the district courts became the basic organizational units of the federal judicial system. Gradually
over the next hundred years, Congress expanded their jurisdiction, in particular over federal questions,
which enables them to review constitutional issues and matters of federal law. In the Judicial Code of 1911,
Congress made the U.S. district courts the sole general-jurisdiction trial courts of the federal judiciary, a
role they had previously shared with the circuit courts.34

The circuit courts started out as the trial courts for most federal criminal cases and for some civil suits,
including those initiated by the United States and those involving citizens of different states. But early on,
they did not have their own judges; the local district judge and two Supreme Court justices formed each
circuit court panel. (That is how the name “circuit” arose—judges in the early circuit courts traveled from
town to town to hear cases, following prescribed paths or circuits to arrive at destinations where they were
needed.35) Circuit courts also exercised appellate jurisdiction (meaning they receive appeals on federal
district court cases) over most civil suits that originated in the district courts; however, that role ended in
1891, and their appellate jurisdiction was turned over to the newly created circuit courts, or U.S. courts of
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appeals. The original circuit courts—the ones that did not have “of appeals” added to their name—were
abolished in 1911, fully replaced by these new circuit courts of appeals.36

While we often focus primarily on the district and circuit courts of the federal system, other federal trial
courts exist that have more specialized jurisdictions, such as the Court of International Trade, Court of
Federal Claims, and U.S. Tax Court. Specialized federal appeals courts include the Court of Appeals for
the Armed Forces and the Court of Appeals for Veterans Claims. Cases from any of these courts may also
be appealed to the Supreme Court, although that result is very rare.

On the U.S. Supreme Court, there are nine justices—one chief justice and eight associate justices. Circuit
courts each contain three justices, whereas federal district courts have just one judge each. As the national
court of last resort for all other courts in the system, the Supreme Court plays a vital role in setting the
standards of interpretation that the lower courts follow. The Supreme Court’s decisions are binding across
the nation and establish the precedent by which future cases are resolved in all the system’s tiers.

The U.S. court system operates on the principle of stare decisis (Latin for stand by things decided), which
means that today’s decisions are based largely on rulings from the past, and tomorrow’s rulings rely on
what is decided today. Stare decisis is especially important in the U.S. common law system, in which the
consistency of precedent ensures greater certainty and stability in law and constitutional interpretation,
and it also contributes to the solidity and legitimacy of the court system itself. As former Supreme Court
justice Benjamin Cardozo summarized it years ago, “Adherence to precedent must then be the rule rather
than the exception if litigants are to have faith in the even-handed administration of justice in the courts.”37

With a focus on federal courts and the public, this website reveals the different ways
(https://openstax.org/l/29fedcourtpub) the federal courts affect the lives of U.S. citizens and how those
citizens interact with the courts.

When the legal facts of one case are the same as the legal facts of another, stare decisis dictates that they
should be decided the same way, and judges are reluctant to disregard precedent without justification.
However, that does not mean there is no flexibility or that new precedents or rulings can never be created.
They often are. Certainly, court interpretations can change as times and circumstances change—and as the
courts themselves change when new judges are selected and take their place on the bench. For example, the
membership of the Supreme Court had changed entirely between Plessey v. Ferguson (1896), which brought
the doctrine of “separate but equal” and Brown v. Board of Education (1954), which required integration.38

THE SELECTION OF JUDGES
Judges fulfill a vital role in the U.S. judicial system and are carefully selected. At the federal level, the
president nominates a candidate to a judgeship or justice position, and the nominee must be confirmed
by a majority vote in the U.S. Senate, a function of the Senate’s “advice and consent” role. All judges and
justices in the national courts serve lifetime terms of office.

The president sometimes chooses nominees from a list of candidates maintained by the American Bar
Association, a national professional organization of lawyers.39 The president’s nominee is then discussed
(and sometimes hotly debated) in the Senate Judiciary Committee. After a committee vote, the candidate
must be confirmed by a majority vote of the full Senate. He or she is then sworn in, taking an oath of office
to uphold the Constitution and the laws of the United States.

When a vacancy occurs in a lower federal court, by custom, the president consults with that state’s
U.S. senators before making a nomination. Through such senatorial courtesy, senators exert considerable
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influence on the selection of judges in their state, especially those senators who share a party affiliation
with the president. In many cases, a senator can block a proposed nominee just by voicing his or her
opposition. Thus, a presidential nominee typically does not get far without the support of the senators
from the nominee’s home state.

Most presidential appointments to the federal judiciary go unnoticed by the public, but when a president
has the rarer opportunity to make a Supreme Court appointment, it draws more attention. That is
particularly true now, when many people get their news primarily from the Internet and social media.
It was not surprising to see not only television news coverage but also blogs and tweets about President
Obama’s nominees to the high court, Sonia Sotomayor and Elena Kagan, or President Trump's first
nominee Neil Gorsuch. (Figure 13.7).

Figure 13.7 President Obama made two appointments to the U.S. Supreme Court, Justices Sonia Sotomayor (a) in
2009 and Elena Kagan (b) in 2010. Since their appointments, both justices have made rulings consistent with a more
liberal ideology. The death of Justice Antonin Scalia in February 2016 prompted a third Obama nomination, that of
Merrick Garland, in March 2016. However, Senate Judiciary Committee chairman Chuck Grassley (R-IA) refused to
schedule a hearing for Obama's nominee and the nomination expired on January 3, 2017. Later that January, the
new president, Republican Donald Trump, announced his nomination of Neil Gorsuch (c), who was confirmed in April
2017, despite a filibuster by the Democrats.

Presidential nominees for the courts typically reflect the chief executive’s own ideological position. With
a confirmed nominee serving a lifetime appointment, a president’s ideological legacy has the potential to
live on long after the end of his or her term.40 President Obama surely considered the ideological leanings
of his two Supreme Court appointees, and both Sotomayor and Kagan have consistently ruled in a more
liberal ideological direction. The timing of the two nominations also dovetailed nicely with the Democratic
Party’s gaining control of the Senate in the 111th Congress of 2009–2011, which helped guarantee their
confirmations.

But some nominees turn out to be surprises or end up ruling in ways that the president who nominated
them did not anticipate. Democratic-appointed judges sometimes side with conservatives, just as
Republican-appointed judges sometimes side with liberals. Republican Dwight D. Eisenhower reportedly
called his nomination of Earl Warren as chief justice—in an era that saw substantial broadening of civil and
criminal rights—“the biggest damn fool mistake” he had ever made. Sandra Day O’Connor, nominated
by Republican president Ronald Reagan, often became a champion for women’s rights. David Souter,
nominated by Republican George H. W. Bush, more often than not sided with the Court’s liberal wing.
Anthony Kennedy, a Reagan appointee who retired in the summer of 2018, was notorious as the Court’s
swing vote, sometimes siding with the more conservative justices but sometimes not. Current chief justice
John Roberts, though most typically an ardent member of the Court’s more conservative wing, has twice
voted to uphold provisions of the Affordable Care Act.
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One of the reasons the framers of the U.S. Constitution included the provision that federal judges would
be appointed for life was to provide the judicial branch with enough independence such that it could
not easily be influenced by the political winds of the time. The nomination of Brett Kavanaugh tested
that notion, as the process became intensely partisan within the Senate and with the nominee himself.
(Kavanaugh's previous nomination to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit by President George
W. Bush in 2003 also stalled for three years over charges of partisanship.) Sharp divisions emerged
early in the confirmation process and an upset Kavanaugh called out several Democratic senators in his
impassioned testimony in front of the Judiciary Committee. The high partisan drama of the Kavanaugh
confirmation compelled Chief Justice Roberts to express concerns about the process and decry the threat
of partisanship and conflict of interest on the Court. One analyst suggests that Roberts, not Justice
Kavanaugh, will become the new swing vote on the court, replacing the pragmatic Kennedy.41

Once a justice has started his or her lifetime tenure on the Court and years begin to pass, many people
simply forget which president nominated him or her. For better or worse, sometimes it is only a
controversial nominee who leaves a president’s legacy behind. For example, the Reagan presidency is
often remembered for two controversial nominees to the Supreme Court—Robert Bork and Douglas
Ginsburg, the former accused of taking an overly conservative and “extremist view of the Constitution”42

and the latter of having used marijuana while a student and then a professor at Harvard University
(Figure 13.8). President George W. Bush’s nomination of Harriet Miers was withdrawn in the face of
criticism from both sides of the political spectrum, questioning her ideological leanings and especially her
qualifications, suggesting she was not ready for the job.43 After Miers’ withdrawal, the Senate went on to
confirm Bush’s subsequent nomination of Samuel Alito, who remains on the Court today.

Figure 13.8 Presidential nominations to the Supreme Court sometimes go awry, as illustrated by the failed
nominations of Robert Bork (a), Douglas Ginsburg (b), and Harriet Miers (c).

Presidential legacy and controversial nominations notwithstanding, there is one certainty about the overall
look of the federal court system: What was once a predominately white, male, Protestant institution is
today much more diverse. As a look at Table 13.3 reveals, the membership of the Supreme Court has
changed with the passing years.

Supreme Court Justice Firsts

First Catholic Roger B. Taney (nominated in 1836)

First Jew Louis J. Brandeis (1916)

Table 13.3
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Supreme Court Justice Firsts

First (and only) former U.S. President William Howard Taft (1921)

First African American Thurgood Marshall (1967)

First Woman Sandra Day O’Connor (1981)

First Hispanic American Sonia Sotomayor (2009)

Table 13.3

The lower courts are also more diverse today. In the past few decades, the U.S. judiciary has expanded to
include more women and minorities at both the federal and state levels.44 However, the number of women
and people of color on the courts still lags behind the overall number of white men. As of 2009, the federal
judiciary consists of 70 percent white men, 15 percent white women, and between 1 and 8 percent African
American, Hispanic American, and Asian American men and women.45

13.4 The Supreme Court

Learning Objectives

By the end of this section, you will be able to:
• Analyze the structure and important features of the Supreme Court
• Explain how the Supreme Court selects cases to hear
• Discuss the Supreme Court’s processes and procedures

The Supreme Court of the United States, sometimes abbreviated SCOTUS, is a one-of-a-kind institution.
While a look at the Supreme Court typically focuses on the nine justices themselves, they represent only
the top layer of an entire branch of government that includes many administrators, lawyers, and assistants
who contribute to and help run the overall judicial system. The Court has its own set of rules for choosing
cases, and it follows a unique set of procedures for hearing them. Its decisions not only affect the outcome
of the individual case before the justices, but they also create lasting impacts on legal and constitutional
interpretation for the future.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE SUPREME COURT
The original court in 1789 had six justices, but Congress set the number at nine in 1869, and it has remained
there ever since. There is one chief justice, who is the lead or highest-ranking judge on the Court, and
eight associate justices. All nine serve lifetime terms, after successful nomination by the president and
confirmation by the Senate.

The current court is fairly diverse in terms of gender, religion (Christians and Jews), ethnicity, and
ideology, as well as length of tenure. Some justices have served for three decades, whereas others were
only recently appointed by President Trump. Figure 13.9 lists the names of the nine justices serving on the
Court as of January 2019, along with their year of appointment and the president who nominated them.
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Figure 13.9

Currently, there are five justices who are considered part of the Court’s more conservative wing—Chief
Justice Roberts and Associate Justices Thomas, Alito, Gorsuch, and Kavanaugh—while four are considered
more liberal-leaning—Justices Ginsburg, Breyer, Sotomayor, and Kagan (Figure 13.10). Had the Merrick
Garland nomination in March 2016 been allowed to proceed, or had the Democrats retained the presidency
in 2016, the replacement for the spots on the court vacated in the wake of the death of Associate Justice
Antonin Scalia in February 2016, or the retirement of "swing" vote Anthony Kennedy in July 2018,
could have swung many key votes in a moderate or liberal direction. However, with Republican Donald
Trump winning the election and the Republicans retaining Senate control, the Court has become more
conservative.

Figure 13.10 Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg (a) is part of the liberal wing of the current Supreme Court, whereas
Justice Brett Kavanaugh (b) represents the conservative wing. Chief Justice John Roberts (c) leads the court as an
ardent member of its more conservative wing but has recently expressed concern over partisanship in the wake of
the bitter Kavanaugh nomination fight, and may prove to be the new "swing" vote on the court.
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While not formally connected with the public the way elected leaders are, the Supreme Court
(https://openstax.org/l/29supremecourt) nonetheless offers visitors a great deal of information at its
official website.

For unofficial summaries of recent Supreme Court cases or news about the Court, visit the Oyez website
(https://openstax.org/l/29oyez) or SCOTUS (https://openstax.org/l/29scotusblog) blog.

In fact, none of the justices works completely in an ideological bubble. While their numerous opinions have
revealed certain ideological tendencies, they still consider each case as it comes to them, and they don’t
always rule in a consistently predictable or expected way. Furthermore, they don’t work exclusively on
their own. Each justice has three or four law clerks, recent law school graduates who temporarily work for
him or her, do research, help prepare the justice with background information, and assist with the writing
of opinions. The law clerks’ work and recommendations influence whether the justices will choose to hear
a case, as well as how they will rule. As the profile below reveals, the role of the clerks is as significant as
it is varied.

Profile of a United States Supreme Court Clerk

A Supreme Court clerkship is one of the most sought-after legal positions, giving “thirty-six young lawyers each
year a chance to leave their fingerprints all over constitutional law.”46 A number of current and former justices
were themselves clerks, including Chief Justice John Roberts, Justices Stephen Breyer and Elena Kagan, and
former chief justice William Rehnquist.

Supreme Court clerks are often reluctant to share insider information about their experiences, but it is always
fascinating and informative to hear about their jobs. Former clerk Philippa Scarlett, who worked for Justice
Stephen Breyer, describes four main responsibilities:47

Review the cases: Clerks participate in a “cert. pool” (short for writ of certiorari, a request that the lower court
send up its record of the case for review) and make recommendations about which cases the Court should
choose to hear.

Prepare the justices for oral argument: Clerks analyze the filed briefs (short arguments explaining each
party’s side of the case) and the law at issue in each case waiting to be heard.

Research and draft judicial opinions: Clerks do detailed research to assist justices in writing an opinion,
whether it is the majority opinion or a dissenting or concurring opinion.

Help with emergencies: Clerks also assist the justices in deciding on emergency applications to the Court,
many of which are applications by prisoners to stay their death sentences and are sometimes submitted within
hours of a scheduled execution.

Explain the role of law clerks in the Supreme Court system. What is your opinion about the role they play and
the justices’ reliance on them?

HOW THE SUPREME COURT SELECTS CASES
The Supreme Court begins its annual session on the first Monday in October and ends late the following
June. Every year, there are literally thousands of people who would like to have their case heard before the
Supreme Court, but the justices will select only a handful to be placed on the docket, which is the list of
cases scheduled on the Court’s calendar. The Court typically accepts fewer than 2 percent of the as many
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as ten thousand cases it is asked to review every year.48

Case names, written in italics, list the name of a petitioner versus a respondent, as in Roe v. Wade, for
example.49 For a case on appeal, you can tell which party lost at the lower level of court by looking at
the case name: The party unhappy with the decision of the lower court is the one bringing the appeal
and is thus the petitioner, or the first-named party in the case. For example, in Brown v. Board of Education
(1954), Oliver Brown was one of the thirteen parents who brought suit against the Topeka public schools
for discrimination based on racial segregation.

Most often, the petitioner is asking the Supreme Court to grant a writ of certiorari, a request that the lower
court send up its record of the case for review. Once a writ of certiorari (cert. for short) has been granted,
the case is scheduled on the Court’s docket. The Supreme Court exercises discretion in the cases it chooses
to hear, but four of the nine justices must vote to accept a case. This is called the Rule of Four.

For decisions about cert., the Court’s Rule 10 (Considerations Governing Review on Writ of Certiorari) takes
precedence.50 The Court is more likely to grant certiorari when there is a conflict on an issue between or
among the lower courts. Examples of conflicts include (1) conflicting decisions among different courts of
appeals on the same matter, (2) decisions by an appeals court or a state court conflicting with precedent,
and (3) state court decisions that conflict with federal decisions. Occasionally, the Court will fast-track a
case that has special urgency, such as Bush v. Gore in the wake of the 2000 election.51

Past research indicated that the amount of interest-group activity surrounding a case before it is granted
cert. has a significant impact on whether the Supreme Court puts the case on its agenda. The more activity,
the more likely the case will be placed on the docket.52 But more recent research broadens that perspective,
suggesting that too much interest-group activity when the Court is considering a case for its docket may
actually have diminishing impact and that external actors may have less influence on the work of the
Court than they have had in the past.53 Still, the Court takes into consideration external influences, not just
from interest groups but also from the public, from media attention, and from a very key governmental
actor—the solicitor general.

The solicitor general is the lawyer who represents the federal government before the Supreme Court: He
or she decides which cases (in which the United States is a party) should be appealed from the lower courts
and personally approves each one presented (Figure 13.11). Most of the cases the solicitor general brings
to the Court will be given a place on the docket. About two-thirds of all Supreme Court cases involve the
federal government.54

The solicitor general determines the position the government will take on a case. The attorneys of his or
her office prepare and file the petitions and briefs, and the solicitor general (or an assistant) presents the
oral arguments before the Court.
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Figure 13.11 Thurgood Marshall (a), who later served on the Supreme Court, was appointed solicitor general by
Lyndon Johnson and was the first African American to hold the post. Noel Francisco (b) was the forty-seventh
solicitor general of the United States, starting his term of office in September 2017.

In other cases in which the United States is not the petitioner or the respondent, the solicitor general may
choose to intervene or comment as a third party. Before a case is granted cert., the justices will sometimes
ask the solicitor general to comment on or file a brief in the case, indicating their potential interest in
getting it on the docket. The solicitor general may also recommend that the justices decline to hear a case.
Though research has shown that the solicitor general’s special influence on the Court is not unlimited, it
remains quite significant. In particular, the Court does not always agree with the solicitor general, and
“while justices are not lemmings who will unwittingly fall off legal cliffs for tortured solicitor general
recommendations, they nevertheless often go along with them even when we least expect them to.”55

Some have credited Donald B. Verrilli, the solicitor general under President Obama, with holding special
sway over the five-justice majority ruling on same-sex marriage in June 2015. Indeed, his position that
denying homosexuals the right to marry would mean “thousands and thousands of people are going
to live out their lives and go to their deaths without their states ever recognizing the equal dignity of
their relationships” became a foundational point of the Court’s opinion, written by then-Justice Anthony
Kennedy.56 With such power over the Court, the solicitor general is sometimes referred to as “the tenth
justice.”

SUPREME COURT PROCEDURES
Once a case has been placed on the docket, briefs, or short arguments explaining each party’s view of
the case, must be submitted—first by the petitioner putting forth his or her case, then by the respondent.
After initial briefs have been filed, both parties may file subsequent briefs in response to the first. Likewise,
people and groups that are not party to the case but are interested in its outcome may file an amicus curiae
(“friend of the court”) brief giving their opinion, analysis, and recommendations about how the Court
should rule. Interest groups in particular can become heavily involved in trying to influence the judiciary
by filing amicus briefs—both before and after a case has been granted cert. And, as noted earlier, if the
United States is not party to a case, the solicitor general may file an amicus brief on the government’s behalf.

With briefs filed, the Court hears oral arguments in cases from October through April. The proceedings
are quite ceremonial. When the Court is in session, the robed justices make a formal entrance into the
courtroom to a standing audience and the sound of a banging gavel. The Court’s marshal presents them
with a traditional chant: “The Honorable, the Chief Justice and the Associate Justices of the Supreme Court
of the United States. Oyez! Oyez! Oyez! [Hear ye!] All persons having business before the Honorable, the
Supreme Court of the United States, are admonished to draw near and give their attention, for the Court
is now sitting. God save the United States and this Honorable Court!”57 It has not gone unnoticed that the
Court, which has defended the First Amendment’s religious protection and the traditional separation of
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church and state, opens its every public session with a mention of God.

During oral arguments, each side’s lawyers have thirty minutes to make their legal case, though the
justices often interrupt the presentations with questions. The justices consider oral arguments not as a
forum for a lawyer to restate the merits of his or her case as written in the briefs, but as an opportunity
to get answers to any questions they may have.58 When the United States is party to a case, the solicitor
general (or one of his or her assistants) will argue the government’s position; even in other cases, the
solicitor general may still be given time to express the government’s position on the dispute.

When oral arguments have been concluded, the justices have to decide the case, and they do so in
conference, which is held in private twice a week when the Court is in session and once a week when it
is not. The conference is also a time to discuss petitions for certiorari, but for those cases already heard,
each justice may state his or her views on the case, ask questions, or raise concerns. The chief justice speaks
first about a case, then each justice speaks in turn, in descending order of seniority, ending with the most
recently appointed justice.59 The judges take an initial vote in private before the official announcement of
their decisions is made public.

Oral arguments are open to the public, but cameras are not allowed in the courtroom, so the only picture
we get is one drawn by an artist’s hand, an illustration or rendering. Cameras seem to be everywhere
today, especially to provide security in places such as schools, public buildings, and retail stores, so the
lack of live coverage of Supreme Court proceedings may seem unusual or old-fashioned. Over the years,
groups have called for the Court to let go of this tradition and open its operations to more “sunshine” and
greater transparency. Nevertheless, the justices have resisted the pressure and remain neither filmed nor
photographed during oral arguments.60

13.5 Judicial Decision-Making and Implementation by the Supreme
Court

Learning Objectives

By the end of this section, you will be able to:
• Describe how the Supreme Court decides cases and issues opinions
• Identify the various influences on the Supreme Court
• Explain how the judiciary is checked by the other branches of government

The courts are the least covered and least publicly known of the three branches of government. The inner
workings of the Supreme Court and its day-to-day operations certainly do not get as much public attention
as its rulings, and only a very small number of its announced decisions are enthusiastically discussed
and debated. The Court’s 2015 decision on same-sex marriage was the exception, not the rule, since most
court opinions are filed away quietly in the United States Reports, sought out mostly by judges, lawyers,
researchers, and others with a particular interest in reading or studying them.

Thus, we sometimes envision the justices formally robed and cloistered away in their chambers, unaffected
by the world around them, but the reality is that they are not that isolated, and a number of outside factors
influence their decisions. Though they lack their own mechanism for enforcement of their rulings and
their power remains checked and balanced by the other branches, the effect of the justices’ opinions on
the workings of government, politics, and society in the United States is much more significant than the
attention they attract might indicate.

JUDICIAL OPINIONS
Every Court opinion sets precedent for the future. The Supreme Court’s decisions are not always
unanimous, however; the published majority opinion, or explanation of the justices’ decision, is the one
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with which a majority of the nine justices agree. It can represent a vote as narrow as five in favor to four
against. A tied vote is rare but can occur at a time of vacancy, absence, or abstention from a case, perhaps
where there is a conflict of interest. In the event of a tied vote, the decision of the lower court stands.

Most typically, though, the Court will put forward a majority opinion. If he or she is in the majority, the
chief justice decides who will write the opinion. If not, then the most senior justice ruling with the majority
chooses the writer. Likewise, the most senior justice in the dissenting group can assign a member of that
group to write the dissenting opinion; however, any justice who disagrees with the majority may write
a separate dissenting opinion. If a justice agrees with the outcome of the case but not with the majority’s
reasoning in it, that justice may write a concurring opinion.

Court decisions are released at different times throughout the Court’s term, but all opinions are announced
publicly before the Court adjourns for the summer. Some of the most controversial and hotly debated
rulings are released near or on the last day of the term and thus are avidly anticipated (Figure 13.12).

Figure 13.12 On June 26, 2015, supporters of marriage equality in front of the U.S. Supreme Court building eagerly
await the announcement of a decision in the case of Obergefell v. Hodges (2015). (credit: Matt Popovich)

One of the most prominent writers (https://openstax.org/l/29fmpubpieces) on judicial decision-
making in the U.S. system is Dr. Forrest Maltzman of George Washington University. Maltzman’s articles,
chapters, and manuscripts, along with articles by other prominent authors in the field, are downloadable
at this site.

INFLUENCES ON THE COURT
Many of the same players who influence whether the Court will grant cert. in a case, discussed earlier
in this chapter, also play a role in its decision-making, including law clerks, the solicitor general, interest
groups, and the mass media. But additional legal, personal, ideological, and political influences weigh
on the Supreme Court and its decision-making process. On the legal side, courts, including the Supreme
Court, cannot make a ruling unless they have a case before them, and even with a case, courts must rule
on its facts. Although the courts’ role is interpretive, judges and justices are still constrained by the facts of
the case, the Constitution, the relevant laws, and the courts’ own precedent.

A justice’s decisions are influenced by how he or she defines his role as a jurist, with some justices believing
strongly in judicial activism, or the need to defend individual rights and liberties, and they aim to stop
actions and laws by other branches of government that they see as infringing on these rights. A judge
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or justice who views the role with an activist lens is more likely to use his or her judicial power to
broaden personal liberty, justice, and equality. Still others believe in judicial restraint, which leads them
to defer decisions (and thus policymaking) to the elected branches of government and stay focused on a
narrower interpretation of the Bill of Rights. These justices are less likely to strike down actions or laws as
unconstitutional and are less likely to focus on the expansion of individual liberties. While it is typically
the case that liberal actions are described as unnecessarily activist, conservative decisions can be activist as
well.

Critics of the judiciary often deride activist courts for involving themselves too heavily in matters they
believe are better left to the elected legislative and executive branches. However, as Justice Anthony
Kennedy has said, “An activist court is a court that makes a decision you don’t like.”61

Justices’ personal beliefs and political attitudes also matter in their decision-making. Although we may
prefer to believe a justice can leave political ideology or party identification outside the doors of the
courtroom, the reality is that a more liberal-thinking judge may tend to make more liberal decisions and
a more conservative-leaning judge may tend toward more conservative ones. Although this is not true
100 percent of the time, and an individual’s decisions are sometimes a cause for surprise, the influence of
ideology is real, and at a minimum, it often guides presidents to aim for nominees who mirror their own
political or ideological image. It is likely not possible to find a potential justice who is completely apolitical.

And the courts themselves are affected by another “court”—the court of public opinion. Though somewhat
isolated from politics and the volatility of the electorate, justices may still be swayed by special-interest
pressure, the leverage of elected or other public officials, the mass media, and the general public. As times
change and the opinions of the population change, the court’s interpretation is likely to keep up with those
changes, lest the courts face the danger of losing their own relevance.

Take, for example, rulings on sodomy laws: In 1986, the Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of the
State of Georgia’s ban on sodomy,62 but it reversed its decision seventeen years later, invalidating sodomy
laws in Texas and thirteen other states.63 No doubt the Court considered what had been happening
nationwide: In the 1960s, sodomy was banned in all the states. By 1986, that number had been reduced by
about half. By 2002, thirty-six states had repealed their sodomy laws, and most states were only selectively
enforcing them. Changes in state laws, along with an emerging LGBT movement, no doubt swayed the
Court and led it to the reversal of its earlier ruling with the 2003 decision, Lawrence v. Texas (Figure
13.13).64

Figure 13.13 The Supreme Court’s 2003 decision in Lawrence v. Texas that overturned an earlier ruling on sodomy
made national headlines and shows that Court rulings can change with the times.

Heralded by advocates of gay rights as important progress toward greater equality, the ruling in Lawrence
v. Texas illustrates that the Court is willing to reflect upon what is going on in the world. Even with
their heavy reliance on precedent and reluctance to throw out past decisions, justices are not completely
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inflexible and do tend to change and evolve with the times.

The Importance of Jury Duty

Since judges and justices are not elected, we sometimes consider the courts removed from the public;
however, this is not always the case, and there are times when average citizens may get involved with the
courts firsthand as part of their decision-making process at either the state or federal levels. At some point,
if you haven’t already been called, you may receive a summons for jury duty from your local court system.
You may be asked to serve on federal jury duty, such as U.S. district court duty or federal grand jury duty, but
service at the local level, in the state court system, is much more common.

While your first reaction may be to start planning a way to get out of it, participating in jury service is vital to the
operation of the judicial system, because it provides individuals in court the chance to be heard and to be tried
fairly by a group of their peers. And jury duty has benefits for those who serve as well. You will no doubt come
away better informed about how the judicial system works and ready to share your experiences with others.
Who knows? You might even get an unexpected surprise, as some citizens in Dallas, Texas did recently when
former President George W. Bush showed up to serve jury duty with them.

Have you ever been called to jury duty? Describe your experience. What did you learn about the judicial
process? What advice would you give to someone called to jury duty for the first time? If you’ve never been
called to jury duty, what questions do you have for those who have?

THE COURTS AND THE OTHER BRANCHES OF GOVERNMENT
Both the executive and legislative branches check and balance the judiciary in many different ways. The
president can leave a lasting imprint on the bench through his or her nominations, even long after leaving
office. The president may also influence the Court through the solicitor general’s involvement or through
the submission of amicus briefs in cases in which the United States is not a party.

President Franklin D. Roosevelt even attempted to stack the odds in his favor in 1937, with a “court-
packing scheme” in which he tried to get a bill passed through Congress that would have reorganized the
judiciary and enabled him to appoint up to six additional judges to the high court (Figure 13.14). The
bill never passed, but other presidents have also been accused of trying similar moves at different courts
in the federal system. Most recently, some members of Congress suggested that President Obama was
attempting to “pack” the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals with three nominees. Obama was
filling vacancies, not adding judges, but the “packing” term was still bandied about.65
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Figure 13.14 A 1937 cartoon mocks the court-packing plan of President Franklin D. Roosevelt (depicted on the far
right). Roosevelt was not successful in increasing the number of justices on the Supreme Court, and it remains at
nine.

Likewise, Congress has checks on the judiciary. It retains the power to modify the federal court structure
and its appellate jurisdiction, and the Senate may accept or reject presidential nominees to the federal
courts. Faced with a court ruling that overturns one of its laws, Congress may rewrite the law or even
begin a constitutional amendment process.

But the most significant check on the Supreme Court is executive and legislative leverage over the
implementation and enforcement of its rulings. This process is called judicial implementation. While it is
true that courts play a major role in policymaking, they have no mechanism to make their rulings a reality.
Remember it was Alexander Hamilton in Federalist No. 78 who remarked that the courts had “neither
force nor will, but merely judgment.” And even years later, when the 1832 Supreme Court ruled the State
of Georgia’s seizing of Native American lands unconstitutional,66 President Andrew Jackson is reported
to have said, “John Marshall has made his decision, now let him enforce it,” and the Court’s ruling was
basically ignored.67 Abraham Lincoln, too, famously ignored Chief Justice Roger B. Taney’s order finding
unconstitutional Lincoln’s suspension of habeas corpus rights in 1861, early in the Civil War. Thus, court
rulings matter only to the extent they are heeded and followed.

The Court relies on the executive to implement or enforce its decisions and on the legislative branch to
fund them. As the Jackson and Lincoln stories indicate, presidents may simply ignore decisions of the
Court, and Congress may withhold funding needed for implementation and enforcement. Fortunately for
the courts, these situations rarely happen, and the other branches tend to provide support rather than
opposition. In general, presidents have tended to see it as their duty to both obey and enforce Court
rulings, and Congress seldom takes away the funding needed for the president to do so.

For example, in 1957, President Dwight D. Eisenhower called out the military by executive order to enforce
the Supreme Court’s order to racially integrate the public schools in Little Rock, Arkansas. Eisenhower
told the nation: “Whenever normal agencies prove inadequate to the task and it becomes necessary for
the executive branch of the federal government to use its powers and authority to uphold federal courts,
the president’s responsibility is inescapable.”68 Executive Order 10730 nationalized the Arkansas National
Guard to enforce desegregation because the governor refused to use the state National Guard troops to
protect the black students trying to enter the school (Figure 13.15).
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Figure 13.15 President Eisenhower sent federal troops to escort nine black students (the “Little Rock Nine”) into an
Arkansas high school in 1957 to enforce the Supreme Court’s order outlawing racial segregation in public schools.

So what becomes of court decisions is largely due to their credibility, their viability, and the assistance
given by the other branches of government. It is also somewhat a matter of tradition and the way the
United States has gone about its judicial business for more than two centuries. Although not everyone
agrees with the decisions made by the Court, rulings are generally accepted and followed, and the Court
is respected as the key interpreter of the laws and the Constitution. Over time, its rulings have become yet
another way policy is legitimately made and justice more adequately served in the United States.
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amicus curiae

appellate court

appellate jurisdiction

associate justice

brief

chief justice

circuit courts

civil law

common law

concurring opinion

conference

courts of appeals

criminal law

dissenting opinion

district courts

docket

dual court system

judicial activism

judicial restraint

judicial review

majority opinion

Key Terms

literally a “friend of the court” and used for a brief filed by someone who is interested in
but not party to a case

a court that reviews cases already decided by a lower or trial court and that may change
the lower court’s decision

the power of a court to hear a case on appeal from a lower court and possibly
change the lower court’s decision

a member of the Supreme Court who is not the chief justice

a written legal argument presented to a court by one of the parties in a case

the highest-ranking justice on the Supreme Court

the appeals (appellate) courts of the federal court system that review decisions of the lower
(district) courts; also called courts of appeals

a non-criminal law defining private rights and remedies

the pattern of law developed by judges through case decisions largely based on precedent

an opinion written by a justice who agrees with the Court’s majority opinion but has
different reasons for doing so

closed meeting of the justices to discuss cases on the docket and take an initial vote

the appellate courts of the federal court system that review decisions of the lower
(district) courts; also called circuit courts

a law that prohibits actions that could harm or endanger others, and establishes
punishment for those actions

an opinion written by a justice who disagrees with the majority opinion of the Court

the trial courts of the federal court system where cases are tried, evidence is presented,
and witness testimony is heard

the list of cases pending on a court’s calendar

the division of the courts into two separate systems, one federal and one state, with
each of the fifty states having its own courts

a judicial philosophy in which a justice is more likely to overturn decisions or rule
actions by the other branches unconstitutional, especially in an attempt to broaden individual rights and
liberties

a judicial philosophy in which a justice is more likely to let stand the decisions or
actions of the other branches of government

the power of the courts to review actions taken by the other branches of government and
the states and to rule on whether those actions are constitutional

an opinion of the Court with which more than half the nine justices agree
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Marbury v. Madison

oral argument

original jurisdiction

precedent

Rule of Four

senatorial courtesy

solicitor general

stare decisis

trial court

writ of certiorari

the 1803 Supreme Court case that established the courts’ power of judicial review
and the first time the Supreme Court ruled an act of Congress to be unconstitutional

words spoken before the Supreme Court (usually by lawyers) explaining the legal reasons
behind their position in a case and why it should prevail

the power of a court to hear a case for the first time

the principles or guidelines established by courts in earlier cases that frame the ongoing
operation of the courts, steering the direction of the entire system

a Supreme Court custom in which a case will be heard when four justices decide to do so

an unwritten custom by which the president consults the senators in the state before
nominating a candidate for a federal vacancy there, particularly for court positions

the lawyer who represents the federal government and argues some cases before the
Supreme Court

the principle by which courts rely on past decisions and their precedents when making
decisions in new cases

the level of court in which a case starts or is first tried

an order of the Supreme Court calling up the records of the lower court so a case may
be reviewed; sometimes abbreviated cert.

Summary

13.1 Guardians of the Constitution and Individual Rights
From humble beginnings, the judicial branch has evolved over the years to a significance that would have
been difficult for the Constitution’s framers to envision. While they understood and prioritized the value
of an independent judiciary in a common law system, they could not have predicted the critical role the
courts would play in the interpretation of the Constitution, our understanding of the law, the development
of public policy, and the preservation and expansion of individual rights and liberties over time.

13.2 The Dual Court System
The U.S. judicial system features a dual court model, with courts at both the federal and state levels, and
the U.S. Supreme Court at the top. While cases may sometimes be eligible for both state and federal review,
each level has its own distinct jurisdiction. There are trial and appellate courts at both levels, but there
are also remarkable differences among the states in their laws, politics, and culture, meaning that no two
state court systems are exactly alike. The diversity of courts across the nation can have both positive and
negative effects for citizens, depending on their situation. While it provides for various opportunities for
an issue or interest to be heard, it may also lead to case-by-case treatment of individuals, groups, or issues
that is not always the same or even-handed across the nation.

13.3 The Federal Court System
The structure of today’s three-tiered federal court system, largely established by Congress, is quite clear-
cut. The system’s reliance on precedent ensures a consistent and stable institution that is still capable
of slowly evolving over the years—such as by increasingly reflecting the diverse population it serves.
Presidents hope their judicial nominees will make rulings consistent with the chief executive’s own
ideological leanings. But the lifetime tenure of federal court members gives them the flexibility to act in
ways that may or may not reflect what their nominating president intended. Perfect alignment between
nominating president and justice is not expected; a judge might be liberal on most issues but conservative
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on others, or vice versa. However, presidents have sometimes been surprised by the decisions made by
their nominees, such as President Eisenhower was by Justice Earl Warren and President Reagan by Justice
Anthony Kennedy.

13.4 The Supreme Court
A unique institution, the U.S. Supreme Court today is an interesting mix of the traditional and the modern.
On one hand, it still holds to many of the formal traditions, processes, and procedures it has followed for
many decades. Its public proceedings remain largely ceremonial and are never filmed or photographed.
At the same time, the Court has taken on new cases involving contemporary matters before a nine-justice
panel that is more diverse today than ever before. When considering whether to take on a case and then
later when ruling on it, the justices rely on a number of internal and external players who assist them with
and influence their work, including, but not limited to, their law clerks, the U.S. solicitor general, interest
groups, and the mass media.

13.5 Judicial Decision-Making and Implementation by the Supreme Court
Like the executive and legislative branches, the judicial system wields power that is not absolute. There
remain many checks on its power and limits to its rulings. Judicial decisions are also affected by various
internal and external factors, including legal, personal, ideological, and political influences. To stay
relevant, Court decisions have to keep up with the changing times, and the justices’ decision-making
power is subject to the support afforded by the other branches of government in implementation and
enforcement. Nevertheless, the courts have evolved into an indispensable part of our government
system—a separate and coequal branch that interprets law, makes policy, guards the Constitution, and
protects individual rights.

Review Questions

1. The Supreme Court’s power of judicial review
________.

a. is given to it in the original constitution
b. enables it to declare acts of the other

branches unconstitutional
c. allows it to hear cases
d. establishes the three-tiered court system

2. The Supreme Court most typically functions as
________.

a. a district court
b. a trial court
c. a court of original jurisdiction
d. an appeals court

3. In Federalist No. 78, Alexander Hamilton
characterized the judiciary as the ________ branch
of government.

a. most unnecessary
b. strongest
c. least dangerous
d. most political

4. Explain one positive and one negative aspect
of the lifetime term of office for judges and justices
in the federal court system. Why do you believe
the constitution’s framers chose lifetime terms?

5. What do you find most significant about
having a common law system?

6. Of all the court cases in the United States, the
majority are handled ________.

a. by the U.S. Supreme Court
b. at the state level
c. by the circuit courts
d. by the U.S. district courts

7. Both state and federal courts hear matters that
involve ________.

a. civil law only
b. criminal law only
c. both civil and criminal law
d. neither civil nor criminal law
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8. A state case is more likely to be heard by the
federal courts when ________.

a. it involves a federal question
b. a governor requests a federal court hearing
c. it involves a criminal matter
d. the state courts are unable to come up with

a decision

9. The existence of the dual court system is an
unnecessary duplication to some but beneficial to
others. Provide at least one positive and one
negative characteristic of having overlapping
court systems in the United States.

10. Which court would you consider to be closest
to the people? Why?

11. Besides the Supreme Court, there are lower
courts in the national system called ________.

a. state and federal courts
b. district and circuit courts
c. state and local courts
d. civil and common courts

12. In standing by precedent, a judge relies on the
principle of ________.

a. stare decisis
b. amicus curiae
c. judicial activism
d. laissez-faire

13. The justices of the Supreme Court are
________.

a. elected by citizens
b. chosen by the Congress
c. confirmed by the president
d. nominated by the president and confirmed

by the Senate

14. Do you believe federal judges should be
elected rather than appointed? Why or why not?

15. When it comes to filling judicial positions in
the federal courts, do you believe race, gender,
religion, and ethnicity should matter? Why or why
not?

16. The Supreme Court consists of ________.
a. nine associate justices
b. one chief justice and eight associate justices
c. thirteen judges
d. one chief justice and five associate justices

17. A case will be placed on the Court’s docket
when ________ justices agree to do so.

a. four
b. five
c. six
d. all

18. One of the main ways interest groups
participate in Supreme Court cases is by ________.

a. giving monetary contributions to the
justices

b. lobbying the justices
c. filing amicus curiae briefs
d. protesting in front of the Supreme Court

building

19. The lawyer who represents the federal
government and argues cases before the Supreme
Court is the ________.

a. solicitor general
b. attorney general
c. U.S. attorney
d. chief justice

20. What do the appointments of the Supreme
Court’s two newest justices, Neil Gorsuch and
Brett Kavanaugh, reveal about the changing
selection process for the high court?

21. When using judicial restraint, a judge will
usually ________.

a. refuse to rule on a case
b. overrule any act of Congress he or she

doesn’t like
c. defer to the decisions of the elected

branches of government
d. make mostly liberal rulings
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22. When a Supreme Court ruling is made,
justices may write a ________ to show they agree
with the majority but for different reasons.

a. brief
b. dissenting opinion
c. majority opinion
d. concurring opinion

23. Which of the following is a check that the
legislative branch has over the courts?

a. Senate approval is needed for the
appointment of justices and federal judges.

b. Congress may rewrite a law the courts have
declared unconstitutional.

c. Congress may withhold funding needed to
implement court decisions.

d. all of the above

24. What are the core factors that determine how
judges decide in court cases?

25. Discuss some of the difficulties involved in
the implementation and enforcement of judicial
decisions.

Critical Thinking Questions

26. In what ways is the court system better suited to protect the individual than are the elected branches
of the government?

27. On what types of policy issues do you expect the judicial branch to be especially powerful, and on
which do you expect it to exert less power?

28. Discuss the relationship of the judicial branch to the other branches of government. In what ways
is the judicial more powerful than other branches? In what ways is SCOTUS less powerful than other
branches? Explain.

29. What should be the most important considerations when filling judge and justice positions at the
federal level? Why?

30. The shirking of jury duty is a real problem in the United States. Give some reasons for this and suggest
what can be done about it.

31. Take a closer look at some of the operational norms of the Supreme Court, such as the Rule of Four or
the prohibition on cameras in the courtroom. What is your opinion about them as long-standing traditions,
and which (if any), do you believe should be changed? Explain your answer.

Suggestions for Further Study

Books written by current and former justices:

Breyer, Stephen. 2006. Active Liberty: Interpreting the Democratic Constitution. New York: Vintage; 2010;
Making Democracy Work: A Judge’s View. New York: Knopf.

O’Connor, Sandra Day. 2004. The Majesty of the Law: Reflections of a Supreme Court Justice. New York:
Random House.

Rehnquist, William. 2002. The Supreme Court. New York: Vintage.

Scalia, Antonin. 1998. A Matter of Interpretation: The Federal Courts and the Law. Princeton, NJ: Princeton
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University Press.

Sotomayor, Sonia. 2014. My Beloved World. New York: Vintage Books.

Stevens, John Paul. 2011. Five Chiefs: A Supreme Court Memoir. New York: Little, Brown.

Thomas, Clarence. 2008. My Grandfather’s Son: A Memoir. New York: Harper.

Books about the U.S. court system:

Coyle, Marcia. 2013. The Roberts Court: The Struggle for the Constitution. New York: Simon and Schuster.

Ferguson, Andrew G. 2013. Why Jury Duty Matters: A Citizen’s Guide to Constitutional Action. New York:
New York University Press.

Millhiser, Ian. 2015. Injustices: The Supreme Court’s History of Comforting the Comfortable and Afflicting the
Afflicted. New York: Nation Books.

Peppers, Todd C., and Artemus Ward. 2012. In Chambers: Stories of Supreme Court Law Clerks and Their
Justices. Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press.

Tobin, Jeffrey. 2012. The Oath: The Obama White House and the Supreme Court. New York: Doubleday.

Vile, John R. 2014. Essential Supreme Court Decisions: Summaries of Leading Cases in U.S. Constitutional Law,
16th ed. Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield.

Films:

1981. The First Monday in October.

1993. The Pelican Brief.

HBO. 2000. Recount.

2015. Confirmation.

2015. On the Basis of Sex.
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